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Abstract Herbig Ae/Be stars are young contracting

stars on the radiative track in the HR diagram on their

way to the Main Sequence. These stars provide a valu-

able link between high and low mass stars. Here we

review the progress that has been made in our under-

standing of these fascinating objects and their disks

since the last major review on this topic published in

1998. We begin with a general overview of these stars

and their properties. We then discuss the accretion of

circumstellar material onto these stars. Next we dis-

cuss the dust and gas properties of the circumstellar
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disk before exploring the evidence for planet formation

in these disks. We conclude with a brief discussion of fu-

ture prospects for deepening our understanding of these

sources and propose a new working definition of Herbig

Ae/Be stars.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the formation and early evolution of stars

and planetary systems is one of the key questions in

astrophysics, closely linked to the origin of the solar

system. Stars form in dense molecular clouds in which
gravity overtakes gas pressure, resulting in the forma-

tion of a core. Conservation of angular momentum causes

the formation of an accretion disk through which gas

and dust is transported to the accreting star. When the

molecular cloud disperses (typically after 0.5-1 Myrs)

the accretion slows down and a slower phase (typi-

cally 5-15 Myrs) of pre-main-sequence evolution ensues,

which ends when the star ignites hydrogen in its core

(see Palla and Stahler, 1993, Lada, 2005, McKee and

Ostriker, 2007, Li et al., 2014, for reviews).

Planet formation takes place in the (remnant) ac-

cretion disk; there is growing evidence that this pro-

cess begins very early when accretion onto the star is

still strong (ALMA Partnership et al., 2015, Segura-

Cox et al., 2020, Kenyon et al., 2016, Tsukamoto et al.,

2017). Most studies favor the core accretion growth

model for the formation of gas giant exoplanets, in

which dust in the disk settles to the mid-plane to form

large, millimeter to centimeter sized grains, planetesi-

mals, and a rocky core (e.g., Lissauer, 1993, Drazkowska
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et al., 2022). When above a critical mass of 10-20 M⊕,

the rapid accretion of a H/He envelope follows (e.g. Pol-

lack et al. 1996). Planet formation may also proceed via

gravitational instability in massive disks (Boss, 1997),

explaining the presence of very massive planets in wide

orbits found in some intermediate mass stars.

This general scenario for star- and planet formation

is believed to hold for solar type stars (0.3M� .M? .
1.5M�), and there is growing evidence that it also ap-

plies to lower mass stars and brown dwarfs (M? .
0.3M�; Luhman, 2012). For higher mass stars, this is

likely to break down for M? & 4−5M� as disk lifetimes

grow too short. Because the timescale for star formation

decreases rapidly with increasing mass, high mass stars

do not experience a visible pre-main-sequence phase.

Their much higher luminosity strongly affects the phys-

ical and chemical properties of the accretion disk (e.g.,

Gorti et al., 2009). Models suggest a rapid evapora-

tion of the outer disk and no reservoir of large dust

grains is able to form, inhibiting the formation of plan-

ets through core growth. However, planets may still

form around massive young stars through gravitational

instability. So far, observations indicate there is no evi-

dence for close-in planets orbiting stars with mass above

4-5 M�, while campaigns for planets at larger separa-

tions are underway (Janson et al. 2021).

The Herbig Ae/Be stars are intermediate mass ob-

jects and as such bridge the gap between the lower mass,

solar type stars (M? . 1.5 M�) and the most massive

stars (M? & 10′s M�). They were first discussed as a

group in the seminal paper of Herbig (1960). In this

paper, George Herbig sought to identify more massive

stars (aiming at 3-20 M�) by selecting a sample of 26

A and B stars with emission lines in the spectrum (in

particular Hα) that were associated with (reflection)

nebulosity. These stars have since been studied in great

detail and indeed many of them turned out to be inter-

mediate mass pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars. In later

literature, intermediate mass PMS stars were given his

name Herbig Ae/Be stars. In the context of star forma-

tion studies, these stars form the higher mass counter-

parts to the solar mass T Tau stars, named after the

prototype T Tau. Herbig also immediately noted the

difficulty in disentangling these stars from other classes

of B and A stars with circumstellar matter, such as the

classical Be stars (Rivinius et al., 2013) and the B[e]

stars (Kraus, 2019). Herbig continued to work on these

objects throughout his career, as evidenced by his ex-

tensive bibliography.

Previous reviews dedicated to Herbig Ae/Be stars

can be found in the conference proceedings Thé et al.

(1994b), and in Perez and Grady (1997) and Waters

and Waelkens (1998a). In addition, there have been

numerous reviews on disks around young stars that

are relevant to Herbig Ae/Be stars. Examples include

Dullemond and Monnier (2010), Williams and Cieza

(2011), Andrews (2020). For recent reviews dedicated

to aspects of Herbig Ae/Be stars please see the Topical

Collection on Herbig Ae/Be stars published in 2015 in

Astrophysics and Space Science1.

In recent years a wealth of new observational and

theoretical studies have shed light on the nature and

evolutionary status of Herbig Ae/Be stars and their cir-

cumstellar environment. As we will summarize in this

review, Herbig Ae/Be stars are at an exciting cross-

roads between low- and high-mass star formation. The

high stellar luminosity, disk mass, and often large disks

allow easier access to the relevant spatial scales to study

planet formation processes when compared to lower

mass objects. Indeed, the gas and dust in their cir-

cumstellar disks has been spatially resolved with un-

precedented detail, revealing Keplerian disks that show

convincing evidence for the presence of forming plan-

ets. As samples of known exoplanets rapidly increase,

we can begin to make the link between the diversity

of exoplanetary systems in intermediate mass stars and

their birth sites. Herbig Ae/Be stars also mark the up-

per mass limit of stars with habitable zones in which life

on a planet could develop. The main sequence lifetime

of 2.5M� stars is ∼600Myr (Ekström et al., 2012) the

lower bound for which life is thought to have evolved on

Earth (Lopez et al., 2005, Danchi and Lopez, 2013). For

more massive stars, the main sequence lifetime becomes

prohibitively short.

1.1 Definition of Herbig stars

Evidence that the objects presented in Herbig (1960)

were indeed intermediate mass PMS stars was provided

by placing these stars on an HR diagram (Strom et al.,

1972) and were consistent with stellar masses span-

ning ∼ 2 − 15M�(see also Hillenbrand et al., 1992).

Subsequent studies found emission above what is ex-

pected from the stellar photosphere at wavelengths with

λ & 1µm (e.g., Cohen, 1973, 1980, Hillenbrand et al.,

1992, Malfait et al., 1998), caused by a dusty enve-

lope. Several papers presented criteria to observation-

ally define the class of Herbig Ae/Be stars (e.g., Thé

et al., 1994a, Malfait et al., 1998, Waters and Waelkens,

1998b, Vieira et al., 2003) leading to a general consensus

that Herbig Ae/Be stars have a spectral type B, A, or

F, H i emission lines, and an infrared excess. Most pa-

pers identify the stellar mass range represented by such

objects to range from ∼1.5 - 10M�. The lower mass

1 https://link.springer.com/collections/hbggjficdi

https://link.springer.com/collections/hbggjficdi
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limit was set by the spectral type of the coolest star

that was thought to reach the zero age main sequence

(ZAMS) as an A9 star. The upper mass limit is set by

the maximum mass a star is expected to experience a

pre-main-sequence phase while it is not enshrouded in

its protostellar envelope, however, this upper mass limit

is not sharply defined as many stars typically included

in catalogs of Herbig Ae/Be stars have higher masses

(e.g., Vioque et al., 2018).

In this review, we will refer to the Herbig Ae/Be

stars as Herbig stars, and predominately limit ourselves

to stars with the following properties: young A or B

type stars that are evolving towards the main sequence,

with Hα emission, often associated with a nebulosity,

and an infrared (IR) excess due to warm (∼1000 K)

and/or cold (∼100 K) circumstellar dust. Herbig stars

in principle do not include objects cooler than about

7000 K (i.e., stars with spectral types later than A9),

but some F-type stars such as HD 142527, CQ Tau and

HD 135344B have also been discussed in the literature

in the context of Herbig star samples, because of their

high luminosity and associated mass. We will include

these in this review. Most if not all of these stars are not

yet core-hydrogen burning PMS stars; however, for the

most luminous objects in the sample this is not easy to

establish. We do not consider the A and B stars with de-

bris disks, that have lost their primordial gas and have

secondary dust produced by collisions between larger

bodies (Hughes et al., 2018). Nor do we discuss young

PMS A and B stars that show no evidence for circum-

stellar material any more (and would be the equivalent

to the naked T Tauri stars; e.g., Walter 1986). Catalogs

of (candidate) Herbig stars were published by Finken-

zeller and Mundt (1984), Herbig and Bell (1988), Thé

et al. (1994a), Vieira et al. (2003), and more recently

by Vioque et al. (2018). HArchiBe, an on-line archive

of known Herbig Ae/Be stars and their properties is

described in Guzmán-Dı́az et al. (2021) 2. From this

catalog, we identify 31 Herbig stars (including spectral

type F) within 225 pc and 87 Herbig stars within 450

pc.

1.2 Connection to Intermediate Mass T Tauri stars

Late F, G, and K type intermediate mass PMS stars

are classified as T Tauri stars. They are the evolution-

ary predecessors of the Herbig stars. Since young inter-

mediate mass stars evolve from the birth line towards

the main sequence, they will have properties that clas-

sify them as T Tauri stars when still cool and shift to

earlier spectral types as their temperature increases as

2 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/projects/harchibe/main/

they evolve along the radiative track on their way to the

ZAMS (Figure 1). In fact, T Tau itself has been shown

to be of intermediate mass (Duchêne et al., 2006). Her-

big and Bell (1988) defined a special group called “su”

stars with properties similar to that of the intermediate

mass T Tauri star SU Aur. Herbst et al. (1994) intro-

duced the class of Early Type T Tau stars, that con-

tains both T Tauri and Herbig stars. Calvet et al. (2004)

used the term intermediate mass T Tauri (IMTT) stars,

which has been adopted in subsequent literature to de-

note the low temperature progenitors of the Herbig

stars.

In a recent study, Valeg̊ard et al. (2021) compiled a

list of about 50 IMTT stars from the T Tau literature

(i.e. stars classified as T Tau stars) and, based on Gaia

DR2 distances (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018)

to these stars, derived basic properties such as tem-

perature, luminosity, and IR excess. Stars with mass

above 1.5 M� were selected, based on their position

in the HR diagram and using PMS evolutionary tracks.

This study shows that the circumstellar environment of

IMTT stars is qualitatively similar to that of the Her-

big stars. A full view on how intermediate mass stars

and their environment evolve from the birth line to-

wards the main sequence ideally includes IMTT stars.

We will return to this point in Section 7. In this review,

we will not consider the IMTT stars any further.

1.3 Link between low mass and high mass star

formation

Herbig stars can be found in low- and high mass star

forming regions (e.g., Chamaeleon and Orion respec-

tively). However, early type Herbig Be stars tend to be

surrounded by a dense clustering of stars, while this is

not the case for Herbig Ae stars (Hillenbrand et al.,

1995, Testi et al., 1999). There is a smooth transition

in clustering between these two ranges. This points to

a qualitative difference in the mode of star formation

that leads to massive (M? & 10 − 20 M�) and lower

mass stars. Models for star formation also distinguish

between two modes: isolated, low mass star formation

in clouds of modest mass, and clustered, high mass star

formation in giant molecular clouds (Motte et al., 2018).

An important difference between these modes is that

in high mass star forming regions massive stars, that

evolve quickly, provide a strong feedback on their en-

vironment. Their stellar winds and UV radiation fields

are important already during the main accretion phase.

Stars with mass above 8-10 M� do not/are not expected

to go through a visible PMS phase; although, this has

not yet been revisited incorporating the latest insights
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Fig. 1 HR diagram containing 218 Herbig stars with high quality DR2 Gaia parallaxes (adapted from Vioque et al. (2018),
their Figure 2). The solid lines represent PMS tracks (Bressan et al., 2012), with the final masses indicated on the Main
Sequence. The dashed lines represent isochrones taken from Marigo et al. (2017). The Zero Age Main Sequence is the region
marked by the end of the PMS tracks.

Figure kindly provided by M. Vioque.

relating to the modelling of the spectral energy distri-

bution (SED) of Herbig stars. Radiation pressure on

dust grains for instance inhibits the formation of very

massive stars via the core accretion model (Wolfire and

Cassinelli, 1987), although non-spherical accretion can
circumvent this difficulty (Yorke and Sonnhalter, 2002).

Feedback is believed to become relevant for masses above

10-20 M� (e.g., Hosokawa and Omukai, 2009).

Observations and models suggest that the core ac-

cretion model for star formation, developed for low mass

stars, is also applicable to more massive stars, up to

masses of 10-20 M�. Young massive YSOs in M17 have

been found to have disks with properties consistent with

a remnant accretion disk (e.g. Hoffmeister et al. 2008,

Ochsendorf et al. 2011, Ilee et al. 2013). Beyond a mass

of about 20 M�, it is unclear which mechanism dom-

inates: core accretion and competitive accretion (Bon-

nell et al., 2001) have been suggested (Krumholz and

Bonnell, 2009).

Intermediate mass stars are at the crossroads be-

tween low- and high mass star formation. As stellar

mass and luminosity increase, the shortening stellar

evolutionary timescales, the increased strength of the

stellar UV radiation field, and the denser cluster envi-

ronment that occurs for more massive stars will strongly

influence the physical and chemical properties of Herbig

star disks and the way they dissipate. Therefore these

disks are of interest to understand how stellar mass af-

fects the early evolution of stars and planetary systems.

This is one of the main motivations to study young in-

termediate mass stars.

In the quarter century since the last major review of

Herbig stars (Waters and Waelkens, 1998b), there has

been enormous progress in our understanding of these

systems. Here we review this progress. First we discuss

the stellar properties of Herbig stars - namely their mul-

tiplicity fraction, X-ray properties, and variability (Sec.

2). We then move to the star-disk interface and discuss

the stellar accretion properties of these stars (Sec. 3).

Moving further out, we discuss the dust (Sec. 4) and gas

(Sec. 5) properties of the disks orbiting Herbig stars.

We then discuss the advances in our understanding of

planet formation in these disks (Sec. 6) and conclude

with summary of key future lines of investigations that

arise from the topics we cover in the review (Sec. 7) and

a modest proposal for a new definition of Herbig stars

(Sec. 8).
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2 STELLAR PROPERTIES

Over the past quarter century, millimeter (mm) inter-

ferometry of gas emission from disks around young stars

have enabled the measurement of dynamical masses of

young stars (Simon et al., 2000, Schaefer et al., 2009,

Guilloteau et al., 2014, Simon et al., 2017, Braun et al.,

2021, Law et al., 2022). The spatial resolution and sensi-

tivity provided by the Atacama Large Millimeter Array

(ALMA) has opened the door to measuring ever larger

samples of dynamical masses that provide a valuable

measure for testing stellar evolution models and thus

the ages and masses inferred from them. Braun et al.

(2021) compiles the largest such sample to date and

finds that stars with masses of stars ranging from 1.3-

3.0M� inferred from stellar evolution models predict

masses ranging from -5% to -14% of the mass inferred

dynamically.

It may be useful to see the Herbig stars in the con-

text of their position in the HR diagram. Vioque et al.

(2018) placed the 218 then known and proposed Herbig

stars with high quality Gaia DR2 parallaxes (Gaia Col-

laboration et al., 2018) in the HR diagram, a version

of which is reproduced in Figure 1. To guide the eye,

several evolutionary tracks and isochrones are overplot-

ted. As expected, most Herbig objects fall at or above

the ZAMS indicating that intermediate stars cease ac-

creting prior to or just after reaching the ZAMS. The

more massive Herbig Be stars are sparser than the Her-

big Ae stars which can be explained by the Initial Mass

Function, as well as the shorter evolutionary time scales

that are associated with their evolution towards the

Main Sequence. Higher mass Herbig stars are invariably

younger than their lower mass counterparts (Figure 2).

The ages of the lower mass Herbig stars typically range

from several millions of years up to 10 Myr. The latter

high values have implications for the disks, their evo-

lution and survival which will be discussed after the

overview of the stellar properties. We will proceed with

the binary properties of the objects in the following

sub-section.

2.1 Binaries among Herbig stars

The multiplicity of Herbig stars bears on models of their

formation, the origin of X-ray emission observed toward

Herbig stars (cf. Sec. 2.2), and can affect the appear-

ance of the disk (cf. Sec 4.9). Herbig stars are predom-

inately found in binary systems, and many of these are

found at arcsecond scales. However, not all separations

have been equally well sampled (Duchêne 2015). The

last dedicated binary studies using large samples are

the spectro-astrometric surveys of Baines et al. (2006)

and Wheelwright et al. (2010) who observed 31 and 45

objects respectively, totalling 62 unique targets. The

separations probed were in the 0.1 − 2′′ range while a

flux difference of 6 magnitudes could be reached. Their

data were tested against the (slightly less deep) survey

AO data of Leinert et al. (1997) and imaging of Pirzkal

et al. (1997), and found to be in agreement where there

was overlap.

Both studies yielded a multiplicity of order 70% for

this parameter range, with a hint that the Herbig Be

stars are more likely to be found in binaries. Wheel-

wright et al. (2010) could disentangle the spectra of

some of the otherwise unresolved binaries and deter-

mined that the mass ratios are close to one. This value is

inconsistent with a random sampling of the IMF, which

would be expected if stellar capture was the main bi-

nary formation mechanism. The same team reported in

Wheelwright et al. (2011) that the alignment between

the binary objects and the disks surrounding the pri-

maries was consistent with disk fragmentation. Similar

conclusions on fragmentation being the cause of Herbig

binaries were put forward by Arun et al. (2021) who

reported the discovery of a wide (6.6′′) Herbig Ae - M

star binary. Given the wide separation, fragmentation

at an earlier stage was favored.

The surveys with the Very Large Telescope Inter-

ferometer (VLTI) of Lazareff et al. (2017, H-band, 51

objects) and Gravity Collaboration et al. (2019, K band,

27 objects) probed smaller separations and similar con-

trasts to the above studies. These studies report few

detections of binary companions. However, the surveys

were designed to study disks, so the targets were se-

lected against the presence of radial velocity binaries.

Milli-arcsecond Herbig Be binaries, corresponding to

sub-500 au separations, have been observed using VLTI

data however (Kraus et al., 2017, Koumpia et al., 2019).

Finally, the smallest separations can be probed us-

ing spectroscopy, where a binary system can be revealed

through radial velocity variations or directly in a dou-

ble lined binary. Not much work has been done in this

field, with the spectroscopic survey by Corporon and

Lagrange (1999) of 42 Herbig stars still the largest ded-

icated such study. The latter category includes spatially

resolved objects with known separations of order 0.5′′,

so the observed close binary fraction based on radial

velocity variations alone is 17%.

Summary : The majority of Herbig stars are in binaries

(& 70%). The mass ratios of the binary Herbig stars in-

dicates that the binaries form from disk fragmentation.

Given that many of these are unresolved at arcsecond

resolution, this also has important implications for in-
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Fig. 2 The distribution of ages of the 218 Herbig stars as
determined from the position in Figure 1 (Vioque et al. 2018).
The highest mass stars have the smallest ages. Most Herbig
Ae stars, and thus their disks, have ages in excess of several
Myr. Figure kindly provided by M. Vioque.

Properties O-early B Herbig T Tauri
Plasma T < 12 MK 12-60MK 5-30 MK
kT < 1 keV 1-5 keV 0.4-2.6keV
logLX (erg/s) 29-33 29-31.5 28-30
log(LX/Lbol) -7 [-6,-4] up to -3
Origin radiative companion? αω dynamo

wind shear dynamo?
Detection rate 65% 35% 100%

Table 1 Typical properties for the X-ray emission of MS
OB-type, Herbig and T Tauri stars

terpreting the X-ray properties of Herbig stars – the

topic of our next section.

2.2 X-ray emission

The more massive young objects, with spectral types

O to B1, are often detected in X-rays. Their emission

is soft (kT < 1 keV) with fractional luminosities, log

(LX/Lbol) ∼ -7, attributed to shocks that originate in

line-driven winds. At the other end of the mass distribu-

tion, solar-mass T Tauri stars have a magnetic dynamo

that can persist due to their convective motion, giving

rise to hard X-ray emission (0.4 . kT . 3 keV) from

the magnetically heated corona, and log (LX/Lbol) sat-

urating around -3 (see Table 1). Herbig stars, on the

other hand, are thought to be fully radiative so that

they cannot support a dynamo by convection, nor are

they hot enough for a radiation driven wind; therefore,

the detection of X-ray emission from Herbig stars was

unexpected (Zinnecker and Preibisch, 1994, Damiani

et al., 1994). If the stars are indeed fully radiative, this

would suggest that Herbigs should not generate strong

well-ordered magnetic fields as observed in their cooler,

convective counterparts. However, some do have strong

magnetic fields (cf., Sect. 3.1).

Hamaguchi et al. (2005) detected 30% of the Herbig

stars observed with the Advanced Satellite for Cosmol-

ogy and Astrophysics (ASCA), and determined an X-

ray luminosity higher than for T Tauri stars (Table 1).

The fractional X-ray luminosity is slightly lower than

that of TTS, but higher than for MS B-type stars: log

(LX/Lbol) = [-6,-4]. They found no evidence for a cor-

relation between v sin i (an indication of rotational ve-

locity) and X-ray luminosity, unlike what is observed in

TTS where a strong correlation was found, supporting

the αω dynamo scenario (Pallavicini et al., 1981).

The plasma temperatures of Herbig stars are be-

tween 1 and 5 keV which is too high to be produced in

wind-driven shocks (Hamaguchi et al., 2005). Also flares

were observed, which also cannot be explained by stellar

winds. Since Herbig stars evolve from fully convective

IMTT stars, some of these may possess a fossil magnetic

field (see section 3.1). Activity parameters such as Hα

and radio emission do not correlate with LX, but the

amplitude of optical variability,∆V, does (Stelzer et al.,

2006). Also, magnetospheric accretion can be ruled out

as the origin of the X-ray emission because the free-fall

velocities are too low. Hamaguchi et al. (2005) propose

that the X-ray emission stems from magnetic activity,

where the fossil magnetic fields of the stars reconnect

with the disk (a star-disk magnetosphere).

With the better spatial resolution of Chandra (∼1′′),

Stelzer et al. (2006) observed 17 Herbig stars to study

the companion hypothesis. They detected X-ray emis-

sion from 76% of their sample. After correcting for the

presence of known lower-mass companions, they derived

an occurrence rate of 35% which was consistent with

previous work by Hamaguchi et al. (2005). Interestingly,

the detection rate of X-rays from Herbig stars is com-

parable to the binary rate of Herbig stars (see section

2.1). Further study of the binarity of X-ray emitting

Herbig stars will clarify the extent to which unresolved

companions can account for the X-ray emission.

In a follow-up paper, Stelzer et al. (2009) distin-

guishes between late B to A-type Herbig stars and early

B-type PMS stars. They propose that the early B-type

PMS stars behave like the B-type MS stars, while the

X-ray emission in the later-type Herbig stars is con-

nected to magnetic fields, which have only been firmly

detected in ∼ 20 Herbig stars (e.g. Järvinen et al. 2019,

3.1).

Summary : The origin of the X-ray emission detected

towards Herbig stars remains an unsolved mystery. An

origin in a stellar wind can be excluded due to the high
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plasma temperatures observed. It is possible that the

X-rays could come from an unseen companion or by

remnant magnetic fields. A dedicated study including

precise magnetic field measurements, high spatial res-

olution X-ray observations, and sensitive searches for

companions for a large sample of Herbig stars is needed

to test these hypotheses.

2.3 Variability

Herbig stars have long been known to show both photo-

metric and spectroscopic variations. The variability can

be traced back to changes in the circumstellar disks, the

accretion regions, and the structure of the stars them-

selves. We discuss the photometric and spectroscopic

behaviours separately below.

2.3.1 Photometric variability

Some Herbig stars show non-periodic brightness vari-

ations as large as ∆V ∼ 3 mag (Herbst et al., 1994).

Important clues about the nature of the variations and

the (inner) disk regions came from studying the bright-

ness variations of the star UX Ori: when the star fades

in brightness, its color becomes redder. However, when

fading even more, this color change turns around, and

the star becomes bluer, the so-called ‘blueing effect’

(Bibo and The, 1990). In tandem with the fading of

the star, its radiation was found to become more po-

larized, hinting at starlight being scattered off circum-

stellar dust. These effects, referred to as the UXor phe-

nomenon in later literature, were further studied with

simultaneous photometric, polarimetric and spectroscopic

observations (Grinin, 1992, Grinin et al., 1994), sup-

porting the hypothesis that the blueing effect is caused

by an opaque dust cloud in the disk, intersecting in the

line of sight towards the star. In Sect. 4.9.3 we focus on

the properties of the inner disks that were revealed by

the UXor phenomenon.

In the near infrared (NIR), the variability of Her-

big stars is far more modest than in the optical. Eiroa

et al. (2002) observed a sample of T Tauri and Her-

big Ae stars using quasi-simultaneous optical and near-

infrared photometric observations, taken typically less

than 1 hour and at most 2 hours apart. The peak-

to-peak variations at optical wavelengths could be as

high as 0.5 magnitudes during their period of observa-

tions, while the NIR photometry varied mostly at the

0.1 magnitude level. Out of the 12 Herbig Ae objects

observed, only 3 were reported as non-variable, while

8 of the remaining nine showed a correlation between

the optical and NIR photometric variations. Given that

the NIR emission is most likely re-radiated by the hot

circumstellar dust that absorbed the optical light, the

location of the near-infrared variability can be traced

to the inner circumstellar disks (see also Sect. 4.9.3).

The remaining one object, UX Ori, did not show a cor-

relation between the photometric variations, which was

interpreted as possibly being due to rotational modu-

lation of star spots on the stellar photosphere. Vioque

et al. (2018) later determined that roughly 25% of Her-

big stars can be classified as having such UXor varia-

tions, while Herbig Be stars are markedly less variable

than the Herbig Ae stars.

Finally, variability at milli-magnitude amplitudes

has been positively detected towards a small sample

of Herbig Ae stars (Zwintz et al. (2014); see also the

compilation by Steindl et al. 2021). Such observations

are challenging as any signatures at the milli-magnitude

level not only require space-based photometry (Zwintz

et al., 2009, Casey et al., 2013) but need a careful disen-

tangling of such data with the non-periodic variations

described above. The Herbig Ae stars appear to show δ

Scuti type variability (Marconi and Ripepi, 2017). This

variability arises among stars whose temperature and

mass lead to an ionization structure that leads to ra-

dial oscillations resulting in variability with a period on

the order of a few hours. Such stars fall in a well de-

fined region of the HR diagram known as the instability

strip. Herbig stars in this region are no exception. The

milli-magnitude photometric data have the prospect of

probing into these pre-Main Sequence stars using as-

teroseismology. An interesting example is the case of

HD 139614, whose age was estimated from asteroseis-

mology to be about 11 Myrs (Murphy et al., 2021). This

old age confirms the results of other studies, and shows

that gas-rich disks can survive for a substantial period

of time. We will return to this in Sect. 5.1.

2.3.2 Spectroscopic variability

In addition to photometric variability, the emission lines

observed towards Herbig stars have long been known to

vary (for a review, see Catala 1994). Spectroscopic vari-

ability studies of individual objects have revealed vari-

ations in the emission lines and their profiles which can

be traced back to rotational modulation of the accretion

regions (Garcia Lopez et al., 2016, Schöller et al., 2016).

It would appear that the variations are less extreme

than those observed for T Tauri stars whose variations

are connected to the magnetically controlled accretion

(Kurosawa et al., 2011).

Dedicated studies of larger samples of Herbig ob-

jects have been sparse. Costigan et al. (2014) investi-

gated the Hα line variability for a sample of, mostly,

Herbig Ae and T Tauri stars. The amplitude of the
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variability increases from minute timescales to level off

at the days-weeks timescales, even over periods as long

as years. This indicates that the variability occurs in a

small volume around the star and Costigan et al. (2014)

attribute the variability mainly to changes in the accre-

tion rate. Overall, it would appear that the variability

of the emission lines is connected to the accretion pro-

cesses occurring in Herbig stars, the topic of the next

section.

Lastly, another type of spectral variability has been

observed towards Herbig stars which was first found

towards β Pic. Multi-epoch spectroscopy revealed that

metallic absorption lines would change on timescales

of hours to months. In particular, lines could suddenly

appear in absorption and the absorption itself would

become more red-shifted in matters of hours. This be-

haviour was interpreted as evidence of infalling material

from cometary bodies (Ferlet et al., 1987). Grady et al.

(1996) presented spectra of 41 Herbig stars and found

that 22 of them showed variability consistent with the

presence of gas released from infall of evaporative bod-

ies. We will return to this issue in Sec. 6.2.2, where this

phenomenom is discussed as an indirect tracer for the

presence of planets in the disks of Herbig stars.

Summary : Herbig stars display photometric and spec-

troscopic changes on timescales ranging from hours to

months and longer. The larger amplitude photometric

changes can be traced back to variable dust obscura-

tion from an orbiting disk, while variability at smaller,

milli-magnitude, amplitudes can be analysed with as-

teroseismology. Spectroscopically, variable line emission

is mostly associated with the accretion process, while

variable absorption lines can be due to changes in the

accretion process itself, but can also be caused by in-

falling rocky material such as exo-comets.

3 ACCRETION ONTO HERBIG STARS

In this section we discuss the accretion and accretion

mechanisms of Herbig stars. Given that the intermedi-

ate mass Herbig stars are, for all intents and purposes,

the high mass counterpart of the solar mass T Tauri

stars, let us begin with a description of the paradigm

for understanding accretion onto T Tauri stars. Dedi-

cated reviews of these objects can be found in Bertout

(1989) and Bouvier et al. (2007), recent reviews on the

accretion process in pre-Main Sequence stars in general

can be found in Beltrán and de Wit (2016), Hartmann

et al. (2016) respectively, while Mendigut́ıa (2020) fo-

cuses on accretion onto Herbig stars.

T Tauri stars are well known to sustain a magnetic

field due to their internal dynamo and exhibit both evi-

dence for accretion onto the stars and bi-polar outflows

powered by the accretion. The accretion itself is mag-

netically mediated. The stellar magnetic field truncates

the disk where the ram pressure from accretion balances

the opposing pressure from the stellar magnetic field.

Material from the disk free-falls along the magnetic field

lines through accretion funnels onto the star. With typ-

ical disk-truncation radii of 2-3 stellar radii, the free-fall

velocities are very high, of order 100s km s−1. The grav-

itation potential energy of the material released when

it crashes onto the photosphere is therefore substan-

tial. The resulting shock produces X-ray radiation that

is absorbed by surrounding particles. Then, these par-

ticles heat up and re-radiate at ultraviolet wavelengths,

producing a UV-excess that can be observed. A cartoon

of the situation is provided in Fig. 3 (see e.g. Bouvier

et al. 2007 for more details).

The relatively cool T Tauri stars radiate most of

their photospheric energy at optical and longer wave-

lengths, so the observed UV emission can be used as

a proxy for the accretion luminosity, which reflects the

potential energy released by the infalling matter. As-

suming the material is falling from infinity, the mass

accretion rate is given by,

Ṁacc =
LaccR∗
GM∗

, (1)

where Lacc is the accretion luminosity, R∗ is the stellar

radius, M∗ is the stellar mass, and G is the gravitational

constant.

It may be clear that a proper characterisation of

the stellar parameters is important. As will be discussed

later, the Gaia satellite, which provides parallaxes, from

which distances are determined, for more than a billion

stars has had an important impact on the field.

The magnetospheric accretion (MA) paradigm has

been applied extensively over the past years to deter-

mine the accretion rates of Herbig stars. In the follow-

ing we give not only an overview of the results, but also

critically analyse the assumptions made in this endeav-

our. We will demonstrate that while the MA paradigm

seems to be applicable to most Herbig stars, there is

compelling evidence that it cannot act for some extreme

cases, and that there is strong evidence for a change in

accretion mechanism at higher masses.

3.1 Magnetic properties of Herbig stars

Let us first discuss an immediate potential critique that

can be fielded against the use of the MA paradigm to

Herbig stars. Conventional wisdom is that no magnetic
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Fig. 3 Cartoon of the immediate circumstellar environment of a HAe star. Initially designed to illustrate the magnetospheric
accretion paradigm for CTTSs, this cartoon also applies to HAe stars. The dust in the disk is sublimated when it reaches a
temperature of ∼1500 K. Interior to this region the disk is gaseous and heavily ionized. The disk is truncated by the magnetic
field where the pressure from accreting gas is balanced by magnetic pressure. The accreting gas then falls into the star along
field lines from which hydrogen recombination emission emerges and creates an accretion shock near the surface of the star.
Figure based on Gravity Collaboration et al. (2020).

field is expected to be generated in Herbig stars be-

cause the envelopes of A and B stars are radiative. The

B-field is typically generated in a dynamo which usu-

ally occurs by convection in cooler stars. Indeed, mag-

netic fields have only fairly recently been detected to-

wards a limited number of objects (e.g., Alecian et al.,

2013). Based on the compilation of Hubrig et al. (2015),

Mendigut́ıa (2020) presents all reported magnetic field

detections of Herbig stars and their stellar parameters.

The list contains a total of 18 objects with measured

B-fields, which constitutes roughly 10% of all known

and proposed Herbig stars (viz. Vioque et al. 2018).

Intriguingly, this fraction is similar to a 10% detection

rate in field A stars (Landstreet, 1992). Most of these B-

fields have strengths of order 100 G, while a few Herbig

stars have magnetic field strengths that are significantly

higher (e.g., V380 Ori (2kG), and Z CMa (1.2 kG)). As

already alluded to in Sec. 2.2, rather than being gener-

ated, the magnetic field in these magnetic objects could

be fossil in nature, either from the original collapsing

parental cloud or the remnant field of an earlier IMTT

star phase.

Whatever the cause of the magnetic fields, it should

be noted that most B-field determinations concern the

global integrated magnetic field, a non-detection is there-

fore not necessarily evidence for the absence of it; a

complex geometry would inevitably result in a lower

observed strength. Villebrun et al. (2019) mapped the

B-fields of the IMTT stars, and find that the fields be-

come weaker, but also more complex and at higher tem-

peratures (see also Fig. 4). The possibility that higher

temperature pre-Main Sequence stars harbour strong

magnetic fields is therefore a realistic prospect. As a

consequence, the MA scenario which is well established

for T Tauri stars (e.g. Bouvier et al. 2007), may also be

applicable to hotter objects.

In the next section, we will go into more detail on

similarities between T Tauri stars and Herbig objects

with emphasis on their accretion properties. We then

consider the determination of the accretion rates of Her-

big stars and provide global inferences resulting from

these.

Summary : About 10% of Herbig stars have measur-

able magnetic fields. While most of these are of order

100 G, a few have magnetic field strengths about an or-

der of magnitude larger. These B-field determinations

are measurements of the global integrated field. If the

magnetic fields of Herbigs tend to have a complex ge-

ometry, it is possible that the surface magnetic field

strength of the typical Herbig star is much higher than

these measurements suggest.

3.2 Accretion Geometry - similarity with T Tauri stars

The earliest investigation into MA onto Herbig stars

was carried out by Muzerolle et al. (2004). They ap-

plied their MA models to the Herbig Ae star UX Ori,
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and found that the computed emission line profiles were

in qualitative agreement with the observed emission line

profiles. In parallel, they also concluded that the mag-

netic field strength would be weaker and its geometry

should be more complex than the usual dipole field in

T Tauri stars, just as was later shown to be the case

by Villebrun et al. (2019). Further supporting evidence

that Herbig Ae stars may be accreting in a similar fash-

ion as T Tauri stars comes from various observational

studies. These often stem from comparative investiga-

tions into the accretion-related properties of T Tauri

stars on the one hand and Herbig Ae and Herbig Be

stars on the other hand. An additional result from these

studies is that Herbig Be stars often have very different

properties than their Ae counterparts.

Early suggestions that the accretion processes of

Herbig Ae stars and T Tauri stars are similar were re-

ported based on results from linear spectropolarime-

try. Although the accretion funnels are still too small

to be directly imaged, indirect linear spectropolarimet-

ric methods are able to probe these regions at scales

of order stellar radii (e.g. Vink, 2015, Ababakr et al.,

2016, 2017). The similarity of the linear spectropolar-

metric properties of the Hα line for Herbig Ae stars

and T Tauri stars was reported by Vink et al. (2002,

2005a). The observations were explained with line emis-

sion from accretion hot spots scattering off truncated

disks. Indeed, the inferred sizes of order stellar radii of

the inner holes (Vink et al., 2005b) are consistent with

those expected for a magnetically truncated disk. In

contrast, the very different effects observed towards the

Herbig Be stars are more consistent with disks reaching

onto the central star - hinting at a different accretion

mechanism in those. Ababakr et al. (2017) presented

the largest sample of Herbig stars observed with lin-

ear spectropolarimetry around Hα, which allowed them

to identify the transition from truncated disks to disks

reaching into the stellar surface around spectral type

B7/8.

Other studies related to accretion diagnostics are

broadly consistent with these findings. Cauley and Johns-

Krull (2014) studied the He i 1.083 µm line profiles of

a large sample of Herbig stars. Due to its high excita-

tion energy, this transition is particularly sensitive to

accretion. These authors found that both T Tauri stars

(observed by Edwards et al., 2006) and Herbig Ae stars

had similar line profiles and comparable fractions of

red-shifted absorption lines, tracing infall, all of which

could be explained in the context of MA, while the Her-

big Be stars did not. Furthermore, they inferred that

the Herbig Ae stars could have smaller magnetospheres

than their T Tauri counterparts.

As mentioned earlier, Herbig stars display spectro-

scopic variability. Costigan et al. (2014) found that both

the timescales and amplitude of the variability were

similar for T Tauri and Herbig Ae stars, which led these

authors to suggest that the mode of accretion of Her-

big Ae stars is also similar to that of T Tauri stars.

Although less extensive in time coverage, the Hα vari-

ability study of Mendigut́ıa et al. (2011b) extends to

the more massive Herbig Be stars. These objects were

found to have different Hα variability properties than

the Herbig Ae stars. Of note is that these authors not

only considered the Hα line strength variations, but

also those of the line width, which, given the high free-

fall velocities involved may be more effective in tracing

the accretion flows. Its variability was found to be con-

siderably smaller for the Herbig Be stars than for the

Herbig Ae stars, which, in turn, is smaller than for T

Tauri stars (Fang et al., 2013).

Kreplin et al. (2018) find from modelling their high

resolution infrared spectro-interferometry, that the in-

ner radii of the disk-winds are consistent with the Alfvén

radii computed using the low B-field strengths observed

for a few Herbig Ae stars. Guimarães et al. (2006) ob-

served 15 Herbig Ae stars (some with spectral type

B9Ve) and found four that showed red-shifted absorp-

tion in the Balmer lines. The authors demonstrated

that this absorption can be qualitatively explained with

magnetospheric accretion if the disk were truncated rel-

atively close to the star.

Detailed studies on individual targets have reached

similar conclusions as above. Grady et al. (2010) found

the location of the accretion footprint on a Herbig Ae

star to be very like those on T Tauri stars. The in-
depth spectroscopic variability study of a Herbig Ae

star showed it is undergoing magnetospheric accretion

in the same manner as classical T Tauri stars (Schöller

et al., 2016). From their modelling of spectra, Moura

et al. (2020) find evidence that Herbig Ae stars undergo

MA, while they do not find this to be the case for a

Herbig Be star. On the hotter side, Patel et al. (2017)

model the inner gaseous disks of several Herbig Be stars,

and find they do not need magnetospheres to reproduce

the emission line spectra.

Summary: It has been empirically shown that Herbig

Ae stars exhibit many similar accretion-related char-

acteristics as T Tauri stars. This provides indirect ev-

idence for magnetically controlled accretion operating

for these objects as well. In turn, it validates the use

of MA shock modelling to derive accretion rates for at

least the later-type Herbig stars.
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Fig. 4 The B-fields of T Tauri stars and Herbig Ae stars according to Villebrun et al. (2019). The black and gray symbols are
stars with non-detections, while the red and blue symbols represent objects with detections with symbol sizes proportional to
the B-field strengths. The orange zone indicates the area where stars are fully convective, the blue zone where they are fully
radiative, while the other colors represent a mix; green (radiative core and convective envelope); pink (convective core and
radiative envelope). The various evolutionary tracks (black lines) and isochrones (white lines) are from Behrend and Maeder
(2001). Figure kindly provided by E. Alecian.

3.3 Measurement of mass accretion rates

Let us now turn to the determination of the accretion

rates of Herbig stars using the MA paradigm. As a word

of caution, we stress that it is used for all Herbig stars,

regardless of their spectral type. However, as will be

discussed later, this approach serves as an additional

means to identify where a change in accretion properties

may be present.

3.3.1 Direct determination of the accretion luminosity

As can be seen from Eq.1, once we know the stellar mass

and radius, the mass accretion rate can be derived from

the accretion luminosity. For the cool T Tauri stars, this

emission is most readily identified by UV-excess emis-

sion over and above the stars’ photospheric radiation.

In addition, it can also be seen at optical wavelengths,

where the excess emission due to accretion fills in the

underlying absorption lines. In the absence of UV obser-

vations, a value for the excess emission can be obtained

by determining the extent of this “veiling”.

In contrast to the T Tauri stars, the determination

of the contribution of the accretion shock to the to-

tal blue/UV emission is less straightforward for Herbig

objects. By virtue of their higher temperatures, these

stars are more luminous at UV wavelengths. Thus the

contrast between the accretion shock and the photo-
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Fig. 5 Figure from Donehew and Brittain (2011). The spec-
trum of V350 Ori (black line) is compared to a template
of a non-accreting A star (red line). While there is a good
match between V350 Ori and the template long-ward of
3800Å V350 Ori is brighter than the template at shorter
wavelengths. This excess Balmer continuum radiation is due
to the accretion shock over and above that of a normal star
with the same spectral type.

sphere at UV wavelengths is much smaller for Herbigs

than for CTTSs. Because of this smaller contrast, dis-

entangling the contributions from the stellar and ac-

cretion properties to the UV emission is challenging.

Veiling measurements also prove problematic. The ac-

cretion luminosity can exceed the stellar luminosity of

T Tauri stars, allowing a comparatively straightforward

determination of the veiling. However Herbig stars are

brighter and the photosphere dominates the light out-

put at optical wavelengths hampering the identification

and measurement of the veiling. Despite these chal-

lenges and the rather labor-intensive methodologies of

determining the UV-excess in these objects, the num-

ber of Herbig stars with directly determined accretion

luminosities is surprisingly large; Donehew and Brit-

tain (2011, 33 objects) and Fairlamb et al. (2015, 91

stars) obtained blue spectra for Herbig stars and de-

termined the accretion luminosities for most targets by

carefully comparing their Balmer continuum (excess)

emission with spectra of standard stars (see Fig. 5).

Mendigut́ıa et al. (2011a, 38 objects) used broadband

UBV photometry to determine the Balmer excess emis-

sion and accretion luminosity. One advantage of using

the Balmer continuum emission to measure the accre-

tion luminosity is that this property is minimally af-

fected by reddening (Garrison, 1978, Muzerolle et al.,

2004).

The lowest accretion luminosities that could be mea-

sured are of order 1 L� and the corresponding accre-

tion rates are of order 10−8M�yr−1. The lower limits

are due to the sensitivity of the observations and the

ability to determine the excess emission. This sensitiv-

ity descreases for the higher temperature objects. It is

interesting to see that more than 70% of all the Her-

big stars investigated in this manner exhibit Balmer

continuum excess emission. As it is non-trivial to find

alternative explanations for this excess, this observa-

tion constitutes independent supporting evidence that

these objects are accreting matter.

3.3.2 Indirect determinations of accretion luminosity

It turns out that it is not strictly necessary to obtain

dedicated UV or Balmer continuum observations to ar-

rive at estimates of the accretion rates. A correlation

between the brightness of emission lines and the accre-

tion luminosity exists for IMTT stars (Calvet et al.,

2004). Indeed, by using (ideally) simultaneous UV and

line observations, this correlation can be used to cali-

brate the line luminosity to arrive at the accretion rate

(e.g. Ingleby et al. 2013). Garcia Lopez et al. (2006) ex-

trapolated this finding to Herbig stars and determined

their mass accretion rates using the Brγ line luminos-

ity. Their approach was validated when Donehew and

Brittain (2011) and Mendigut́ıa et al. (2011a) confirmed

that this correlation between accretion luminosity (as

derived from the UV and Balmer excess) and the lumi-

nosity of emission lines also extends to Herbig stars.

Fairlamb et al. (2017) demonstrated that the strength

of most, if not all, emission lines in the spectra of Herbig

stars correlate with the Balmer-excess based accretion

luminosity. They provided best-fit parameters for many

lines, which cover the wavelength range from the UV to

the NIR, allowing accretion luminosities to be worked

out when observations of only limited parts of the spec-

trum are available.

The relationship between accretion luminosity and

line luminosity goes as (cf. e.g. Mendigut́ıa et al. 2011a):

log

(
Lacc

L�

)
= A+B × log

(
Lline

L�

)
, (2)

where A and B correspond to the intercept and the gra-

dient of the (straight-line) relation between log(Lacc/L�)

and log(Lline/L�) respectively. As example, Fairlamb

et al. (2017) determined the constants to A = 2.09 ±
0.06 and B = 1.00± 0.05 in the case of Hα.

Summary : Because Herbig stars are much more lumi-

nous than their cooler counterparts, measurement of

excess UV emission is challenging. For stellar accretion

rates exceeding 10−8M�yr−1, the accretion luminosity

can be inferred from measurement of the excess Balmer

continuum. There luminosity of emission lines has been

shown to scale with this excess enabling a simpler mea-

surement of the accretion luminosity.
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Fig. 6 HR diagram containing the 163 Herbig stars with good Gaia DR2 parallaxes and their accretion rates. The solid
lines represent PMS tracks (Bressan et al., 2012, Tang et al., 2014), with the final masses indicared on the Main Sequence.
The dashed lines are isochrones of 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 Myr (Marigo et al., 2017). The color map denotes the mass accretion
rate. While it is evident that the younger stars are accreting at higher rates, the younger stars are also much more massive.
Characterization of the evolution of the stellar accretion rate requires disentangling stellar mass and age. Figure based on
Wichittanakom et al. (2020)

3.4 Mass accretion rates of Herbig stars

As outlined above, in order to compute the mass ac-

cretion rate of a Herbig star, it is important to have

well-determined stellar parameters (mass, luminosity,

or radius and temperature, as well as extinction). In ad-

dition, we need a value of the accretion luminosity such

as derived from the UV excess, which is the only direct

observational measure of accretion, while an emission

line luminosity provides an indirect value via Eq. 2. As

noted in Section 2, significant progress was made in the

determination of Herbig stellar parameters through the

Gaia astrometric study by Vioque et al. (2018).

Arun et al. (2019) used these data and Hα Equiv-

alent Widths reported in the literature to determine

accretion rates for many of the objects. Wichittanakom

et al. (2020) used a slightly larger sample to expand

the spectroscopically determined temperatures of Fair-

lamb et al. (2015) with an additional 30 objects. They

rederived the line-of-sight extinction to the objects, as

well as measured the Hα emission line strength from the

same spectra, yielding a large sample to be analysed in

a homogeneous way. These were supplemented by ob-

jects from Vioque et al. (2018), resulting in a sample

of 163 Herbig Ae/Be stars with well-determined stel-
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lar parameters and as homogeneously derived accretion

rates as possible.

An illustration of the results is provided in Fig. 6.

It can be seen that the higher mass objects have larger

accretion rates. Fig. 7 shows the accretion luminosities

of the Herbig stars and several samples of T Tauri stars

taken from the literature (Hartmann et al., 1998, White

and Basri, 2003, Calvet et al., 2004, Natta et al., 2006),

as a function of stellar luminosity. The T Tauri data are

not based on Gaia parallaxes, so although not directly

comparable to the Herbig star measurements, these ob-

jects are mostly selected to be members of clusters and

at similar distances. The dependencies of the accretion

luminosity on the total luminosity should therefore, at

least to first order, be similar.

As was already known, the accretion luminosity in-

creases with stellar luminosity. However, a striking fea-

ture in this graph is that the Herbig Ae stars follow the

T Tauri stars closely; the best-fitting slopes of the re-

spective Lacc − L∗ relations for both groups of objects

are similar to within the error bars, while both slope

and scatter are significantly different for the higher mass

Herbig Be stars. As was described earlier, the Herbig

Ae stars share many accretion-related properties with

T Tauri stars, and the dependence of the accretion lu-

minosity on the stellar luminosity proves no exception.

The MA accretion paradigm should thus be applicable

to the Herbig Ae star regime.

The Herbig Be stars again differ in properties from

their lower mass counterparts. To this we add that Fair-

lamb et al. (2015) noted that a number of Herbig Be

stars required very large surface covering factors of the

accretion shocks in their MA models, with values ap-

proaching 100% and higher. As such, these solutions

are unphysical and their UV/blue excess cannot be ex-

plained within the MA framework. It would appear that

the accretion rates as derived in the MA paradigm fur-

ther support the notion that Herbig Be stars accrete

their material in a different manner than the T Tauri

and Herbig Ae stars. The break as seen in Fig. 7, is also

present in Ṁacc −M∗ space, and occurs around 4 M�
(Wichittanakom et al., 2020), in agreement with the in-

dependent study of Ababakr et al. (2017), who found a

marked change in linear spectropolarimetric properties

around spectral type B7/8.

This break at 4 M� is also seen in the high spec-

tral resolution study of Brγ by Grant et al. (2022). They

found that the accretion rate increases with stellar mass

following a trend similar to that of T Tauri stars for

stellar masses ≤ 4 M�. They also found that the distri-

bution of line shapes of Brγ was consistent across stellar

mass and spectral type, though they caution that incli-

nation affects may obscure any underlying systematic

differences.

Summary : The relationship between the stellar lumi-

nosity and the accretion luminosity is consistent be-

tween T Tauri stars and Herbig Ae stars. There is a

break in this relationship around 4M�. A similar break

is seen in the mass dependence of the stellar accre-

tion rate, and is consistent with the marked change in

the linear spectropolarimetric properties aound spec-

tral type B7/B8. The mean accretion rate of Herbig Ae

stars is 10−7M�yr−1.

3.5 Mass accretion rate as a function of stellar age,

disk dispersal times

We continue this discussion with a word of caution. In

order to understand the evolution of pre-Main Sequence

stars and the disk dispersion timescales, it has been

common to study the mass accretion rate as a function

of age of the stars (e.g. Hartmann et al., 1998). Due

to the comparatively small mass range and large sam-

ples of objects from clusters with well-defined ages, it is

feasible to determine this relationship empirically for T

Tauri stars. Several attempts to do so have been made

for Herbig stars, and, indeed, it has been found that

the mass accretion rate decreases with the stellar age

(e.g. Fairlamb et al., 2015, Arun et al., 2019). However,

one should be extremely careful in deriving conclusions

from this result.

As can be seen from the isochrones in Fig. 6, the

PMS evolution across the HR diagram is much faster

for high mass stars than for low mass stars. As a re-

sult, a higher mass Herbig star inevitably has a younger

age than a lower mass object. This in turn means that

when investigating relationships of various parameters

with “stellar age”, the age essentially acts as proxy for

the stellar mass. Given that, as mentioned earlier, the

higher mass Herbig stars have larger mass accretion

rates, we can expect this effect to dominate any age-

related correlations. In order to disentangle these ef-

fects, and study the mass accretion rate as a function

of age, one needs to select a very narrow mass range to

remove or minimize this effect.

Wichittanakom et al. (2020) struggled finding a sta-

tistical sample of stars within a mass range narrow

enough to isolate the time dependence of the mass ac-

cretion rate. The best subsample (having a mass range

2-2.5M�) hinted at a decrease, but with generous error

bars, Ṁacc ∝ Age−1.95±0.49. Improved mass determina-

tions, which are still dominated by uncertainties in the

parallax and extinction, and larger samples of Herbig

stars are needed to make progress in this area.
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Fig. 7 Accretion luminosity versus stellar luminosity for 163 Herbig stars from Wichittanakom et al. (2020) and classical T
Tauri stars from the literature. Note the similarity between T Tauri and Herbig Ae stars, while the Herbig Be stars behave
differently. Figure based on Wichittanakom et al. (2020).

A second caveat to keep in mind is that Herbig stars

are selected on the basis of possessing emission lines.

Once these stars cease to accrete, it is very difficult to

identify PMS stars in this mass range. Thus it is likely

that as these stars age, the sample of PMS intermediate

mass stars becomes less complete such that the Herbig

stars represent the tip of a distribution of sources with

long-lived accretion disks. If this is true, measurement

of the time dependence of mass accretion from this bi-

ased sample is an upper limit. Next to the identification

of non-accreting PMS intermediate mass stars, consid-

eration of accretion rates of the direct progenitors of

the Herbig stars, the IMTT stars, will help clarify our

understanding on the time dependence of the stellar

accretion rate.

Summary : Inferring the time dependence of the stellar

accretion rate for Herbig stars is challenging because

of the strong mass dependence of this relationship. For

a narrow mass range (2.0-2.5M�), the mass accretion

rate scales as t−1.95±0.49.

3.6 Accretion onto Herbig Be stars

The MA paradigm is shown not to work for the higher

mass Herbig Be stars, while evidence has been pre-

sented that these massive objects accrete matter in a

different manner than for T Tauri and Herbig Ae stars.

The natural next question is how material is deliv-

ered to the massive Herbig Be stars. Understanding ac-

cretion onto Herbig Be stars and their formation also
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addresses a wider issue. The intermediate mass Her-

big stars connect the low mass T Tauri stars and the

most massive stars whose formation is a topic of intense

debate (Krumholz and Bonnell, 2009). Observational

studies have not yet reached the same level of detail as

for lower mass objects, as massive pre-Main Sequence

stars are often optically invisible; due to their rapid col-

lapse, they are still enshrouded by dust from their natal

clouds (Zhang et al., 2018, Frost et al., 2019). The Her-

big stars therefore may offer valuable insights into the

formation of the most massive stars.

Regarding the disk-to-star accretion on Herbig Be

stars, we should bear in mind a crucial piece of evidence

provided by the linear spectropolarimetric studies. The

data for the higher mass Herbig Be stars is remark-

ably similar to those of the classical Be stars, which are

readily explained with disks that reach onto the stellar

surface (e.g. Poeckert and Marlborough, 1976, 1977).

Hence, it would appear that the Herbig Be stars ac-

crete material from a disk that is in contact with the

stellar photosphere. This situation is reminiscent of the

so-called Boundary Layer (BL) accretion that is a natu-

ral consequence of a viscous circumstellar disk (Lynden-

Bell and Pringle, 1974). The BL is a thin annulus close

to the star in which matter slows down from its (Kep-

lerian) rotation velocity to the slower stellar rotation.

In this region, kinetic energy will be dissipated. This

model considers how material is transferred from a Ke-

plerian rotating disk to the, more slowly rotating, stellar

surface. The region where the disk material slows down

and releases its kinetic energy is the boundary layer.

The BL paradigm is being applied to many accret-

ing astrophysical systems such as White Dwarfs and

neutron stars in binary systems (e.g. Tylenda, 1977,

Romanova et al., 2012). It had even been explored for

T Tauri stars before the MA scenario prevailed (Bertout

et al., 1988). Blondel and Djie (2006) applied this sce-

nario to a sample of mainly later type Herbig stars. The

models could mostly reproduce the UV emission and

the authors derived accretion rates using this approach.

The UV excess, and its associated effective tempera-

ture, can be controlled by the projected size of the BL

on the sky, while the accretion luminosity depends on

the amount of matter accreted. The BL model requires

higher accretion rates than the MA model to repro-

duce similar accretion luminosities. This is because the

kinetic energy from Keplerian rotating material is half

that of the gravitational potential energy. We would ex-

pect, therefore, that - all other things, such as radiating

area being equal - when applied to the higher mass Her-

big stars, the BL derived accretion rates would need to

be higher. This could well result in a steeper slope of the

Macc−M∗ relation at the high end, yielding a universal

accretion behaviour across the PMS mass range.

Although the BL accretion has been suggested to

apply in the case of the more massive Herbig stars

(e.g. Mendigut́ıa et al., 2011a, Cauley and Johns-Krull,

2014), it has never been tested nor investigated in de-

tail. The time is ripe for dedicated magneto-hydrodyna-

mic models to be applied to the full Herbig star mass

range to investigate the viability of the, surprisingly un-

derinvestigated, BL model and provide predictions of

the resulting covering factors and mass accretion rates

to compare with observations.

Summary : The magnetospheric paradigm for inferring

the accretion properties of Herbig Ae stars does not

apply to their more massive counterparts. It is possible

that these more massive stars accrete via a boundary

layer, but more this has not yet been modeled in detail.

3.7 Probing the accretion regions

To directly observe the accretion region we need to

reach as close to the stellar surface as possible. With

the exception of the UV excess, we have thus far dis-

cussed indirect probes of the accretion. With regards to

spatially resolved diagnostics, the smallest scales that

can be probed directly are through milli-arcsecond op-

tical and NIR interferometry of the Hα and Brγ lines.

Over the years, such studies have been conducted using

facilities such as the VLTI, aimed at the Brγ line (Kraus

et al., 2008, Mendigut́ıa et al., 2015, Tambovtseva et al.,

2016, Kreplin et al., 2018) and CHARA, whose obser-

vations target Hα (Benisty et al., 2013, Perraut et al.,

2016, Mendigut́ıa et al., 2017).

The picture that has emerged essentially confirmed

the original findings from a small sub-sample by Kraus

et al. (2008); there is a diversity in line properties, emis-

sion region sizes and line origins. Perhaps most relevant

to note here is that these milli-arcsecond resolution in-

terferometric optical and NIR studies of the hydrogen

line emission do not necessarily identify the line emit-

ting regions of Herbig stars with the magnetospheric

accretion channels.

For example Kraus et al. (2008), Mendigut́ıa et al.

(2015), Tambovtseva et al. (2016), Kreplin et al. (2018)

and Mendigut́ıa et al. (2017) report the line emission to

be sometimes consistent with compact accretion chan-

nels and sometimes larger than that, making them more

likely to be due to winds and outflows. When applying

models to the data, it appears that, generally speaking,

the line emission regions and properties are consistent

with a disk-wind, and compatible with MHD driven

winds (Garcia Lopez et al., 2015, Tambovtseva et al.,
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Fig. 8 Schematic of a disks around young star adapted from Testi et al. (2014). This schematic highlights the principal
processes that drive the evolution of dust (left) and the regions of the disk probed by various wavelengths (right).

2016, Caratti o Garatti et al., 2015). Although the lines

themselves may not probe the accretion itself, the natu-

ral question as to how the emission line strengths allow

us to determine the accretion rates can be answered

fairly straightfowardly. As outflows in young stars are

accretion powered (e.g. Hartmann et al., 2016), a corre-

lation between line luminosity and accretion luminosity

may therefore not be surprising after all. Indeed, it also

explains why we can use the line luminosities for ac-

cretion rate determinations, and explains the observa-

tion that the line luminosities do not vary at the same

timescales or amplitudes as the UV excess (Mendigut́ıa

et al., 2013).

Summary : There is compelling evidence that Herbig

stars with spectral types later than ∼B7 accrete mag-

netosphericaly, and their Hi and other atomic emission

lines scale with the accretion luminosity though the

origin of this relationship remains uncertain. The ac-

cretion rates of Herbig stars with masses . 4 M� are

10−8 M� yr−1 . Ṁ . 10−6 M� yr−1. The relation-

ship between the stellar luminosity and the accretion

luminosity is consistent −2 . log(L∗/L�) . 2. There is

a break in this relationship for stars with higher lumi-

nosities (corresponding to ∼ 4 M�). A study comparing

the accretion rate of IMTT stars to Herbig stars will

clarify how the stellar accretion rate evolves over time.

4 DUST DISKS AROUND HERBIG STARS

Our understanding of the properties and evolution of

disks around young stars has advanced dramatically

over the last 20 years. For a review about the evolu-

tion of dust in disks, we point the reader to a chapter

from Protostars & Planets VI by Testi et al. (2014)

and the review by Andrews (2020). At the time of this

writing, updated reviews are being prepared for Proto-

stars & Planets VII and should be available in 2023. In

Fig. 8, we present a schematic that highlights the domi-

nant processes thought to drive the evolution of dust in

disks. In this section, we will summarize the advances

in our understanding of dust in Herbig disks, while gas

will be discussed in Sect. 5.

That the SEDs of Herbig stars show an excess at in-

frared wavelengths was established in the early 1970’s

(e.g. Strom, 1972, and references therein). Both disks

and envelopes - some with a cavity carved by an outflow

- were invoked to explain this excess (e.g. Gillett and

Stein, 1971, Strom et al., 1972, Hillenbrand et al., 1992,

Berrilli et al., 1992, Hartmann et al., 1993, Mannings,

1994). Unfortunately, due to the low spatial resolution

of the observations (typically ∼20′′ at millimeter wave-

lengths, corresponding to 3000 au at 150 pc), it was

not possible to distinguish which of the proposed mor-

phologies fitting the SED was the correct one.
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The first spatially resolved observation of contin-

uum emission around a Herbig star was obtained by

Mannings and Sargent (1997) using mm interferometry

with the Owens Radio Valley Telescope (OVRO); they

found extended emission up to 110 au for HD 163296,

using beam sizes of 4-5′′. These authors also detected

Keplerian velocities of the CO gas, providing the first

observational confirmation of a disk around a Herbig

star (see Sect. 5). The Hubble Space Telescope provided

the first resolved scattered light images of Herbig disks

(e.g., Weinberger et al., 1999, Grady et al., 1999), and

in the last years, high contrast imagery with 8m class

telescopes provide even greater detail of dust structures

in the disk (e.g. Garufi et al., 2017a). With the avail-

ability of the ALMA, disk emission can now routinely

be spatially resolved for many Herbig stars thanks to

the dramatically improved spatial resolution: typically

0.05-0.1′′ (7-15 au at a distance of 150 pc; Andrews

et al. 2018a).

Before we look more into the detailed properties of

the dust disks around Herbig stars, it is worth to con-

sider the differences that are related to the spectral type

of the central star.

4.1 Herbig Be and Herbig Ae disks

Due to their rapid evolution towards the ZAMS, Herbig

Be stars are typically surrounded by the cloud material

from which they were formed, and this cold envelope

will contribute to their continuum emission at longer

wavelengths. For instance, a significant fraction of the

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) emission is

thought to originate from the surrounding envelope, in-

stead of from the disk, as is the case in Herbig Ae stars

(Boersma et al., 2009, Verhoeff et al., 2012).

Herbig Be stars have a much stronger UV radia-

tion field than the cooler Herbig Ae stars: from 3450

L� for a B2V, 50 L� for a B8V and 7 L� for an A0V

type star (Jiménez-Donaire et al., 2017). This translates

to important observational differences, mainly in terms

of gas emission lines (see Sect. 5.7) and disk proper-

ties. Alonso-Albi et al. (2009) compared the mm emis-

sion of Herbig Ae stars to Herbig Be stars, and found

that, in general, the flux of the Herbig Be stars is 5-10

times lower, pointing to smaller disk masses. This can

be attributed to photo-evaporation of the outer disk

by UV photons on short timescales (∼ 105 yr; Gorti

et al., 2009). This is further supported by mid-infrared

(MIR) observations, showing that the disks around Her-

big Be stars are typically vertically flatter and smaller

in size than those around Herbig Ae stars (Verhoeff

et al., 2012).

Furthermore, Vioque et al. (2018) derived the excess

in the NIR (1.24-3.4 µm) and MIR (3.4-22 µm) for a

large sample of Herbig stars. They found that the total

infrared excess for objects more massive than 7 M� is

typically smaller than that of the lower mass objects.

This again points to important differences in disk prop-

erties depending on the stellar mass, and hence the stel-

lar radiation field, although external evaporation due to

nearby massive stars cannot be excluded.

Another important difference between Herbig Ae

and Herbig Be stars is the typical distance to the ob-

jects. Herbig Be stars are typically located at d ≥ 1000

pc, while the best studied Herbig Ae stars are at dis-

tances of 100-200 pc, implying that the spatial resolu-

tion that can be achieved will differ by a factor of 5-10.

Due to the complications caused by the presence of

envelope emission, in combination with the low spatial

resolution when observing Herbig Be stars, we will now

concentrate on the cooler Herbig Ae stars, thereby in-

cluding objects from spectral type B9.5 up to ∼ F5.

Summary : Herbig Be stars evolve toward the main se-

quence much faster than Herbig Ae stars, thus they

tend to still be enshrouded in remnant cloud material.

The NIR, MIR, and mm emission of Herbig Be stars is

substantially lower than that of Herbig Ae stars. The

faster disk dissipation timescale of Herbig Be stars is

likely due to their higher UV luminosity and thus faster

photoevaporation of the disk.

4.2 Early disk models: SED classification into group I

and II

One of the first efforts to classify the SED of young

stars were provided by Lada and Wilking (1984) and

Lada (1987). These authors divided the SEDs of young

stars into three classes, based on the slope of the SED

between 2µm and 25µm given by,

a =
dlog(λFλ)

dlog(λ)
. (3)

Objects whose SED had a slope 0 ≤ a . 3 where la-

beled Class I. Similarly, objects with −2 . a . 0 where

labeled Class II, and objects with −3 . a . −2 were

labeled Class III. Eventually this classification scheme

was expanded to include Class 0 objects that were only

detected at λ & 10µm (Andre et al., 1993). Most of the

objects discussed in this review belong to class II.

The earliest disk models of Herbig stars required ex-

tremely high accretion rates (> 10−6 M�/yr) and large

optically thin inner holes to fit the SED near 3 µm (Hil-

lenbrand et al., 1992). However, Hartmann et al. (1993)

pointed out that, at the accretion rates necessary to fit
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Fig. 9 IR SED of a group I (top) and a group II star (bot-
tom). Blue dots: photometry, grey line: Spitzer IRS spectrum,
orange line: Kurucz atmosphere model. After Pascual et al.
(2016).

the observed 3 µm excess, the inner region of the disk

would be optically thick and thus emit too much ra-

diation at short wavelengths to agree with the obser-

vations. Instead, they suggest that most Herbig stars

do not harbor disks but envelopes. However, as noted

above, mm interferometry and scattered light imagery

established the presence of disks around Herbig stars

just a few years later.

Chiang and Goldreich (1997) modelled the excess

emission observed in the SEDs of the lower-mass T

Tauri stars with passive disks in hydrostatic radiative

equilibrium. In those disks, the surface density goes

as Σ(r) ∝ r−3/2. They distinguished between flat and

flared disks: in a flat disk, the opening angle of the disk

is constant, while in a flared disk it increases with dis-

tance. The optically thick disk is surrounded by an opti-

cally thin layer, the disk surface, that is directly heated

by the star, and where the temperature is higher than

that of the midplane. This surface layer will also heat

the interior of the disk. Such 2-layered models can also

be used for Herbig disks, with some modifications, as

will be discussed in Sect.4.3.

For a sample of 45 Herbig stars, the SED could

be well-characterised in the infrared thanks to obser-

vations with IRAS (Malfait et al., 1998). These authors

proposed an evolutionary sequence where the initially

continuous disk would evolve into a disk with a gap (a

pre-transitional disk), after which the NIR excess would

disappear (a transition disk), and finally a gas-poor de-

bris disk would remain. A few years later, Meeus et al.

(2001) proposed a classification scheme based upon the

shape of the IR SED3: Meeus group I (GI) objects have

an SED where the continuum of the IR to sub-mm re-

gion can be reconstructed by the sum of a power-law

and a black body, while Meeus group II (GII) objects

have an SED where the continuum can be reconstructed

by a power-law alone (see Fig. 9). Possible locations for

these components are an optically thick, geometrically

thin disk (power-law component) and an optically thin

flared region (black body).

To facilitate the observational classification into GI

and GII, van Boekel et al. (2005) introduced a cri-

terion based on the NIR to total IR luminosity ra-

tios and the IRAS 12−60 µm color: GI sources have

LNIR/LIR ≤ (m12−m60) + 1.5, while GII sources have

LNIR/LIR > (m12 − m60) + 1.5. A more recent (and

equivalent) criterion, based on an IR flux ratio that is

easier to use was proposed by Khalafinejad et al. (2016):

sources with flux ratio F30µm/F13.5µm < 2.1 are GII,

while those with a larger ratio belong to GI.

Summary : The disk of Herbig stars can be classified

based upon the shape of their SED: to fit their excess,

GI disks need a power-law + black body component,

while GII disks only need a power-law. Criteria based

on infrared photometry can be used to classify the disks.

4.3 Improvements to the early disk models

For a long time, the structure of the disk remained a

topic of debate due to the lack of spatial resolution,

with both models of accretion disks with an optically

thin hole and spherically symmetric envelopes matching

the observed SEDs. However, Tuthill et al. (2001) were

the first to spatially resolve the inner disk of a Herbig

star, LkHα 101, using interferometric data of Keck in

the H and K band. They found a central cavity that was

much larger (up to 10 times) than previously assumed

from theoretical accretion disk models, and connected

3 This classification scheme should not be confused with
the one proposed by Hillenbrand et al. (1992) where group I
sources have an infrared excess that scales as λ−4/3 longward
of 2 µm, group II sources have an SED with a positive slope
in the infrared, and group III sources have a minimal infrared
excess.
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the location of the hot inner disk edge with the radius

at which dust grains sublimate due to the stellar irra-

diation.

Disk models that could properly account for the

NIR structure of the SED were developed by Natta

et al. (2001). They proposed a model where the ma-

terial inside the dust evaporation radius is optically

thin gas and introduced the concept of a hot puffed-

up inner wall of optically thick dust grains at the dust

evaporation radius that could explain the NIR excess.

Dullemond et al. (2001) gave an expression for the black

body temperature of the rim,

Trim =

(
L∗

4πR2
rimσ

)1/4 (
1 +

Hrim

Rrim

)1/4

(4)

They further developed this idea with a semi-ana-

lytical model in which the hot puffed-up inner wall casts

a shadow, obscuring parts of the flared disk. In some

stars, even the entire disk might be shadowed.

Following this work, Dominik et al. (2003) modelled

the observations with a disk model in hydrostatic equi-

librium where the GI sources were modelled with a disk

with varying surface densities, for some stars even in-

creasing with radius. In this case most of the material

is located in the outer regions of the disk, while the

inner region is depleted. The GII sources, on the other

hand, could more easily be modelled with a compact

disk and/or a flattened outer region. However, the pres-

ence of the silicate feature in GII disks indicates that at

least a small part of the disk intercepts stellar radiation

(Dominik et al., 2003).

Dullemond and Dominik (2004a) used 2-D radiative

transfer to model GI and GII disks and found that disks
with a higher optical depth are flaring, while disks with

a lower optical depth become self-shadowed. Building

on this work, Dullemond and Dominik (2004b) showed

that the growth and subsequent settling of dust grains

towards the midplane could enhance self-shadowing.

This work provided a successful framework for in-

terpreting the SEDs of Herbig stars in the evolutionary

scheme proposed by Malfait et al. (1998) that is intu-

itively compelling. Qualitatively the idea is that disks

start out in a flared geometry (with envelopes). As small

grains agglomerate to form larger grains, they settle

toward the midplane resulting in flat, shadowed disks.

However, more recent work has challenged this picture,

as we will discuss in the following section.

Summary : The disks around Herbig stars can be de-

scribed with an optically thick midplane surrounded by

an optically thin surface layer. The inner disk edge is

puffed-up, and the innermost region is depleted in dust.

GI sources emit stronger in the far-IR than GII sources.

4.4 Group I: disks with a cavity, Group II:

self-shadowed disks

The paradigm of GI and GII being understood as an

evolutionary sequence from young flared disks to set-

tled flat disks stood for more than a decade until it was

challenged by mid-IR spatially resolved studies. Honda

et al. (2012, 2015) and Maaskant et al. (2013) used

MIR observations to conclude that several GI sources

have large gaps in their disks, more specifically, a dust-

depleted region between the inner and outer disk. Disks

with gaps are called pre-transitional disks, based on the

assumption that as such disks further evolve and the in-

ner disk dissipates, the SED would lack a near-IR excess

(and become a transitional disk, see Sect. 4.8). These

authors suggested that GI disks could in fact be more

evolved than GII disks, and proposed two distinct evo-

lutionary pathways for disks.

Fig. 10 Accretion rates for group I and II Herbigs, based on
the HArchiBe catalogue (Guzmán-Dı́az et al., 2021).

When comparing the accretion rate (determined from

a variety of accretion tracers) in function of the stellar

luminosity, no difference between GI and GII sources is

observed (see Fig. 10). A similar behavior was found by

Grant et al. (2022) who compared the accretion rate,

derived from the Brγ line, for Group I and Group II

sources and found a similar distribution, indicating that

the accretion properties of the star is largely indepen-

dent of the dust geometry.

In Table 2, we summarize the main differences ob-

served between GI and GII objects: selection criteria

based on IR colors and fluxes, the mm flux scaled to

a distance of 140 pc (‘mm flux’), the slope αmm mea-

sured in the mm regions (‘mm slope’), the extent of the

dust continuum as observed at mm wavelengths (‘mm

disk size’), the gap size in the mm dust continuum (‘gap
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Diagnostic Group I Group II
LNIR/LIR− 1.5 ≤ m12 −m60 > m12 −m60

F30µm/F13.5µm > 2.2 < 2.2
<mm flux> 750 mJy 220 mJy
<mm slope> -3.41 -3.05
mm disk size 40-250 au <150 au
mm gap size large, 5-140 au small, <5 au
mm structure cavity, rings barely resolved
scattered light 100-600 au elusive, < 100 au
scattered
light structure

cavity, rings, spirals barely resolved

CO disk size 100-650 au 80-200 au
CO inner radius 5-18 au 3 au
CO transition J=36-35 J=13-12
silicate feature sometimes absent typically present
PAHs strong features weak/absent

Table 2 Main observed differences between group I and II
disks. References: mm disk size: Stapper et al. (2022); mm
flux at 140pc, calculated from Stapper et al. (2022), mm
slope: Pascual et al. (2016); scattered light, gap size, disk
structure: Garufi et al. (2017b) and references therein; CO
disk size: Taun, MSc 2020; CO inner radius: Banzatti et al.
(2018); highest CO level detected: Meeus et al. (2012), van
der Wiel et al. (2014); silicate feature: Juhász et al. (2010);
PAHs: Acke et al. (2010).

size’), the disk substructure observed in mm continuum,

the extent of the small dust grains (‘scattered light’),

the appearance of the disk in scattered light, the extent

of the disk seen in CO emission (‘CO disk size’), the

inner radius where CO ro-vib lines are detected (‘CO

inner radius’), the emission transition from the highest

rotational level in the ground vibrational state of CO

observed (‘CO transition’), the 10 µm silicate feature

and finally the PAH strength.

Recently, Banzatti et al. (2018) noted a dichotomy

in the NIR excess of group I sources: it is either low

(< 10%) or high (> 25%), while the group II sources

have intermediate values. Furthermore, they found a

connection between the strength of the NIR excess and

the radius at which CO emission is detected: sources

with a low NIR excess have CO emission starting at

larger radii indicating that the inner regions are more

depleted in these sources. We depict the morphologies

of those 3 different disk types in Fig. 11. In a recent

paper, Garufi et al. (2022) studied GII disks in scat-

tered light. They found an anti-correlation between the

disk brightness in scattered light and the NIR excess,

supporting the scenario where the inner wall casts a

shadow on the disk behind it, as was proposed earlier

by Dullemond and Dominik (2004a).

Summary : GI disks have a large cavity, depleted in dust,

that can explain the observed differences in flaring. GII

disks, on the other hand, have either no cavity or a

very small one and are self-shadowed, so they are fainter

both at FIR wavelengths and in scattered light.

4.5 Dust properties in Herbig disks

The disk material from which planets eventually form

originates in the interstellar medium (ISM). There, dust

particles are either oxygen- (mainly silicates) or carbon-

rich (mainly Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons - PAHs).

Silicates can be divided into olivines (Mg2xFe2−2xSiO4)

and pyroxenes (MgxFe1−xSiO3). In the ISM, silicates

are small (< 0.1 µm) and amorphous, with a crystalline

mass fraction < 2.2% (Kemper et al., 2004), so that the

detection of larger and/or crystalline silicates in Herbig

disks would indicate dust processing. Dust grains can

grow when the density is high and the collision velocity

low enough (e.g. Windmark et al., 2012). Crystalliza-

tion of grains can occur either through thermal anneal-

ing of amorphous dust or condensation from the gas

phase, both of which occur at high temperatures (T >

1000 K; Fabian et al., 2000). Our knowledge about dust

in protoplanetary disks is limited by the fact that the

bulk of the mass resides in the (partially) optically thick

mid-plane, and that the emitting surface per unit mass

decreases as grains grow. However, there are 3 portions

of the dust population that can be observed through

different methods:

1) submicron-sized dust grains in the disksurface scat-

ter optical and near-IR light;

2) micron-sized dust grains, also located in the disksur-

face, emit thermally in the mid-IR when at the right

temperature (T . few hundreds of K), hence at a cer-

tain distance from the star. It is here that we can iden-

tify their main solid-state features;

3) mm-sized dust grains, located near the midplane at

larger distances from the star, with T . few tens of K,

will emit thermally in the mm range, where the optical

depth is lower.

We will now look at each of these methods and dis-

cuss the main results derived from them, with a focus

on what we have learned from IR spectroscopy, reveal-

ing the properties of the dust grains.

4.5.1 Scattering by micron-sized dust grains

Small grains or aggregates located in the surface layer

of the disk can be traced through the light they scatter.

If the disk is inclined, it is possible to measure the scat-

tering efficiency at different angles (the phase function)

of the dust grains. The more inclined the disk is, the

larger the phase angle range that can be observed (see

Fig. 2 in Benisty et al. 2022). However, Stolker et al.

(2016) showed that it is important to take the flaring

of the disk into account when deriving the phase func-

tion and interpreting the scattered light images, due to

projection effects in the image plane. Several dust prop-
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Fig. 11 The different disk structures proposed by Banzatti et al. (2018) for Herbig disks. Top: A schematic of a disk with
an inner cavity and a flared outer disk. This geometry results in a GI SED with little to no excess NIR emission. Middle: A
schematic of a disk with a gap that separates the inner and outer disk. This geometry also results in a GI SED, however, there
is a substantial excess NIR emission. Bottom: A schematic of a continuous disk. This geometry results in a GII SED. Figure
based on Bosman et al. (2019).

erties can be derived from the degree and intensity of

polarization of the scattered light, as well as from the

way these depend on the scattering angle.

The phase function of a dust grain depends mainly

on its size (but also on its shape, structure, and re-

fractive index), with smaller dust grains (a < λobs)

having a more isotropic phase function, while the po-

larization by larger dust grains (a > λobs) tends to

peak towards small angles (0◦, or forward scattering).

Therefore, when comparing the ratio of forward and

backward (180◦) scattering intensity, the size of the ag-

gregates can be estimated (e.g. Tazaki et al., 2019).

Furthermore, for larger aggregates, the amount of po-

larization is related to the porosity of the material. Also

the color of the aggregates can further reveal the poros-

ity of the dust (Mulders et al., 2013). In Herbig stars,

polarized phase functions of both small and large aggre-

gates have been observed in several objects (e.g. Stolker

et al., 2016, Ginski et al., 2016). However, as these ob-

servations are very time consuming, due to the sensi-

tivity and spatial resolution required, more progress in

this field is expected to be made in the future (see also

Benisty et al., 2022).

4.5.2 Thermal emission of warm small dust grains

The largest advances so far in deriving detailed dust

properties was done based on infrared spectroscopy.

By comparing optical constants obtained in the lab,

the dust responsible for the observed spectral features

can be characterised in terms of its composition, de-

gree of crystallisation, and grain size (e.g. Henning and

Meeus, 2011). Ground-based observations of silicates

have mainly concentrated on the 10 µm window, where

both amorphous and crystalline silicates can have strong

features. However, for a more detailed study, space based

observatories were necessary to obtain more sensitive

and longer wavelength data.

Observations with ISO were crucial to make a first

inventory of the IR spectral features in Herbig disks.

A key result was the discovery of crystalline silicate

features in the spectrum of HD 100546, reminiscent of

features found in the Solar System comet Hale-Bopp

(see Fig 12; Malfait et al., 1998). Furthermore, a study

of 14 Herbig stars showed a wide variety in dust prop-

erties: from unprocessed silicates (mainly amorphous

and small as in the ISM) to highly processed silicates

(crystalline and large); with no relation to any of their

stellar parameters (Bouwman et al., 2001). Surprisingly,

several GI sources do not show silicate emission, even

though their SEDs were similar to other GI sources that

did. This can be attributed to either a lack of warm

and/or small silicates, what can be modelled by 1) re-

moving the small grains and 2) increasing the height of

the inner wall (Meeus et al., 2002, Dominik et al., 2003).
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Fig. 12 The spectra of Herbig star HD 100546 and Solar
System comet Hale-Bopp. With the vertical marks the po-
sitions of forsterite features are indicated. Figure based on
Malfait et al. (1998).

However, both model options cannot explain the ob-

servations. Therefore, Dominik et al. (2003) speculated

that the absence of the silicate feature could be caused

by a gap, removing those dust grains in the tempera-

ture range (∼ 200-400 K) needed to emit in the MIR.

Indeed, a decade later Maaskant et al. (2013) showed

with spatially resolved mid-IR observations that the ab-

sence of the 10 µm silicate feature in GI disks can be

explained by certain gaps in the disk.

Fig. 13 The 11.3/9.8 µm ratio versus the peak to continuum
ratio of the 10µm silicate feature for GI and GII sources,
Fnorm = 1 + (Fobs - Fcont)/Fcont. After Juhász et al. (2010).

To study the grain size, van Boekel et al. (2003)

introduced an intuitive method, based on the change

in strength and shape of the 10 µm silicate feature as

grains grow: comparison of the 11.3/9.8 µm ratio of

the silicate feature to its peak-to-continuum ratio. They

showed that the observed band strength and shape are

correlated, so that a weaker feature provides evidence

for larger grains in the inner surface layers and cannot

be attributed to a mere contrast effect. This method in-

dicates that there is no difference between GI disks and

GII disks in terms of silicate grain growth (see Fig. 13).

Studies of large samples with higher S/N spectra (taken

with Spitzer) that were fit with a two-layer temperature

distribution model confirm a variety of dust properties

(dominated by amorphous olivines; Juhász et al. 2010).

These authors found that the crystallinity fraction of

small dust graints in disks around Herbig stars ranged

from 1% to 30 % and did not correlate with stellar or

other disk properties.

The wavelength and band shape of the 69 µm fea-

ture emitted by forsterite at temperatures below 300 K

are very sensitive tracers of the Fe content and tem-

perature of the grains. This feature became accessible

with Herschel/PACS (e.g. Sturm et al., 2010, Maaskant

et al., 2015). The analysis of 7 Herbig stars showed that

most of the forsterite grains responsible for the 69 µm

band have rather high temperatures of 100-200 K, and

that the Fe content is less than 2% (Sturm et al., 2013).

It is important to keep in mind that the emission

features seen in the IR spectra trace dust grains that

are in the optically thin surface layer of the disk, while

the bulk of the mass resides in the disk mid-plane. Also,

those grains need to be at the right radial distance in

order to be warm enough to emit at IR wavelengths

(Kessler-Silacci et al., 2007). It is, therefore, uncertain

how representative these dust grains are of the bulk

of the disk. This will naturally depend on the amount

of (vertical) turbulence in the disk, and the dynamical

coupling between the gas and dust grains, which also

depends on the grain size.

4.5.3 Spatial distribution of silicates in disks

The spatial distribution of silicates (in particular the

crystalline silicates) can be measured with MIR inter-

ferometry, and indirectly in spatially unresolved spec-

tra that cover a wide wavelength range and hence tem-

perature range of the emitting dust. The MID-infrared

Interferometer at the VLTI (Leinert et al., 2003) was

the first instrument that provided the angular resolu-

tion necessary to spatially resolve the silicate emission.

It was shown that the abundance of crystalline silicates

increases in the inner few au of Herbig disks (see Fig. 14;

van Boekel et al., 2004). Subsequent studies confirmed

this result for other Herbig stars (e.g. Menu et al., 2015)

and T Tauri stars (Varga et al., 2018).

While more indirect, Juhász et al. (2010) used the

wide wavelength range (5-38 µm) of Spitzer/IRS to in-

fer the radial distribution of the crystalline silicates
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Fig. 14 The 10 µm spectra of HD 144432 taken with 3 differ-
ent baselines, covering different radial distances in the disk.
The dust in the innermost region is clearly more processed
than that of the entire disk. Figure from van Boekel et al.
(2006).

in the disk. They split the spectra in 2 parts repre-

senting the warmer material in the inner disk and the

colder material in the outer disk. They found forsterite

at a wide range of radial distances, including regions

far below the annealing temperature of silicates, sug-

gesting they were formed through eruptive processes.

In contrast, enstatite was preferentially (but not exclu-

sively) found in the inner disk, so that the enstatite-

to-forsterite mass ratio declines with distance from the

star. For a discussion on possible formation scenarios,

we refer to Juhász et al. (2010).

The abundance of forsterite can be locally enhanced

under certain conditions. This is the case in HD 100546,

a GI Herbig star with a bright disk wall at 13 au. Mul-

ders et al. (2011) found that most of the forsterite emis-

sion originates from the inner wall (at 13-20 au), with a

dust temperature of 150 to 200 K. While there is a high

forsterite abundance (40-60%) in the wall, the observa-

tions are consistent with the absence of fosterite in the

outer disk. Thus an observed strong feature does not

necessarily mean a high average abundance in the disk,

but can reflect a locally enhanced abundance in small

crystalline silicate grains. Such local enhancements may

be related to planet formation. Indeed, in the case of

HD 100546, several planetary candidates have been pro-

posed (see Sect. 6). If present, such a massive planet

may stir up a local population of larger bodies or peb-

bles in the exposed inner regions of the outer disk,

and/or cause shocks that produce crystalline silicates.

Hence, a direct relation between the planet formation

process and the occurrence of crystalline silicates could

explain the observed global lack of correlations with

stellar or disk parameters.

4.5.4 Thermal emission of cold large dust grains: grain

size and disk mass

The thermal emission of mm-sized dust grains located

closer to the mid-plane of the disk is expected to be

optically thin at a distance > 5-10 au. As their mm

emission is in the Rayleigh-Jeans (R-J) limit, their flux

is proportional to the dust opacity: Fν ∝ κνν
2. Un-

fortunately, the optical properties of the dust are not

known a priori. However, at mm wavelengths, κν can

be approximated by νβ , with β the dust opacity in-

dex, such that: Fν ∝ ν2+β . The dust opacity index β

is dependent on the dust properties, with dust grain

size thought to be the most important - besides com-

position, shape and porosity. In the ISM, the value of

β is typically 1.7-2.0, and declines as the grains grow.

Therefore, the observed spectral index, α, of the SED

(Fν ∝ να) can be used as a proxy for grain growth

deeper in the disk, assuming optically thin emission in

the R-J limit, so that α = β + 2.

Acke et al. (2004) found that β was lower for GII

disks than for GI disks, suggesting enhanced grain growth

in GII disks (see also Pascual et al. 2016). However,

these observations provide the radial average of β, while

a radial dependency of the spectral indices was found

in several disks (e.g. HD 163296 (Guidi et al., 2016),

HD 141569A (White and Boley, 2018), and HD 100546

(Miley et al., 2019)), with a lower spectral index in the

inner regions than the outer regions, pointing to en-

hanced grain growth in the inner disk.

Pinilla et al. (2014) found that β is higher in sources

with dust-depleted cavities (where grain growth is not

favorable), and showed that β can even be related to the

cavity size. Therefore, the radially integrated value of

β can provide a misleading measure of the overall grain

growth throughout the disk. Furthermore, Woitke et al.

(2019a) showed that while β is thought to be dominated

by the size of the grains, variation in the composition

of the grains can lead to deviations in β ranging from

∼ 0.2− 0.7 in the warm Herbig disks while cooler disks

- such as around TTS - have even larger deviations.

The dust disk mass can be estimated from the ob-

served flux at mm wavelengths, assuming that the emis-

sion is optically thin and that the dust opacity and tem-

perature are known (e.g., Beckwith et al., 1990, Hen-

ning et al., 1994):

Mdust =
c2d2Fν

2ν2k < Tdust > κabs
ν

(5)

with c the speed of light, d the distance, Fν the flux, ν

the frequency, k the Boltzmann constant, < Tdust > the

mass-averaged dust temperature and κabsν the absorp-

tion coefficient per unit dust mass (cm2g−1). Pascual
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Fig. 15 The 1.3mm flux, scaled to 140pc and divided by M∗
versus M∗, a proxy for Mdust/M∗, for stars with d < 500pc.
The largest fluxes are seen in GI sources, but many GI sources
have similar values as GII. Based on data from Stapper et al.
(2022).

et al. (2016) found that, on average, GI sources have

larger mm luminosities than GII sources; a similar re-

sult was found by Stapper et al. (2022); see Fig. 15.

Assuming that the temperature and dust opacity is the

same in every disk, this would imply that GI disks have

larger dust masses than GII disks. However, there is ev-

idence that the disk temperatures and dust opacity of

GI and GII sources are not the same (Woitke et al.,

2019a); also, the size of the largest dust grains that we

can trace is similar to the longest wavelength we ob-

serve, thus large rocks etc. remain unaccounted for.

Woitke et al. (2019a) compared dust masses derived

with 3 different methods: 1) the classical way, with a

fixed dust opacity and dust temperature, 2) the classi-

cal way but with dust opacities and temperatures de-

rived from SED modelling, and 3) dust mass directly

derived from SED modelling. They point out that, 1)

typically, the dust opacities are larger than the ‘canon-

ical value of 3.5 cm2g−1, so that the actual dust masses

are lower; 2) not all disks are optically thin at (sub)mm

wavelengths; 3) the dust temperature can be higher in

the case of a small disk, or lower in the case of an ex-

tended disk, leading to actual lower/higher dust masses

for smaller/larger disk then when derived in the clas-

sical way. However, when comparing the results from

method 1) and 3), Woitke et al. (2019a) found that

these effects tend to cancel out, so that only an uncer-

tainty of 0.5 dex in dust mass remains. Additionally,

as we will discuss in Sect. 5.1, the gas to dust ratio in

disks is poorly constrained. While the use of the mm

luminosity to estimate the disk mass is convenient, the

poor characterization of the required parameters sug-

gests that this approach should be taken with some

caution.

Summary : Evidence for dust processing in terms of

crystallization and grain growth has been found in the

IR spectra of Herbig disks, but no connection between

the amount of the dust processing and stellar or disk

properties was found. However, the dust grains observed

in the MIR represent only a small fraction of the dust

present in the disk.

The absence of the 10 µm silicate feature in GI disks

can be explained by dust cavities at a distance where

dust grains would obtain a temperature of 200-400K.

The decrease in enstatite/forsterite ratio with dis-

tance from the star suggests that (long-lasting) erup-

tive processes are the dominant source of cold forsterite

in the outer disk regions. On the other hand, the low

Fe content observed in the 69 µm forsterite feature

is consistent with silicate formation in chemical equi-

librium at high temperatures. More detailed modeling

of crystallization processes, taking into account radial

transport, shock heating, and stellar eruptions is clearly

needed.

Under the (somewhat simplistic) assumption that

the Herbig disks have similar temperatures and dust

opacities, GI disks have, on average, larger dust masses

than GII disks, as derived from their mm fluxes assum-

ing optically thin emission. However, when ignoring ra-

dial variations of β, GI disks have, on average, higher β

values than GII, pointing to smaller grains, thus result-

ing in stronger emission for a similar mass. In addition,

different dust compositions will result in different val-

ues of β. It is clear that, when deriving and comparing

dust disk masses, more attention needs to be paid to

dust opacities and temperatures.

4.6 PAHs in Herbig disks

While silicates are oxygen-rich materials, Polycyclic Aro-

matic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are carbon-rich. They are

actually large molecules rather than dust particles, so

they are suspended in the disk atmosphere. Since PAHs

emit by reprocessing UV photons, they trace the sur-

face of the disk exposed to the radiation field of the

star, and can thus be detected at larger distances from

the star than silicates, which are thermally excited.

Meeus et al. (2001) found that in GII sources, PAHs

are absent or weak, while GI sources show stronger PAH

emission features. This result was confirmed by Acke

et al. (2010) for a sample of 53 Herbig Ae stars: the

PAH-to-stellar luminosity ratio is higher in targets with

a flared disk (GI). The observation that the PAH lumi-

nosity is stronger in GI than in GII disks, for a given

stellar temperature, can be related to a larger amount of

PAHs that are exposed to UV photons. Indeed, when a
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gap opens in the disk, a larger part of the disk is exposed

to stellar photons that warm the disk and thus increase

the flaring. The few GII sources where PAHs were de-

tected (e.g. HD 142666, Meeus et al., 2001) might have

small gaps (Menu et al., 2015). Alternatively, for some

sources the gas in the disk could be flared, even when

the dust has settled (Acke et al., 2010).

The variations seen in the positions of the features

are mainly due to chemical differences of the PAHs in-

duced by the stellar UV field (Acke et al., 2010): the C-

C bonds at 6.2 and 7.8 µm shift to longer wavelengths

with decreasing stellar effective temperature and is a

measure for the aliphatic/aromatic content ratio of the

hydrocarbon mixture. Furthermore, Maaskant et al. (2014)

found that the ionization state of the PAHs (that can

be deduced from the I6.2/I11.3 band ratio) critically de-

pends on the optical thickness of the disk, with a higher

ionization fraction in optically thinner disks. These au-

thors also propose that PAHs are not only located in

the disk surface as is generally assumed, but that they

are also present in the more optically thin disk gaps.

Summary : PAHs trace the disk surface out to large dis-

tances. Their emission is stronger in flared disks where

they can intercept more stellar photons. The observed

chemical differences (aliphatic vs. aromatic) are due to

differences in the stellar UV radiation, while the ion-

ization state depends on the optical thickness of the

disk.

4.7 Ices in Herbig disks

Ices are thought to be an important component in the

framework of planet formation, due to 1) their higher

sticking coefficient, making it easier for icy grains to

grow 4, and 2) the increase of the density in solids when

dust grains are covered in ice. Therefore, the location

of the ice line (where a particular molecule freezes out

in a disk) determines the region where the growth of

planetesimals could occur more easily.

Unfortunately, the spatial distribution of ices in Her-

big disks is not well known, mainly due to a lack of

spatial resolution at far-IR wavelengths, as well as due

to the fact that most ices are located deeper in the

disk, where the optical depth is too high for them to

be seen. However, at 3.1 µm, water ice can be observed

through scattered light spectra. With this method, a

decrease in surface brightness at 3.1 µm was observed

in HD 142527, beyond the cavity and inner wall of the

4 However, experimental work by Gundlach et al. (2018)
did not confirm the theoretical prediction that ices have
higher tensile strengths than silicates.

outer disk (Honda et al., 2009). Furthermore, a crude

spatial distribution of water ice was derived by Honda

et al. (2016) for HD 100546 from the radial profile of

the 3.1 µm opacity, but the results are inconclusive.

Fig. 16 The ISO SWS and LWS spectra of HD 142527, and
the imaginary part of the refractive index of water ice at 50
K in blue. Indicated are water ice emission peaks at 43 and
62 µm. After Min et al. (2016a).

In the far-IR, the water ice feature at 43 µm can

be strong, but that wavelength unfortunately lies out

of the wavelength covered by Spitzer and Herschel, but

it was detected for a few sources with ISO/SWS (Mal-

fait et al., 1999). Another ice feature at 62 µm has a

large width (see Fig. 16) that hinders straightforward

identification as it is rather weak. Both features were

identified in HD 142527 (note that HD 142527 has a

large dust gap (> 140 au) with likely low gas density;

Casassus et al., 2015). Min et al. (2016a) modelled the

far-IR spectra and determined that the emitting water

ice resides in the outer disk of HD 142527 where the

ratio of water ice to silicates is 1.6, showing that the

density of solids clearly increases due to ice. They also

concluded that 80% of the oxygen in the outer regions

resides in water ice, a similar amount as what is found in

the outer solar system and in dense interstellar clouds.

Min et al. (2016a) found the water ice in HD 142527

to be mainly crystalline, even though it is located in

regions with temperatures for which the crystallisation

timescale is too long to have occurred. Therefore, they

considered various scenarios to form crystalline ice: 1)

heating by a strong accretion burst, 2) formation in the

inner disk and subsequent transport to the outer regions

by radiation pressure, or alternatively, and 3) the break-

up of larger icy bodies through collisions in which crys-

talline ice is preserved, again with subsequent transport

outwards by radiation pressure. These authors consid-

ered the third scenario the most likely.
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The temperature at which water and CO freezes out

under typical disk conditions is 128-155 K and 23-28 K,

respectively (Zhang et al., 2015). By deriving the disk

temperature profile, the location of the ice line thus can

be determined, as Isella et al. (2016) did for HD 163296

based on ALMA observations: for the midplane, Tm(r)

= 24K (r/100au)−0.5 and for the surface, Ts(r, z) =

68K(
√
r2 + z2/100au)−0.6. This would place the water

snow line at ∼ 3-4 au, too small to be resolved with

ALMA, and the CO ice line at ∼ 75-110 au, well within

reach with ALMA.

Summary : Water ice has been detected at 3.1 µm in

scattered light in a few Herbig stars. Despite water ice

having strong features at 43 and 62 µm, the paucity

of observations and detections at those wavelengths re-

sults in a poor understanding of water ice in Herbig

disks. To detect the snow line, very high spatial resolu-

tion is required; so far water has not been detected in

a disk around a Herbig star with ALMA. Soon, JWST

will provide more sensitive measurements of water emis-

sion from disks, as MIRI (5-29 µm) covers the mid-IR

lines of water with excitation temperatures of a few

1000 K with a spectral resolution of 3000, so water lines

in Herbigs are expected to be detected.

4.8 Transition Disks to Debris disks

Disk type Planet Transitional Debris
forming

Onset IR excess NIR MIR FIR
Gas content gas-rich intermediate gas-poor

Ṁacc (M�/yr) 7 ×10−7 2 ×10−8 –
LIR−mm/L∗ 0.5 0.01 < 0.008(b)

F1.3mm (mJy) 500 1.7-7(a) 0.1-3(c)

CO 2-1 (Jy km/s) 2-50 6.3(a) 0.05-3(b)

Prototype AB Aur HD 141569A Vega

Table 3 Comparison of the properties of circumstellar disks
at different evolutionary stages. Listed are typical values, for
detected sources - many are not detected, especially the debris
disks in CO. References: Meeus et al. (2012) and (a)Di Folco
et al. (2020); (b)Hughes et al. (2018), (c)Moór et al. (2017).
CO and mm fluxes are normalised to a distance of 140 pc.

Disks evolve from a massive primordial gas-rich disk

into a gas-poor debris disk, after passing through the

transition disk phase. The definition of a “transition”

disk is varied in the literature. This term is variously

used to define disks whose near-IR excess is smaller

than the median among disks in Taurus (Calvet et al.,

2005), disks possessing a cavity (Espaillat et al., 2014),

and disks whose SED reveals no NIR excess and a signif-

icant excess at wavelengths beyond 10µm (Strom et al.,

1989). In this review, we adopt the latter definition. The

lack of a NIR excess can be attributed to the depletion

of small grains in the inner disk (e.g., Strom et al.,

1989), creating a cavity in the disk. This can be caused

by clearing by a giant planet, but other scenarios, such

as grain growth or photo-evaporation might also con-

tribute (e.g. Armitage, 2019). In Table 3, we compare

the main properties of planet forming, transitional and

debris disks.

Fig. 17 SED of the transition disk HD 141569A. The excess
in the NIR is absent, and only starts beyond 5 µm.

A survey of sub-mm emission for debris disks in

combination with a literature compilation shows that

the dust mass in debris disks is lower by about two

orders of magnitude (adopting a constant dust opac-

ity and representative dust temperatures, Panić et al.,

2013). However, there is some overlap between primor-

dial disks and debris disks in the age range of a few Myr

to 20 Myr.

A prime example of a transition disk is the 9 ± 4.5

Myr A0 star HD 141569A. The infrared excess emerges

near 5 µm (Fig. 17), and its fractional IR luminosity is

at least a factor 10 smaller than that of a typical Herbig

Ae star (Pascual et al., 2016). The Hα emission line is

double peaked and the accretion rate is 2×10−8M�yr−1

(Fairlamb et al., 2015). The presence of warm molecu-

lar gas was identified from ro-vibrational CO emission

(Brittain and Rettig, 2002) and the presence of cool

molecular gas was identified from rotational CO emis-

sion (Zuckerman et al., 1995). The presence of gas in

the disk is further confirmed through emission lines of

[OI] and [CII] in the far-IR (Thi, 2014).

Di Folco et al. (2020) compared spatially resolved

images of CO emission and mm continuum acquired

with ALMA with resolved scattered light imagery ac-

quired with the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Ex-

oplanet REsearch (SPHERE) on the VLT. They found
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large differences in the radial distribution of the ma-

terial probed by these observations. The mm thermal

continuum extends to ∼250 au while the disk is de-

tected out to ∼400 au in scattered light, where several

rings are seen. The CO gas was only detected out to

the distance of the mm continuum (250 au). The flux

of these pure rotational lines can be converted to a total

gas mass of ∼ 70M⊕ (∼2×10−4 M�), on the lower end

for Herbig stars, but 10 times higher than the most gas-

rich debris disk known to date (Moór et al., 2017). Cu-

riously, with the disk mass inferred from the CO lines,

the stellar accretion rate could only be sustained for

a few thousand years, suggesting that either the CO is

severely depleted or the inference of the stellar accretion

rate inferred from the veiling of the Balmer continuum

is overestimated (see Sect. 5.1).

Summary : A transition disk is a disk that is in transi-

tion between the protoplanetary and debris phase. In

those disks, the infrared excess starts in the MIR. Gas

is still present in these disks and the stars accrete. The

total IR luminosity, CO luminosity and mm flux is in

between that of Herbigs and debris disks.

4.9 Detailed disk morphology

The MIR image of HD 97048 taken by Lagage et al.

(2006) revealed for the first time a strongly flaring disk

surface through the emission of PAHs located in the

disk surface where they are transiently heated by stel-

lar UV photons. This flaring surface was later confirmed

with NIR scattered light observations (Ginski et al.,

2016). On the other hand, under the assumption of

optically thin emission, the surface density profile of

the large grains can be derived from mm observations.

ALMA is perfectly suited for this purpose, as it traces

the thermal emission of cold mm-sized dust grains with

high spatial resolution. ALMA uncovered several large

(> 10 au) cavities in the dust continuum, the largest

-140 au- seen in HD 142527 (Perez et al., 2015), and

80 au in HD 34282 (van der Plas et al., 2017a). Sub-

sequent progress in observational techniques at both

shorter and longer wavelengths (increased sensitivity

and spatial resolution) led to the discovery of substruc-

tures in the disks, as will be discussed below. But first

we will summarize what is expected from theoretical

disk models.

4.9.1 Theoretical predictions for disk substructure

In a continuous disk, large mm-sized grains are ex-

pected to spiral inwards as they experience a headwind

due to the surrounding gas, making them lose angular

momentum, a process called radial drift. The smaller

micron-sized dust grains, on the other hand, are cou-

pled to the gas and do not experience such a headwind.

Grains can also spread outwards to redistribute the an-

gular momentum in the presence of (turbulent) viscos-

ity (e.g. Birnstiel et al., 2010).

Models predict that an embedded planet, brown

dwarf, or low-mass stellar companion can dynamically

clear its orbit and open a gap in a disk (Lin and Pa-

paloizou, 1979). When a planet opens a gap in the disk,

a local enhancement in gas pressure is created - a pos-

itive pressure gradient, trapping dust grains and thus

creating a region with low collisional velocities in which

the dust grains can grow more rapidly, as is illustrated

in Fig. 18 (Pinilla et al., 2012, 2016). Another scenario

to create a gap is a dead zone, a region with a low

ionization fraction, and by consequence a low turbu-

lence level. At the edge of such a dead zone a pile-up

of material is expected, creating a gap in the disk (e.g.

Regály et al., 2012). For both scenarios, the viscosity is

an important parameter.

!"#$%&'()#"*(

Fig. 18 Gas surface density in function of distance, illustrat-
ing particle trapping in a disk, the result of pressure bumps
caused by a massive planet located at 10 au (Pinilla, private
communication).

The efficiency of dust trapping depends on the grain

size: larger grains are trapped in the pressure bump

while smaller grains migrate inward - a process referred

to as dust filtration (Rice et al., 2006, Zhu et al., 2012).

This can be verified with high spatial resolution obser-

vations: at mm wavelengths, tracing the larger grains,

one would observe a ring-like structure with a large gap,

while in the NIR scattered light, tracing smaller grains,

this gap would either be smaller or even non-existent

(e.g. de Juan Ovelar et al., 2013). The width of the

ring that is induced by a massive planet through pres-
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sure bumps will depend on the disk and stellar mass,

as well as the location of the planet and the viscosity

parameter α (Pinilla et al., 2018).

This process of dust filtration was confirmed by ob-

servations: the cavity size seen in NIR scattered light

is often smaller than that in the mm, for instance for

HD 135344B ∼ 28 au in the NIR versus ∼ 46 au at mm

wavelengths (Garufi et al., 2013, Muto et al., 2012). To

match the observations, Dong et al. (2012) used a disk

model where inside the cavity, the surface density pro-

file of the small grains is flat and can reproduce the

observed NIR excess, while the larger dust grains are

depleted.

Zhu et al. (2012) find that in the presence of a giant

planet, grains & 10−100 µm are trapped in the pressure

bump and this accounts for roughly 99% of the dust

mass (assuming a grain size distribution n(a) ∝ a−3 in

the outer disk, where grains have already grown to mm

sizes, only 1% of the dust mass is in small micron-sized

grains). Thus the material that moves inward is heavily

depleted in solids. Therefore, the relative abundance of

refractory elements accreting onto the star should also

be depleted relative to volatile elements. In the case of

Herbig stars with radiative exteriors, this could result in

a photospheric abundance pattern where refractory ele-

ments are depleted relative to volatile elements (i.e., the

λ Boö phenomenon, Kama et al., 2015, see Sect. 6.2.1).

Another feature that can be induced by a planet in

a disk are spiral arms (e.g., Kley and Nelson, 2012).

If the planet is sufficiently massive, spiral arms can be

observed in scattered light (planet to stellar mass ratio

q & a few × 10−3; Dong et al. 2015). This is a kine-

matic effect that results in increasing the scale height

of the disk above the spiral arm such that the disk in-

tercepts more light. Furthermore, Dong et al. (2016)

used hydrodynamical and radiative transfer simulations

to determine how the disk appearance depends on its

inclination and position angle. To summarize, a giant

planet cannot only create a cavity but, with he right

parameters (α, h/r, Mplanet) also rings or spiral arms,

or simply cause asymmetries.

Turning to the inner disk, we find a puffed-up inner

wall at the dust evaporation radius located behind an

optically thin gas-rich region (Sect. 4.3, Natta et al.

2001). This model was further refined by Isella and

Natta (2005), who realised that, as the dust evapora-

tion temperature is density dependent, and there is a

vertical density gradient in the disk, the inner wall will

be curved, rather than have a sharp edge. Due to this

curvature, the NIR excess will weakly depend on the

inclination, while the observed shape will strongly de-

pend on the inclination. Face-on disks will reveal rims

that appear axisymmetric, while inclined disks will re-

veal rims that appear elliptic, with one side brighter

than the other one. Furthermore, Kama et al. (2009)

showed that the rim morphology depends on the dust

grain size, composition and the inner disk surface den-

sity.

In the following sections we will discuss how obser-

vations compare with these predictions. We will first

look at the outer regions of the disk and then continue

with the inner disk, before discussing the different sub-

structures seen in the disk.

4.9.2 Observations of the outer disk region

As we mentioned in Sect. 4, the first time a disk was re-

solved was through mm interferometry (Mannings and

Sargent, 1997). In a recent study, Stapper et al. (2022)

analyzed archival ALMA data of 36 Herbig stars within

450 pc. For the disks with d < 225 pc, 15/25 ‘nearby’

disks are resolved, but this sample was likely biased to-

wards the brightest objects. However, given that there

are only 31 Herbig stars within 225 pc, we can conclude

that at least 50% of them are resolved, all of which show

substructure.

Another way to obtain high spatial resolution is to

move to shorter wavelengths. Optical and NIR images

trace light that is scattered off the disk surface by small,

submicron-sized dust grains, but the stellar brightness

limits how close to the star one can get (inner working

angle). Instruments such as SPHERE and the Gemini

Planet Imager (GPI) use polarimetric differential imag-

ing (PDI) techniques to remove the light of the central

star and reveal the scattered light of the disk. What re-

mains is light polarized by the dust grains in the disk.

The inner working angle of PDI on 8m class telescopes

is typically 0.1′′, or 15 au at a distance of 150 pc.

A comparison between ALMA and SPHERE obser-

vations of the outer disk has shown that the large and

small grains are not always co-spatial, with the larger

grains being more radially confined than the smaller

ones (e.g. the GI star HD 97048, large grains seen up

to 350 au, small grains up to 640 au; Walsh et al., 2016).

On the other hand, the small grains are more or less co-

spatial with the gas, indicating that they are dynami-

cally coupled.

Another important result is that the extent of the

disk in the mm continuum is often much smaller than

that of the gas, derived from low-J pure rotational CO

transitions: e.g. 350 vs. 750 au in HD 97048 (Walsh

et al., 2016), and 375 vs. 1000 au for HD 34282 (van

der Plas et al., 2017a). These results were confirmed in

a larger study (Taun, MSc 2020; see Sect. 5.5).

The differences in disk sizes do not only depend on

the material being traced (large or small dust grains,
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or gas), but also on the disk group considered. Based

on SED modeling, Dominik et al. (2003) proposed that

GII disks are smaller than GI disks, an idea that now

can be tested as we can often obtain high enough spa-

tial resolution. Early on, GI sources were routinely re-

solved with ALMA, while the few GII sources observed

were either unresolved or small (< 100 au; e.g. Walsh

et al. 2016, van der Marel et al. 2021). Stapper et al.

(2022) further showed that, on average, GII disks are

more compact than GI disks, although this trend is

mainly caused by 3 outliers (AB Aur, HD 97048 and

HD 142527; see Fig. 19), and bright disks such as the

GI source HD100546 (68% radius of 35 au) have similar

sizes as the GII disks.

Fig. 19 The dust radius at 68% of the light (ALMA band 6
or 7) versus stellar mass for stars with d < 225pc. The error
bars are indicated as well as the upper limits. The largest radii
are seen in GI sources, but many GI sources have similar sizes
as GII. Based on Stapper et al. (2022).

In a study of Herbig disks with SPHERE, Garufi

et al. (2017b) found that GII disks, when detected in

scattered light, are much fainter than GI disks which

are commonly detected. Also their spatial extent is dif-

ferent: disks around GI sources are detected out to dis-

tances of 100-600 au, while disks around GII sources

are usually smaller than 100 au. Indeed, several nearby

(d. 200 pc) GII disks are not resolved at all, such

as HD 150193A (Garufi et al., 2014), which is a bi-

nary with a nearby companion (a=1.1′′; Bouvier and

Corporon 2001) that likely has truncated the disk to

give it its compact appearance. However, the disk of

HD 100453, a GI star, is also truncated by a companion

at 1.1′′ but here the companion is thought to give rise

to the observed spiral arms reaching out to 42 au (Wag-

ner et al., 2018). Similar behavior has been observed in

the MIR with 8m telescopes (e.g. Honda et al., 2015).

These differences can be attributed to larger gaps (> 5

au) and/or larger flaring angles in GI disks, while GII

disks are either small or self-shadowed (Garufi et al.,

2017b).

However, from a systematic comparison between ALMA

and SPHERE data, Garufi et al. (2022) found that the

extent of GII disks in scattered light is much smaller

than that at mm wavelengths, due to the outer disk

only being partially illuminated. This is in stark con-

trast with the observations of GI disks, where the ex-

tent in scattered light is larger than that in the mm,

as seen in e.g. HD 97048 (Walsh et al., 2016). This is

because GII disks are flat and/or self-shadowed, while

GI disks are flared, so that their disk surfaces can be

traced much further out.

4.9.3 Observations of the inner disk region

In a pioneering study of TTSs and Herbig stars with

the IOTA interferometer, Monnier and Millan-Gabet

(2002) found a correlation between the ‘size of the in-

ner disk’, measured in the H- or K-band, and the stellar

luminosity. They explained this finding with an inner

rim at the dust evaporation radius, located behind an

optically thin inner region. Later, Monnier et al. (2005)

measured more Herbig disks in the K-band with the

Keck Interferometer and found sizes between 0.02 and

4 au, in agreement with emission at the dust evapora-

tion radius, and showed that, for spectral types A to

late B, the inner disk size can be related to the stellar

luminosity as R ∝
√
L∗.

Another important clue about the inner disk region

came from studying the brightness variations of UXors

that show the blueing effect due to obscuration by dust

in the line of sight (see Sect. 2.3.2). Dullemond et al.

(2003) realized that the variability timescale of weeks

to months means that the obscuring cloud must be in

the inner disk, at the location of a puffed-up inner rim.

They also showed that this effect would only be seen

in GII disks, where the line of sight towards the inner

rim remains largely undisturbed. The blueing effect in

UXors is thus caused by the clumpy nature of the inner

disk.

Lazareff et al. (2017) observed 51 Herbig stars with

PIONIER, a NIR interferometric instrument that com-

bines the 4 VLT telescopes. They found that the in-

ner rims are smooth, radially extended, and consistent

with axisymmetry. However, Kluska et al. (2020) fur-

ther studied the inner disk rim morphology with PI-

ONIER, reaching a spatial resolution of a few milli-

arcseconds, and found evidence for a non-axisymmetric

structure in 27% of the objects. This could be due to

warping of the inner disk or instabilities at the inner

rim, potentially linked to the presence of a compan-
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ion. MATISSE, also combining 4 telescopes but now

in the L, M and N band (Lopez et al., 2022), uncov-

ered L′-band variable brightness asymmetries in the

disk of HD 163296 at scales < 0.3 au (Varga et al.,

2021). Such variations are also detected in the H and

K band, and persist over several years (GRAVITY Col-

laboration et al., 2021). They reflect an orbiting, in-

homogeneous dust distribution in the innermost disk

regions, similar to what was already predicted from the

UX Ori-like brightness and color variations.

4.9.4 Disk substructures

More detailed ALMA observations of disks with a cav-

ity reveal substructures (for an overview see Andrews,

2020, van der Marel et al., 2021), some of which are

shown in Fig. 20. Multiple rings were found in e.g.

HD 169142 (Fedele et al., 2017) and HD 97048 (Walsh

et al., 2016, van der Plas et al., 2017b). Other objects,

such as HD 142527, show asymmetries and/or shadows,

which are referred to as horseshoes (Casassus et al.,

2013). Finally, some objects show spiral arms: e.g. AB

Aur (Tang et al., 2017).

Fig. 20 ALMA continuum images illustrating the variety
in structure present in the Herbig disks. The beam size is
indicated in the lower left. The tickmarks go from -1.5′′ to
+1.5′′for HD 169142, HD 163296 and MWC758, and from -
3′′ to +3′′for HD 142527. Figure from van der Marel, private
communication, after van der Marel et al. (2021)

.

Zhang et al. (2018) created a 2-D hydrodynamical

gas + dust model grid to study the effect the disk pa-

rameters viscosity, scale height and planet mass have

on the presence of gaps in the disk. From a compari-

son with the DSHARP ALMA survey (Andrews et al.,

2018b), they deduced that the observed disk gaps could

be caused by planets located beyond 10 au with masses

between that of Neptune and Jupiter. More massive

planets, the super-Jupiters, are capable of carving out

larger (> 20 au) cavities in a disk, as shown by hydro-

dynamical modelling of PDS 70 (Muley et al., 2019).

With more and more objects being observed with

ALMA, a reflection on the methods used for interpreta-

tion is needed. Kim et al. (2019) performed a synthetic

analysis to determine the best set of ALMA bands to

derive the dust properties of the T Tauri star TW Hya

and concluded that, in order to constrain the tempera-

ture profile properly, several ALMA bands are needed,

preferably with the largest frequency intervals possi-

ble, and covering both optically thin and optically thick

emission. Such an analysis likely also applies to Herbig

stars, meaning that the ALMA bands with which the

disk is observed should be carefully selected to include

frequencies that trace both optically thin and optically

thick emission.
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Fig. 21 Key examples of disks observed with SPHERE in
PDI: spiral arms (HD 135344B and HD 100453), a large cav-
ity (HD 142527) and rings (HD 97048). Note the large dif-
ferences in scale between the different panels: HD 100453 is
much smaller than HD 142527 and would fit 3-4 times in-
side its cavity. A. Garufi, private communication, after Garufi
et al. (2017a).

Scattered-light observations probe small grains and

thus can be used to constrain the flaring surface of

a disk as was done for HD 100546 (Avenhaus et al.,
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2014, Stolker et al., 2016) and HD 97048 (Ginski et al.,

2016). Large scattered light surveys of protoplanetary

disks were made with GPI on Gemini South (Macintosh

et al., 2008), High-Contrast Coronographic Imager for

Adaptive Optics (HiCiAO) on Subaru (Tamura, 2009)

and SPHERE on the VLT (Garufi et al., 2017b), uncov-

ering a wide variety in disk substructures (see Fig. 21).

Spirals were seen in e.g. HD 135344B (Muto et al.,

2012, Garufi et al., 2013) and HD 36112 (MWC758;

Grady et al., 2013, Benisty et al., 2015), while rings

were found in e.g. HD 169142 (Quanz et al., 2013b)

and HD 97048 (Ginski et al., 2016). Other disks, such

as those around AB Aur (Hashimoto et al., 2011) and

HD 142527 (Avenhaus et al., 2014) show large, asym-

metric structures that could be seen as parts of spiral

arms or even rings. Indeed, Dong et al. (2016) studied

the effect the inclination and position angle (PA) of the

disk has on its observed appearance, and found that a

disk with 2 spiral arms might be masked as an asym-

metric structure with either only one trailing arm, or

two arms on the same side of the star, possibly wind-

ing in different directions. The interpretation of inclined

disks should, therefore, take into account this masking

effect.

Garufi et al. (2018) organized the disks according

to their appearance in scattered light and found that

bright GI disks show spirals, rings, and bright rims at

the edge of a cavity, while other disks (mainly GII)

are faint and/or compact and show no such features.

They related the disk features with the NIR excess, and

found that sources with spirals or shadows have a high

NIR excess, while sources with rings show a low NIR

excess. Sources with a GII disk have an intermediate

NIR excess. The high NIR excess could be attributed to

the presence of a massive (≥ 1MJup) planet perturbing

the orientation and scale height of the inner disk and

finally causing spiral waves.

Bohn et al. (2022) compared the inclination of the

inner (< 1 au) and outer (> 10 au) disks as derived from

VLTI/GRAVITY and ALMA (CO) observations. When

the inner and outer disks are misaligned, it is expected

that the inner disk will cast a shadow on the outer

disk. For those 3 GI sources where misalignment was

observed, Bohn et al. (2022) predicted the location of

the shadow, and found this to agree well with scattered

light observations.

It is surprising to see that the substructures derived

from scattered light and thermal emission do not al-

ways coincide. For instance, HD 100453 shows spirals in

scattered light, but only a ring disk in thermal emission

(Wagner et al., 2015, van der Plas et al., 2019). In gen-

eral, spirals are more often detected in scattered light

than in thermal emission, indicating that the micron-

sized grains experience more the effect of density waves

in the disk. For example, HD 163296 has an SED that

places it at the boundary of GI and GII disks. Muro-

Arena et al. (2018) found that, while the mm contin-

uum data show several rings, scattered light images

only trace the innermost ring, leading the authors to

conclude that the outer disk is either more depleted of

small grains or more settled. However, in multi-epoch

HST/STIS images, four rings were detected (Rich et al.,

2020), with the fourth ring located at 330 au. Similarly,

Tang et al. (2017) found 2 CO spirals inside the large

mm cavity of AB Aur, that were confirmed in scattered

light (Boccaletti et al., 2020). However, the spiral arms

that were detected in CO in the outer disk are not seen

in scattered light.

Summary : The preferred scenario to form a gap in the

disk is a pressure bump, either caused by a planet or

a dead zone. While the large particles are trapped, the

smaller particles can move inwards with the gas as they

are dynamically coupled. Dust filtration might lead to

selective accretion of gas rich in volatiles, so that the

stellar photosphere is depleted in refractory elements.

The inner rim is located at the dust evaporation

radius and has a puffed-up curved inner wall whose

properties depend on the grain size distribution and

inclination. Once a disk is resolved, it often shows some

substructure like rings, spirals or asymmetries. Small

micron-sized grains are found both closer to and further

from the star than the large mm-sized grains. These

distinct locations can be explained by a combination

of radial drift (large grains) and dust filtration (small

grains). At mm wavelengths, some GI disks are very

large, while many other GI and GII disks overlap in size;

however, not that many GII sources have been observed

with sufficient spatial resolution. In scattered light (op-

tical/NIR), GI disks are routinely resolved while GII

are either faint or undetected. Contrary to GI disks,

GII disks are smaller in scattered light than in mm

emission, due to self-shadowing.

To conclude this dust section, the combination of

improved spectral coverage in the IR with space-based

observatories and sub-arcsecond resolution imaging at

optical/NIR and mm wavelengths on the ground has

revolutionized our understanding of the dust disks sur-

rounding Herbig stars. It is clear that the IR-mm ex-

cess of Herbig stars arises from disks with remarkable

structures including gaps, rings, and spiral arms. These

disks also have a rich mineralogy indicative of signifi-

cant dust processing and grain growth. There is strong

evidence that the differences between GI and GII disks

are tied to the presence of gaps in the disk. GI disks

are flaring and have large gaps, while GII disks appear
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to be compact and/or shadowed. The old evolution-

ary scenario where disks evolve from GI to GII is not

consistent with later studies. Instead, a large GII disk

where no or only a small gap is present might open

up a larger gap and become a GI disk while small GII

disks may stay small and gradually lose their content as

they evolve into debris disks. Alternative, GI and GII

disks may follow independent evolutionary paths. The

extent to which these differences reflect differences in

the early evolution of the circumstellar disk and enve-

lope or interactions with massive companions remains

unclear. Even though the gaps in GI disks are com-

monly attributed to planets, the influence that stellar

and planetary companions have on the evolution of the

disk remains an important open question.

5 GAS IN DISKS AROUND HERBIG STARS

Early interferometric observations with OVRO of 12CO

J = 2 − 1 revealed a rotating disk of gas around the

star MWC 480 (Mannings et al., 1997). Several pioneer-

ing surveys have since then systematically targeted the

intrinsically strong CO (sub-)mm lines as key tracers

for the disk bulk gas content (e.g. Zuckerman et al.,

1995, Dent et al., 2005, Hales et al., 2014) and find

that disks around many young Herbig stars contain

traceable amounts of cold (a few 10 K) gas. Due to

the large range of temperatures present — a couple of

1000 K in the inner disk (< few au) to a few 10 K

in the outer disk (& 100 au) — the emission of gas

is traced over a wide range of wavelengths. The cold

outer disk is mostly traced at far-IR to mm wavelengths

(e.g. low rotational lines of CO), while the inner disk

is traced by near- to MIR wavelengths. Due to their

brightness and warm temperatures (stellar luminosities

heating the disk range from a few to a few 10 L�),

Herbig disks are generally easier to detect and to spa-

tially resolve compared to T Tauri disks. This enables

studying many processes related to disk evolution and

planet formation in more detail. The main drawback

here is the often small sample sizes and less well con-

strained ages of these objects (Sect.2). In the follow-

ing, we summarize our current understanding of the

physics, chemistry and physical processes pertaining to

the gas inside these disks that we obtained based on

multi-wavelengths observations.

5.1 How and when do Herbig disks lose their gas?

As summarized in section 4, the classification scheme of

Herbigs is largely based on the distribution of dust in

the disk, however, gas comprises 99% of the disk mass.

Ideally, the evolutionary state of Herbig disks would be

informed by the evolution of the gas mass of the disk

as they evolve from gas rich accretion disks to dusty

debris disks.

Several methods using far-IR and sub-mm line emis-

sion have been proposed to study disk gas masses di-

rectly: (1) The CO sub-mm line emission (Thi et al.,

2001), (2) the [O i] 63 µm line together with the CO

sub-mm line (Kamp et al., 2011), (3) HD lines (Bergin

et al., 2013), and (4) the CO isotopologue sub-mm lines

(Williams and Best, 2014, Miotello et al., 2016). Below,

we present an overview of the results from such obser-

vational attempts.

Dent et al. (2005) conducted a northern survey of

the 12CO J = 3−2 line in bright Herbig disks using the

JCMT. Following this up, Hales et al. (2014) carried

out an APEX/ASTE survey targeting the 12CO J =

3 − 2 line in 52 southern Herbig disks. They report

that ∼ 45 % of the IR bright disks (LIR/L∗ ≥ 0.01) —

21 out of 46 in the combined sample — are not de-

tected in CO, the pre-ALMA, sensitivity limit being

∼ 104 Jy km/s pc2. At the faint end of IR excesses this

has been continued using ALMA by Moór et al. (2017)

to detect the 12CO J = 2 − 1 line in young A-type

debris disks (10− 50 Myr); they find that CO emission

does not correlate with IR excess (104−106 Jy km/s pc2

for objects with LIR/L∗<0.01). Péricaud et al. (2017)

did a similar study focusing on debris disks around

A-type stars younger than 100 Myr using APEX and

IRAM, targeting the 12CO J = 2 − 1 and 3 − 2 lines.

Folding in literature data on T Tauri and Herbig disks,

they identify a general correlation between CO line flux

and mm(sub-mm) continuum flux; however, this corre-

lation is strongly driven by the T Tauri disks. They also

find a subclass of disks around A-type stars which have

CO line fluxes brighter than the above correlation pre-

dicts based on their sub-mm continuum flux and termed

them “hybrid” disks (HIP 76310, HIP 84881, HD 21997,

HD 131835, 49 Cet, HD 141569). Some of these sources

show indications of inner dust cavities (a few to several

10 au) (HIP 76310, HIP 84881, HD 21997, HD 131835,

Lieman-Sifry et al., 2016, Kóspál et al., 2013, Hung

et al., 2015) and/or rings (HD 141569, 49 Cet, Augereau

et al., 1999, Wahhaj et al., 2007, Biller et al., 2015).

This places them into the category of transitional disks

(see Sect. 4.8), but the two classifications (based on ei-

ther dust or gas observables) do not necessarily agree

for all objects.

Williams and Best (2014) proposed to combine the

two less abundant isotopologues 13CO and C18O to es-

timate disk gas masses. This method has been refined

using thermo-chemical disk models by Miotello et al.

(2016) including isotope selective photodissociation for
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the regime of TTauri and Herbig disks. This technique

produces in general gas-to-dust mass ratios in disks

that are well below the canonical one of 100 (e.g. Ans-

dell et al., 2016, Miotello et al., 2017). Since this result

is hard to reconcile with the estimated mass accretion

rates, carbon element depletion is often invoked as an

explanation.

Thermo-chemical disk models have shown that the

[O i] 63 µm emission requires excitation temperatures of

several 10 K and typically originates from inside 300 au

(Kamp et al., 2010). The [O i]/CO line ratio serves

here as a temperature proxy and the [O i] 63 µm line

emitting region shifts with disk mass, indicating that

the combination of the line ratio and the [O i] 63 µm

line flux could be a reliable tool to estimate the total

disk gas mass. Meeus et al. (2012) applied this method

to the GASPS5 sample of Herbig disks deriving disk

gas mass estimates in the range 2.4× 10−4 (HD 36112)

to 2.5 × 10−2 M� (HD 163296), spanning two orders

of magnitude. However, using the ages recently deter-

mined from Gaia DR2 (Vioque et al., 2018), there is no

clear trend of gas mass with age between 5 and 15 Myr.

Likely other disk parameters, such as size play a more

dominant role. We will come back to this in Sect. 5.5.

The lowest rotational lines of HD (J = 1 − 0 at

112 µm and J = 2 − 1 at 56 µm) have not been de-

tected with Herschel in the disks around Herbig stars

(Kama et al., 2020). Upper limits on the HD J=1− 0

line at this stage can only rule out very massive disks

(10−1 − 10−2 M�) around most sources. Interestingly,

HD 163296 yields an HD upper gas mass limit of 6.7×
10−2 M�, compatible with the estimate based on [OI].

For HD 163296, many alternative techniques have

been more recently applied to estimate the gas mass

(full thermo-chemical disk modeling, dust radial drift,

the very rare isotopologue 13C17O, Rab et al., 2020,

Woitke et al., 2019a, Powell et al., 2019, Booth et al.,

2019), all of them now converging on a fairly high disk

gas mass of ∼0.2 M�. Kamp et al. (2011) have shown

from thermo-chemical modeling that optical depth ef-

fects turn disk gas mass estimates via the [O i]/CO

method into lower limits for gas masses larger than

10−3 M�. So, the [O i]/CO disk gas mass lower esti-

mate is consistent with the more recent studies. The

HD upper gas mass limit is lower than many of the esti-

mates derived using other techniques. Since the method

of Powell et al. (2019) using dust radial drift6 is inde-

5 GASPS (Gas Survey of Protoplanetary Systems has been
an Open Time Herschel Key Program led by Bill Dent (Dent
et al., 2013)
6 This method uses dust radial drift in a gas-rich disk to

estimate gas masses. To first order, the spatial extent of the
dust emission at different sub-mm wavelength is affected by
the efficiency of dust drift and hence amount of gas in the

pendent of element abundances, the most probable rea-

son for this gas mass discrepancy could be in the gas

temperatures underlying the HD estimate. The conver-

sion from line flux to gas mass is very sensitive to the

gas temperature (Bergin et al., 2013) and if 2D thermo-

chemical disk models are used, the model gas temper-

ature depends strongly on the properties of the dust

(e.g., grain size distribution, composition, and settling).

The masses of disks are in tension with the stel-

lar accretion rates around Herbig stars (Sect. 3.4). The

typical accretion rate of Herbig stars is ∼ a few ×10−7

M�yr−1. For such rates to be sustained for ∼1 Myr

would require disk masses approaching 0.1M? - much

higher than the typical disk masses inferred from the

techniques described above.

Summary : Gas masses in Herbig disks (5 − 15 Myr)

span about three orders of magnitude with no clear

trend with age. There is a clear correlation between the

strength of sub-mm gas emission and sub-mm contin-

uum emission. This correlation becomes less clear for

older objects (� 10 Myr), where in several objects sig-

nificant levels of CO gas are detected while the dust

is clearly of secondary (debris) origin (termed “hybrid”

disks or “gas-rich” debris disks). So, while continuum

observations seem to indicate a clear dichotomy be-

tween primordial and debris dust masses around ∼ 5−
20 Myr (see Sect. 4.8), it is not clear that the gas follows

a similar evolution.

5.2 Turbulence in Herbig disks

The exquisite sensitivity and spectral resolution of ALMA
allows now the precise measurement of the width of

spectral lines. If the gas probed by ALMA is turbulent,

then the lines should be broader than predicted by the

sound speed of the gas. Early pre-ALMA estimates of

gas turbulence were limited by spatial and spectral res-

olution as well as the S/N of the channel maps (Dartois

et al., 2003, Piétu et al., 2003, 2005, 2007, Hughes et al.,

2011). ALMA has significantly improved our ability to

estimate the gas turbulence in the outer disk since its

high quality data sets (bright sources) allow the sepa-

ration of the front and back side of the disk and so a

better disentangling of gas temperature and turbulence.

Early measurements were strictly applicable only to the

outer disk (100 au scale), while ALMA can now also

probe regions closer to the star. Rosenfeld et al. (2013)

used ALMA science verification data to demonstrate

the high potential of the gain in spatial and spectral

disk; strictly, this works only for disks that do not show sub-
structure.
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resolution; they demonstrate the presence of a vertical

temperature and radial pressure gradient for the disk

around HD 163296. Estimates of gas turbulence in disks

keep pushing its upper limits to smaller values, typically

less than 5-10% of the sound speed at 30-few 100 au (see

Table 4 and references therein). This has strong impli-

cations for the process of angular momentum transport

in these disk, since it implies very low α viscosity values

for the outer disk (α<10−2, Flaherty et al., 2020).

Another method for inferring supra-thermal line broad-

ening of gas is through spectral synthesis of the CO

overtone bandheads (Carr et al., 2004). The rotational-

vibrational transitions of the R-branch grow closer to-

gether with increasing rotational level and eventually

pile-up at the blue-end of the spectrum before turn-

ing around moving to redder wavelengths. This pile-up

is referred to as the bandhead. Because the transitions

near the bandhead are very closely spaced, the instrinsic

width of the lines affects the opacity of the bandhead

(i.e., the shape of the lines determines the opacity of

the pseudo continuum). Thus even without spectrally

resolving the individual lines comprising the bandhead,

the intrinsic line broadening of the lines can be inferred

from the emergent flux. Because of the large number

of transitions involved, the temperature of the gas is

well constrained. Further, the shape of the bandhead

is determined by the bulk motion of the gas allowing

for the determination of the radial extent of the emis-

sion if the stellar mass and disk inclination are known.

This method has been used to measure the turbulent

velocity of gas in the disk atmosphere within the inner

∼1 au of intermediate mass stars such as WL 16 (where

the turbulent broadening is twice the sound speed; Na-

jita et al. 1996), SVS 13 (1.5-3 times the sound speed;

Carr et al. 2004), V1331 Cyg (∼ the sound speed; Na-

jita et al. 2009, Doppmann et al. 2011), and HD 101412

(. the sound speed; Adams et al. 2019). However, there

is no direct tension with the (sub)mm measurements

that probe the turbulence in the disk at much larger

distances from the star.

There are alternative methods suggested to esti-

mate the gas turbulence in disks around Herbig stars

and to understand the underlying driving mechanism:

smoothed out snow lines (concentration gradients, Owen,

2014), dust settling (mm-dust grains confined to a geo-

metrically thin midplane, Pinte et al., 2016), vortices in

disks (stability, Zhu and Stone, 2014), planet induced

structures (morphology, de Juan Ovelar et al., 2016),

and outer gas disk shape (sharpness, Facchini et al.,

2017). SED shapes contain information on dust settling,

though the problem of fitting them is highly degener-

ate. Mulders and Dominik (2012) show that the median

SED shapes of brown dwarf, T Tauri and Herbig disks

are consistent with a low turbulent α value, not depend-

ing on the (sub-)stellar mass. Comparing ALMA dust

and gas observations with 2D hydrodynamical mod-

els shows that the turbulence affects the sharpness of

planet-induced gaps, ring-gap separation, and the gas-

to-dust mass ratio inside (Lin and Papaloizou, 1993,

Long et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018). For HD 163296,

Liu et al. (2018) deduce a smaller α in the inner disk

(∼60 au) compared to the outer disk (>100 au); how-

ever, α stays well below 10−2.

Given the observed mass accretion rates (Sect. 3.4),

it remains unclear what the underlying driving mecha-

nism is and if the turbulence depends strongly on radial

distance from the star. Non-ideal MHD effects causing

disk winds could offer a solution here (Bai, 2013, Ri-

ols and Lesur, 2018). In their review, Hartmann et al.

(2016) suggested that different mechanisms might cause

turbulence in the different disk regions (thermally and

non-thermally activated MRI, winds, non-ideal MHD

effects).

Summary : ALMA has enabled the measurements on

non-thermal broadening of gas lines which place upper

limits on the turbulence of the gas in the outer disk at

. 5−10% of the sound speed. For a hand full of objects

with CO bandhead emission, high resolution NIR spec-

troscopy has been used to measure non-thermal broad-

ening of the gas in the innermost disk that is compa-

rable to the sound speed. Other observational evidence

points to minimal turbulence in the outer disk includ-

ing smoothed out snow lines, dust settling, vorticies in

disks, planet induced structures, and the sharpness of

the boundary of the outer disk.

5.3 Are Herbig disk surfaces flaring or flat?

Scattered light observations of small dust grains can

trace the shape of the disk surface (see Sect. 4.9). Direct

observations of gas emission can also reveal how the

stellar luminosity is reprocessed by the disk and hence

provide indirect evidence of the degree to which the disk

surface is flaring.

An example is the Herschel survey of the [O i] 63µm

line (Open Time Key Program GASPS, Dent et al.,

2013). Comparing the data with a large grid of thermo-

chemical disk models (Woitke et al., 2010, Kamp et al.,

2011), Pinte et al. (2010) show that the brightness of

this cooling line agrees with a stellar UV heating mech-

anism. Meeus et al. (2012) confirm this by demonstrat-

ing a clear correlation between the UV stellar flux and

the line luminosity for the GASPS sample of 20 Herbig

disks. However, they do not find a correlation between

the SED slope (IR-mm) and the strength of the [O i]
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Table 4 Overview of turbulence measurements for Herbig Ae disks.

object tracer method vturb [cs] reference
inner disk (few au)

V1331 Cyg NIR CO bandhead and water spectrum ∼ 1 Najita et al. (2009)
HD 101412 NIR CO bandhead and water spectrum ∼ 1 Adams et al. (2019)

outer disk
HD 34282

CO sub-mm isotopologues visibilities < 1 Piétu et al. (2003, 2005, 2007)AB Aur
MWC 480
HD 163296 CO sub-mm channel maps ∼ 0.4 Hughes et al. (2011)
HD 163296 CO sub-mm isotopologues channel maps < 0.03 Flaherty et al. (2015)
HD 163296 DCO+ channel maps < 0.04 Flaherty et al. (2017)
MWC 480 CO sub-mm channel maps < 0.08 Flaherty et al. (2020)

cooling line. In contrast, the CO high-J rotational lines

are only detected in disks that show a shallower SED

slope (group I, Meeus et al., 2013). However, Sect. 4

clarifies that the SED slope is not necessarily a direct

reflection of the amount of disk flaring. The CO ladders

for the few GI Herbig disks that show line detections

with sufficient coverage in J stay flat between J = 10

and 20 (see Fig. 22). According to thermo-chemical

models, this is a trend seen in moderate to strongly

flaring disks such that β ≥ 1.15, where β is the power

law exponent of the radial dependence of the gas scale

height (i.e., H(r) ∝ rβ ; Woitke et al., 2010).

The [O i] fine structure lines react strongly to the

amount of disk flaring (Woitke et al., 2010), but sev-

eral other parameters play an important role as well

such as inner gaps, dust settling and the stellar heating.

The CO ladder also reacts to flaring (Bruderer et al.,

2012, Fedele et al., 2016) — the ladder drops steeply

beyond J = 10 for flat disks due to the altered gas

temperature profile — and here the gas-to-dust mass
ratio is the most cofounding other variable. The Her-

big disks differ substantially in their geometry, making

a simple ”grid” approach for the interpretation of ob-

servational data rather difficult. Recently, the DIANA

project (DIsc ANAlysis; Woitke et al., 2019a) mod-

eled six of these Herbig disks consistently using multi-

wavelength dust and gas observations with a unified

thermo-chemical modeling approach. The observational

data includes the far-IR [O i] and CO rotational lines.

For all except one of the disks (AB Aur), they find the

need for a flared outer gas disk 1.19≥β≥1.07, a range

that is well below the maximum Chiang and Goldreich

solution (β=9/7, Chiang and Goldreich, 1997).

The geometry of the upper tenuous layers of the in-

ner disk is much better probed using lines that predom-

inantly originate there, i.e. the forbidden [O i] 6300 Å

line (Finkenzeller, 1985, Acke et al., 2005, van der Plas

et al., 2008). The excitation mechanism for the line can

be thermal (gas temperature of a few 1000 K or non-

thermal (photodissociation of OH, Störzer and Hollen-

Fig. 22 Compiled CO ladders for six Herbig disks. Over-
plotted are the normalized modelled CO ladders for a typical
Herbig disk by Fedele et al. (2016). The three lines repre-
sent disks with different flaring angles, β = 1.05 (red), 1.15
(green), 1.25 (blue).
The models have been normalized to the observed J=10− 9

line flux; for IRS48 we used the first detected J line.

bach, 2000). Due to the limited spectral resolution in

earlier work, the origin of this line emission remained

disputed: infall, wind or disk origin. Acke et al. (2005)

found that the majority of Herbig disks show narrow

symmetric profiles (FWHM∼ 50 km/s), with the line

profiles observed towards GII sources being on average

∼ 20 km/s broader than the line profiles observed to-
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Fig. 23 Comparison of the [O i] 6300 Å(black), v = 1−0 OH
P4.5 (blue) and the v = 1−0 P26 CO (red) line profiles from
the disk around HD 100546.

ward GI sources. Also, the detection rate of this line is

much lower in GII disks than in GI disks. Several of the

line profiles display the characteristic double peak sug-

gesting an origin within a rotating disk. van der Plas

et al. (2008) investigate the radial intensity profiles of

the [O i] line and find that it can be related to the in-

ner disk geometry (puffed up regions casting shadows

on regions further out). Interestingly, HD 101412 shows

two emission peaks, possibly indicating that there is a

second ’puffed’ up region at larger distances (few au);

this is a feature seen in hydrostatic disk models (e.g.

Woitke et al., 2009, Min et al., 2009, Meijerink et al.,

2012, a second shadow for the tenuous surface layers).

In some cases (e.g. the Herbig Be star MWC 147, Bag-

noli et al., 2010), the line emission could even originate

from inside the dust sublimation radius.

The OH P4.5 doublet (2.934 µm) was been detected

in 4/5 GI disks and 0/6 GII disks by Fedele et al.

(2011), sometimes showing very complex profiles sug-

gesting multiple radial emission zones. Brittain et al.

(2016) detected the OH P4.5 doublet in about 50% of

the Herbig disks in their sample; again, the detection

rate is much higher for the GI disks (61%) than GII

disks (25%). The line profile of the high J CO line and

the OH doublet are consistent (see Fig. 23). The fact

that OH is more readily observed among GI disks indi-

cates that that OH photodissociation could contribute

to the excitation of the [O i] 6300 Å line (Fedele et al.,

2011).

Also [Ne ii] emission at 12.81 µm is often used to

probe jets, outflows and disk winds. Baldovin-Saavedra

et al. (2012) detected this line for the first time in a

disk around a Herbig Be star (V892 Tau); its centrally

peaked narrow line profile is consistent with a photo-

evaporative wind. Since this line requires the presence

of X-rays, most of the work so far has been focused

on T Tauri disks (e.g. Pascucci et al., 2011, Baldovin-

Saavedra et al., 2012, Sacco et al., 2012). A more sys-

tematic study combining high spectral resolution (3 −
10 km/s) optical ([O i] 6300 Å) and IR spectra (OH and

CO ro-vib, like shown in Fig. 23) with dust interferom-

etry could allow a detailed study of the inner disk gas

and dust geometry and the potential existence of weak

disk winds, something that has been piloted by Fedele

et al. (2008) for three sources.

Summary : Gas studies suggest that the outer disks of

Herbigs are moderately flaring (below the theoretical

maximum of 9/7). However, the inner disks show more

complex geometries required to interpret gas line pro-

files, such as shadows and disk winds. A systematic

study of combined near-IR dust and gas observations

for a large sample of Herbig disks would help here to

disentangle the processes shaping the inner disks.

5.4 Gas temperatures and the position of icelines

The thermal structure of the disks is a key element

in understanding planet formation as it determines the

stability of disks (Toomre Q parameter7) as well as the

composition of the material that is forming the plan-

ets (icelines). The midplane of Herbig disks is typically

optically thick, in the inner disk (<30 au) often up to

sub-mm wavelengths. Figure 24 illustrates how we can

either use gas emission lines to infer radial and vertical

temperature profiles of disks or revert to indirect tracers

such as the spatial distribution of molecules associated

with specific icelines (e.g. N2H+, DCO+, water).

The temperature profiles for the gas can be de-

rived from molecular emission line studies in several

ways: (1) interferometric gas line observation (spatial

and spectral resolution), (2) from a suite of gas line

profiles (spectral resolution), (3) from a suite of un-

resolved emission line fluxes from lines with different

excitation temperatures (e.g. CO ladder). We discuss

each of these in the following and discuss to which ex-

tent the conclusions from them agree and also how they

compare to the dust temperature studies. However, as

a matter of fact, the continuum optical depth at any

wavelength limits the vertical depth down to which we

can probe. For the inner disk (< 30 au), this limits the

7 This parameter depends on distance from the star r and
is defined as Q(r) = cs(r)Ω/πGΣg(r), with cs the sound
speed, Ω the angular velocity, G the gravitational constant
and Σg the disks gas mass surface density.
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Fig. 24 Schematic of various methods to assess the disk gas
temperature profiles and icelines (radially and vertically). In-
dicated are the key molecular tracers used to derive the tem-
perature profiles. Arrows indicate how the line emission re-
gion shifts with increasing rotational quantum number J or
decreasing Einstein coefficient Aij .

information we can get since these regions are often op-

tically thick even at sub-mm wavelengths. Exceptions

are disks where this region has been partly cleared.

Interferometric gas line observations Piétu et al. (2007)

derived gas temperature profiles using IRAM/PdB in-

terferometric data for a suite of CO and HCO+ lines.

Fitting visibilities with simple power law disk models

(T ∝ rq) for MWC 480, they find gas temperature pro-

files of the molecular emitting region with power law

exponents of q = 0.65 for 12CO and shallower (q =

0.37 − 0.28) for 13CO. They also note a clear vertical

temperature gradient of several 10 K based on 12CO

J = 2 − 1, 13CO J = 2 − 1 and J = 1 − 0 lines which

originate from different heights in the disk. Such values

agree quite well with typical thermo-chemical disk mod-

els (Fig. 25, showing extracted radial temperature pro-

files from the MWC 480 model, Woitke et al., 2019a).

Flaherty et al. (2015) follow a similar approach but

use a full 2D power-law disk model. They find fairly

shallow temperature gradients for all CO isotopologues

(q=0.216−0.278) in the disk around HD 163296, while

Isella et al. (2016) find a steeper profile (q=0.6) for the

molecular layer. However, these results depend to some

extent on the assumed model parametrization; for ex-

ample Flaherty et al. (2015) assume the same power law

exponent for the molecular layer and midplane temper-

atures and we know that the dust distribution in this

disk shows prominent rings inside 200 au and thus devi-

ates from a simple power law. So, there is a strong push

to develop methods that are independent of model as-

sumptions.

Channel maps with high spatial and spectral resolu-

tion provide a promising alternative. They can be used

to reconstruct the temperature profile directly from the

CO brightness temperature if the dust is optically thin

Fig. 25 Gas temperature profile in a typical Herbig disk
model extracted at three different heights in the disk (solid
lines). Dashed lines show the corresponding dust temperature
profiles. Black dotted lines show two typical power laws with
exponents -0.6 and -0.4.

(assuming optically thick line emission, Pinte et al.,

2018a, Dullemond et al., 2020). If substantial CO freeze-

out occurs, this method measures the temperature of

the CO ice surface, otherwise, it can be used to estimate

the midplane temperature. For HD 163296, this method

finds a very shallow temperature gradient (q = 0.14).

There is considerable agreement for the midplane tem-

perature profiles for HD 163296 with different methods

(e.g. estimated temperatures at 100-150 au differ by less

than 3 K), but the underlying assumptions need to be

evaluated on a case-by-case basis. For example, detailed

thermo-chemical models matching the DSHARP data

(dust and gas) of HD 163296 show significant freeze-out

of CO in the midplane at 100-150 au (Rab et al., 2020).

Gas line profiles Fedele et al. (2013) use HD 100546 to

show that the CO line profiles of CO J=16−15, 10−9

(Herschel/HIFI) and 3−2 (APEX) become successively

narrower, thus confirming the shift of their radial ori-

gin to increasingly larger distance from the star. This

method had already been suggested by Bruderer et al.

(2012) based on thermo-chemical disk modeling. The

resulting best fit temperature profile from simple disk

power law models has a radial slope of 0.85 ± 0.1 (be-

tween ∼ 30 and 300 au), steeper than that found for

MWC 480 and also steeper than what is typically found

for the dust (Sect. 4.2 and 4.3).

Emission line flux ladder In the case of spectrally and

spatially unresolved lines, we use the fact that molec-

ular emission lines trace the gas temperature in the
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vertical layer and radial regime over which they emit.

Interesting tracers in that context are molecules that

possess a suite of lines with a large range in excita-

tion energy and Einstein A coefficients. The CO lad-

der, where the excitation energy (Tex) increases with

the rotational quantum number (Tex(J = 4) = 55.3 K

to Tex(J = 36) = 3669 K), scans the disk surface with

higher rotational lines originating ever closer to the star

(van der Wiel et al., 2014, Fedele et al., 2016). The

same holds for the series of OH doublets (Tex rang-

ing between 120 and 875 K). Also water lines span

a huge range of excitation conditions. The second di-

mension, the vertical depth, is probed by studying iso-

topologues (e.g. 13CO, C17O, C18O, 13C17O), and/or

by choosing lines with low Einstein A coefficients (e.g.

water; Notsu et al., 2017). This method to extract radial

temperature profiles works particularly well at mid- to

far-IR wavelengths and has been discussed by Brud-

erer et al. (2012), van der Wiel et al. (2014) based

on Herschel/PACS and SPIRE CO ladders. Bruderer

et al. (2012) demonstrate that the gas temperature in

the disk surface (atmosphere) has to be larger than

that of the dust in order to explain the CO ladder.

This is confirmation of earlier work, both theory (Kamp

and Dullemond, 2004, Jonkheid et al., 2004) and obser-

vations (Carmona et al., 2008, e.g. H2 MIR observa-

tions). Fedele et al. (2016) applied simple power law

and thermo-chemical disk models to FIR data of four

Herbig disks. The power law temperature gradients de-

rived from simple models fall in the range 0.5−1.0. The

observed CO ladders stay flat in many cases out to high

rotational quantum numbers (J∼16−20) (Meeus et al.,

2012, 2013, van der Wiel et al., 2014, see Fig. 22), a be-

havior that requires a steep temperature gradient in the

power law disk models, something that can be achieved

with a high flaring angle in the thermo-chemical disk

models (Fedele et al., 2016).

Icelines More indirectly, specific molecules are associ-

ated with specific phase transitions in the disk, i.e. ice-

lines. Even though they are pressure dependent, they

serve as important calibration points for the gas tem-

perature profiles. Water at the high pressure condi-

tions in the midplane freezes out at temperatures below

∼150 K, and CO typically freezes out at around 20 K.

The term ‘iceline’ can be misleading because the phase

transition of a molecule does not occur at a single dis-

tance from the star. Rather it bends towards larger radii

as the density decreases towards the disk surface. In ad-

dition, non-thermal desorption processes such as photo-

desorption and cosmic ray (CR) desorption cause the

iceline to eventually bend back towards the midplane

at larger radii where disks become more optically thin

to UV radiation (stellar and interstellar).

Icelines can be traced directly using the molecule

in question and spatially and/or spectrally resolving

its emission in optically thin lines. Examples of this

are 13CO observations of HD 163296 (Qi et al., 2011)

putting the CO iceline at 155 au and low Einstein A

water lines constraining the snowline in HD 163296 to

between 8 and 20 au (Notsu et al., 2019). This lat-

ter work modeled the water line emission to determine

which isotopes and transitions are most suited to deter-

mine the location of the water snowline. Unfortunately,

ALMA did not detect any of those selected transitions

in HD 163296, with 3σ upper limits for ortho-H16
2 O at

321 Ghz < 5.3 × 10−21 W m−2, and for para-H18
2 O at

322 GHz < 8.5 × 10−21 W m−2. So the water snow

line position remains difficult to measure even in the

brightest Herbig disks.

The water snowline can also be traced indirectly by

molecules that correlate with its location. Leemker et al.

(2021) studied the use of HCO+ as a chemical tracer of

the water snow line. The abundance of HCO+ and H2O

are anti-correlated due to the reaction HCO+ + H2O

→ CO + H3O+. However, they concluded that, due to

degeneracies complicating the interpretation, HCO+ is

not a good tracer of the snowline in Herbig disks.

Similarly, N2H+ and DCO+ trace the CO iceline

indirectly because both of these molecules are tightly

connected to the gas phase CO. If CO is present, it will

compete with N2 in reactions with H+
3 , diminishing the

production of N2H+; at the same time, N2H+ is also

destroyed in reactions with CO, leading to the forma-

tion of HCO+ (for a detailed discussion see van ’t Hoff

et al., 2017). A consequence of this is that HCO+ will

be abundant just above the CO iceline. The low tem-

peratures there (∼20 K) are conducive to deuteration,

which could result in DCO+ to peak in abundance just

above/inside of the CO iceline — a method that has

been applied earlier to pre-stellar cores (Caselli et al.,

1999, Pagani et al., 2012). Observing DCO+, Math-

ews et al. (2013) confirm the CO iceline location in

HD 163296 found by Qi et al. (2011).

Summary : There is convincing evidence that the gas

temperatures in the disk atmosphere are higher than

the dust temperatures. However, our understanding of

the 2D temperature structure in Herbig disks remains

incomplete. The resulting temperature profiles depend

strongly on which tracer and method is chosen to ex-

tract them. HD 163296 is one of the disks that has been

studied using almost every available method. A trend

emerges from the observations that shows a very steep

radial temperature gradient for the uppermost layers
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close to the central star (CO high rotational lines) and

a flattening of that gradient as one moves to tracers

that probe layers closer to the midplane and further

out (CO isotopologues). This agrees qualitatively well

with 2D thermo-chemical disk models. The CO iceline

estimate from CO and DCO+ suggest a temperature of

∼20 K at 155 au, which agrees very well with the mid-

plane temperature profiles derived from interferometric

data. The snowline estimate from the ALMA water line

data suggests ∼150 K at 8-20 au, which is a higher tem-

perature than what is inferred from the extrapolation

of the midplane power law temperature profiles from

interferometry. Given the intricate dust substructure

seen inside 50 au (Andrews et al., 2018b), such a sim-

ple extrapolation is however questionable. The presence

of gaps and rings will alter the midplane temperature

profile (e.g. Pinte et al., 2016, Rab et al., 2020).

5.5 The radial distribution of gas

In the context of planet formation, it is of immediate in-

terest how the gas mass is distributed within the disk,

especially in the planet forming regions inside 50 au.

For the understanding of the mechanisms creating gaps

and rings observed in mm-sized dust, it is crucial to

know whether gas and dust are spatially related (i.e.,

whether dust gaps also imply gas gaps). A key ques-

tion is how the gas in the inner disk evolves during the

planet formation era. Does it follow the dust behavior

(gap/hole formation) or does it decouple from the dust?

Also, the outer edge of the gas potentially carries an im-

print of either viscous spreading or dynamic encounters

truncating the disk.

Studies of the CO ro-vibrational lines profiles show

that in many cases, the onset of CO emission coincides

with the dust inner radius (Goto et al., 2006, Brittain

et al., 2007, Salyk et al., 2009, Hein Bertelsen et al.,

2014, van der Plas et al., 2015, Hein Bertelsen et al.,

2016). However, in some cases the authors find evi-

dence for wide CO ro-vib line profiles in GI disks which

host dust cavities. For example, Salyk et al. (2009)

modeled the CO ro-vib inner emission radius assuming

a power law intensity profile and found for LkHα330

(IMTTS) that the CO gas resides inside the dust cav-

ity (50 au). Several more cases are shown by Hein Ber-

telsen et al. (2016). In those cases, gas and dust could be

spatially de-coupled. Banzatti and Pontoppidan (2015)

show that the CO gas in systems with large inner cav-

ities (as deduced from the CO line profile) is vibra-

tionally ‘hot’. One explanation of this could be UV flu-

orescence reaching the outer disk because the inner disk

is also devoid of dust. Following up on the powerful CO

ro-vib line diagnostic, Banzatti et al. (2017a) showed

Fig. 26 Compiled CO surface density profiles from the liter-
ature (Zhang et al., 2021, Fedele et al., 2017, Carmona et al.,
2014, 2017, Carmona, 2021, van der Marel et al., 2016). We
used a constant CO abundance of 10−4 if required to convert
from total gas surface densities. The solid lines are derived
from ALMA data, while the dashed lines are from CRIRES
data. The black dotted line shows the Minimum Mass Solar
Nebula. The blue/green colors indicate normal class ii disks,
while the yellow/orange/red colors indicate transitional disks.

that water line detections in T Tauri disks (2.9-33 µm)

correlate with gas gap sizes deduced from the CO lines.

In disks with small gaps, the highest water excitation

lines are no longer detected and with increasing gap

size, these non-detections expand to lower excitation

water lines. Antonellini et al. (2015) showed that wa-

ter lines with lower excitation temperatures tend to

originate from increasingly larger distances from the

star. Detailed thermo-chemical disk modeling of CO

ro-vibrational lines by Bosman et al. (2019) and An-

tonellini et al. (2020) shows that the observations of

Herbig disks may point to a more complex inner disk

structure, possibly de-coupling of dust and gas and pos-

sibly positive density gradients consistent with gaps

carved by giant planets (e.g. Bryden et al., 1999, Lubow

and D’Angelo, 2006). Carmona et al. (2014) used the

CO ro-vib line profiles combined with a large set of

multi-wavelength data (photometry, line fluxes, and im-

ages) for the disk around HD 135344B to deduce the

shape of the gas surface density profile inside ∼50 au.

From the CO v=1-0 line profile they find a positive

surface density profile and also evidence for dust deple-

tion with respect to the canonical gas-to-dust ratio of

100 inside the gap of this pre-transitional disk (GI, see

Fig. 26). Also fitting three CO isotopologues in the pre-

transitional disk around HD 139614 indicates a positive

surface density profile inside 6 au, and even possibly

a deep narrow gap that could point to a giant planet

around 4 au (Carmona et al., 2017). Using the same
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method, the CO isotopologue lines in HD 169142 are

consistent with a flat or increasing gas surface density

profile inside ∼20 au (Carmona et al. 2021; Fig. 26).

Given the high spatial resolution that ALMA offers

now, the CO pure rotational lines can also be used to

probe the inner disk regions. The caveat here is that

the typical gas temperatures inside 10 au are above a

few 100 K and so the low rotational levels are not max-

imally populated. In a pioneering survey of disks with

inner dust gaps (pre-transitional disks8), van der Marel

et al. (2016) characterized the depth and shape of such

gaps for HD 135344B and IRS 48. They find that the

sizes of gas gaps are typically smaller by a factor two

compared to the dust gaps and that for HD 135344B

the data at this stage cannot yet distinguish between a

smooth gas surface density profile with a negative gradi-

ent and a step-like positive one (different gas depletion

levels); notably the CO ro-vib data is more constrain-

ing for this object (see above). IRS48 requires a sharp

edge in the gas surface density profile at ∼ 25 au (see

Fig. 26). The DIANA models (Woitke et al., 2019b)

show that the observational data are consistent with

an outer gas surface density gradient smaller than −1.5

(Minimum Mass Solar Nebula, Weidenschilling, 1977),

a result previously also reported by Williams and Cieza

(2011).

Concerning the outer disk, the DSHARP program

(Andrews et al., 2018b) obtained high spatial resolu-

tion ALMA data (30-60 mas) for a few Herbig Ae disks,

HD 163296, HD 142666 and the IMTTS HD 143006. From

this program, only one source, HD 163296, has a high

quality dataset that allows the determination of a de-

tailed gas surface density profile (see Fig. 26). Since the

dust rings are not optically thin, derivation of the gas

surface density profile requires simultaneous modeling

of dust and gas. While Isella et al. (2016) inferred the

presence of gas gaps for the inner two dust gaps at 60

and 100 au from power law (plus gaps) disk model-

ing of ALMA CO data, more detailed thermo-chemical

dust+gas modeling using the DSHARP data does not

confirm this (Rab et al., 2020). The observations of the

high S/N high spatial resolution 12CO data (DSHARP)

are still consistent with no gas depletion inside the dust

gaps.

In a sample of 22 disks from a pre-ALMA northern

survey of the 12CO J = 3 − 2 line (Dent et al., 2005),

Panić and Hogerheijde (2009) find from disk modeling

(power-law disk models without chemistry) that 75 % of

this Herbig sample are smaller than 200 au; of course,

pre-ALMA data is likely biased towards large/bright

8 Note that the term transitional disk is here reserved to
disks that have no near-IR excess; HD135344B and IRS48 do
have such an excess.

disks and could underestimate this percentage. Unfor-

tunately, in the epoch of ALMA, there does not exist a

homogeneous large survey for disk sizes at the time of

this writing. Taun et al. (MSc thesis, paper in prepa-

ration) collected archival data of Herbig disks in band

6 (all three CO isotopologues) with spatial resolution

of 20-100 au (e.g. data from Miley et al., 2019). They

added Herbig disks observed only in band 7 (13CO and

C18O) to enhance the sample. This led to 17 Herbig

disks, ten GI, five GII and two intermediate disks (Fig.

27). The dust and gas radii were derived using the cu-

mulative fluxes (from elliptical apertures) and defining

the outer radius when 90% of the total flux was reached

(see Trapman et al., 2019, for details of the method).

In general, GI disks span a large range in dust (90∼370

AU) and gas (180∼850 AU) outer disk radii while the

five GII disks are small, with four unresolved dust disks

and three unresolved gas disks (13CO). The GI/II disks

have similar sub-mm properties (gas outer radii, con-

tinuum and CO fluxes) to GI disks. Like in the case of

the lower mass counterparts (T Tauri disks), the aver-

age ratio between gas and dust outer radii is ∼ 2 with

a large spread (e.g. Ansdell et al., 2018). Facchini et al.

(2017) and Trapman et al. (2019) find that radial drift

of dust grains has a profound effect on the outer disk

thermal gas structure and the ratio between inferred

dust and gas radii; specifically, radial differences of a

factor four or more are clear signatures of dust evolu-

tion and radial drift.

Individual disks have been investigated using high

spatial resolution ALMA data and find similar results:

a factor 2.4 for HD 97048 (van der Plas et al., 2017b),

more than a factor 2 for HD 163296, (de Gregorio-Monsalvo

et al., 2013), and more than a factor 5.8 for HD 100546
(Pineda et al., 2014). For the disks around HD 163296

and HD 100546, the authors claim that the dust disk

has a sharper cut-off compared to the gas, possibly in-

dicating signatures of grain growth and radial dust mi-

gration. The DIANA disk modeling results show that

for five Herbig disks, the outer disk edge is consistent

with a soft edge (γ = 0.5 − 1.0 9 ), and only for one

object, the sharp edge previously reported is recov-

ered (HD 163296, γ = 0.2 Woitke et al., 2019a). Panić

et al. (2021) investigated two binaries of intermedi-

ate separation (HD 144668 and KK Oph) where both

components are surrounded by dust-rich (gas-to-dust

mass ratio 6 2.4) planet forming disks. The respec-

tive disk sizes are consistent with tidal truncation in

these systems and they appear to have lower gas masses

9 The surface density is here assumed as Σ(r) ∝

r−ε exp

(
−

(
r
Rtap

)2−γ
)

with the radius r and the taper ra-

dius Rtap.
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Fig. 27 Gas outer radii of Herbig disks derived from ALMA 13CO archival data versus dust outer radii (Taun, MSc thesis).
The right panel zooms in excluding the three largest disks.

(< 0.1 MJupiter) than the average single Herbig disks;

so it is unlikely that gas giant planets can still form

around these two stars.

Summary Based on NIR gas observations of Herbig

disks with dust cavities (up to several 10 au), there

is evidence for positive surface density gradients inside

those cavities. In some cases, the gas clearly extends in-

side the dust cavity and in most cases, the gas-to-dust

ratio is high inside the cavities. Broadly speaking, this

is consistent with giant planet formation models. The

gas surface density gradient in the outer disk (beyond

several 10 au) is often more shallow than the minimum

mass solar nebula (-1.5, see Fig. 26). We have in a few

cases high spatial resolution ALMA observations indi-

cating that growth and radial migration of dust affect

the outer edges of disks around Herbig Ae stars. In-

termediate separation binaries also suggest that tidal

truncation operates, maybe in tandem with promoting

more efficient dust evolution.

5.6 Chemistry in Herbig disks

To understand what type of planetary systems can emerge

from the disks around Herbig stars, we also need to ad-

dress the question of how chemically rich these disks

are. (1) Which level of molecular complexity do we find

compared to disks around low mass stars? (2) Are the

differences primarily due to differences in the physical

and thermal disk structure (e.g. level of UV and X-ray

irradiation) or do they reflect true differences in the

gas chemistry? And, most fundamentally, (3) do Her-

big disks contain significant amounts of water, a tracer

often invoked to assess the possibility of forming habit-

able planets. (4) What is the C/O ratio in Herbig disks?

Level of molecular complexity: A systematic SMA sur-

vey by Öberg et al. (2010, 2011) finds a lack of cold

chemistry tracers in Herbig disks, i.e. N2H+, DCO+,

DCN, H2CO, compared to T Tauri disks. These early

studies focused on the brightest (and so largest) disks

in each category. With ALMA’s increasing spatial reso-

lution and sensitivity, the studies of the chemical com-

position of Herbig disks has gained momentum. Öberg

et al. (2015) showed that the bright Herbig disk around

MWC 480 hosts a number of complex nitriles (HC3N

and CH3CN) next to the commonly detected HCN and
its isotopologue. Overall, the number of Herbig disks

in which ALMA has searched for molecules is still too

small and the data is too inhomogeneous (spatial reso-

lution, transitions) to have conclusive answers as to how

different Herbig disks are amongst themselves (see Ta-

ble 5 for sources that have molecular detections beyond

the CO molecule); this is not changing with the MAPS

survey (Öberg et al., 2021), since it includes only two of

the already well characterized Herbig disks MWC 480

and HD 163296. In the inner disk, Spitzer surveys have

shown that Herbig disks also lack the richness in molec-

ular lines typically found in T Tauri disks (Pontoppi-

dan et al., 2010, Salyk et al., 2011). The Herbig disks

show for example no detections of HCN, C2H2, CO2 and

OH; only HD 101412 is detected in CO2. Warm water

(∼300− 700 K) is only detected at longer wavelengths

(e.g. 29.85 µm, Pontoppidan et al. 2010) among several

Herbig disks (4/25). HD 163296 is also clearly detected

at 33µm (Banzatti et al., 2017a). Given the low spec-

tral resolution of Spitzer, this can be a result of limited
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Table 5 Detected molecules (transitions) in Herbig disks with ALMA beyond CO. References: Bosman et al. (2019, Bo19),
van der Plas et al. (2017b, vdP17), Aikawa et al. (2021, A21), Booth et al. (2019, B19), Bergner et al. (2021, B21), Carney
et al. (2018, C18), Cataldi et al. (2021, C21), Fedele et al. (2017, F17), Guzmán-Dı́az et al. (2021, G21), Huang et al. (2017,
H17), Ilee et al. (2021, I21), Loomis et al. (2020, L20), Le Gal et al. (2021, LG21), Mathews et al. (2013, M13), Maćıas et al.
(2017, M17), Öberg et al. (2015, O15), Pegues et al. (2020, P20), Qi et al. (2015, Q15), Zhang et al. (2021, Z21).

line ident HD 97048 MWC 480 HD 163296 HD 143006 HD 169142
12CO J=1-0 vdP17
13CO J=1-0 Z21 Z21
C18O J=1-0 Z21 Z21
C17O J=1-0 Z21 Z21
12CO J=2-1 Z21 Z21 F17
13CO J=2-1 Z21 Z21 F17
C18O J=2-1 B19,Z21 Q15,B19,Z21 B19 F17
12CO J=3-2 vdP17,Bo19
HCO+ J=1-0 A21 A21
HCO+ J=4-3 vdP17,Bo19 M13
DCO+ J=3-2 M17,C18
DCO+ J=5-4 M13 M17,C18
H13CO+ J=1-0 A21 A21
H13CO+ J=3-2 H17 H17
H13CO+ J=4-3 Bo19 M13
H2CO J=3-2 P20,G21 P20,G21 P20
H2CO J=4-3 P20 P20
HCN J=1-0 G21 G21
HCN J=3-2 B19,G21 B19,G21 B19
H13CN J=3-2 O15,H17 H17
HC15N J=4-3 Bo19
DCN J=3-2 C21 C21
CN N=1-0 B21 B21
CN N=2-1 B21
N2H+ J=3-2 L20 Q15
N2D+ J=3-2 C21 C21
HC3N 29-28 I21 I21
CH3CN 120-110 I21 I21
C2H N=3-2 B19,G21 B19,G21
C2H N=1-0 G21 G21
c-C3H2 707-616 I21 I21
SO2 LG21
12CS J=2-1 LG21 LG21
12CS J=5-4 LG21
12CS J=6-5 L20
C34S J=5-4 LG21
H2CS L20,LG21

sensitivity since models predict that the line flux scales

weaker than linear with the central star luminosity (An-

tonellini, 2016).

Origin of differences between T Tauri and Herbig disks:

Single dish sub-mm observations focused initially on de-

tecting molecules in the cold outer disk and analysing

integrated line ratios. Thi et al. (2004) presented a first

comparative study of the sub-mm lines of CO, HCO+,

CN, HCN, and H2CO in T Tauri stars (LkCa 15 and

TW Hya) and Herbig stars (HD 163296 and MWC 480);

they found that the CN/HCN ratio is higher in Herbig

disks than in T Tauri disks and attributed this to ei-

ther differences in the radiation field (Lyα or X-rays)

or a thermal effect (the two molecules have different

freeze-out temperatures). Using the PdB Interferome-

ter, Henning et al. (2010) found that C2H emission is

lower in the Herbig disk around MWC 480 than in the

T Tauri disks around DM Tau and LkCa 15; again, they

explained this by the presence of strong UV and lack

of X-rays in the case of the Herbig disk. The SMA sur-

vey by Öberg et al. (2010, 2011) shows no clear differ-

ence in the CN/HCN ratio between T Tauri and Her-

big disks. Subsequent large surveys of T Tauri and Her-

big disks using IRAM also show no systematic differ-

ence in CN emission between the two type of sources

(Chapillon et al., 2012, Guilloteau et al., 2013). How-

ever, MWC 480 and HD 163296 show strong CN emis-

sion, while AB Aur, MWC 758, CQ Tau and SU Aur show

only upper limits or weak emission. Notably the strong

CN disks are both intermediate GI/GII disks; also Ta-

ble 5 shows that these are also to-date the two best
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studied disks. Contrary to the above studies, Chapillon

et al. (2012) find that the CN/HCN line ratio is higher

in Herbig disks compared to T Tauri disks — however,

the sample for which both lines have been observed with

IRAM is small.

A comprehensive ALMA line survey of LkCa 15 (a

T Tauri star) and MWC 480 finds clear differences in

the cold chemistry tracers N2H+, and DCN, and the

nitriles HC3N, CH3CN. The latter are brighter in the

Herbig disk, maybe due to its instrinsically higher tem-

peratures (Loomis et al., 2020). Le Gal et al. (2019)

focused on the sulphur bearing molecules in disks in-

cluding again MWC 480. They find no difference in CS

between T Tauris and this Herbig disk. On the other

hand, a much larger sample studied by Pegues et al.

(2020) shows that H2CO (formaldehyde) is less abun-

dant in Herbig disks compared to T Tauri disks. The

observations suggest that both chemical channels, gas-

phase and grain-surface, likely operate to explain the

formaldehyde observations in disks; hydrogenation of

CO ice can lead to efficient H2CO formation in cold

T Tauri disks. The general idea is that formaldehyde

can be further hydrogenated to methanol (e.g. Hiraoka

et al., 1994, Watanabe and Kouchi, 2002) and simu-

lations support that this works under the conditions

found in cold dense cores or cold YSO envelopes (Cup-

pen et al., 2009). Carney et al. (2019) carried out a deep

search for methanol in HD 163296 with no detection.

Compared to TW Hya, the methanol to formaldehyde

ratio is much lower. However, still multiple explanations

are possible given that we still have an incomplete pic-

ture of the role of surface chemistry versus gas phase

chemistry and also given uncertainties in the desorption

efficiencies of these two molecules.

The cold chemistry in the outer disk also drives

deuteration of molecules. Huang et al. (2017) find no

significant difference in the deuteration between the

T Tauri and Herbig disks (MWC 480 and HD 163296).

This is surprising given the earlier finding of a compar-

ative lack/lower emission level of cold chemistry tracers

in the outer disk of Herbig stars.

Disk modeling studies (van Zadelhoff et al., 2003,

Cazzoletti et al., 2018) indeed suggest that higher FUV

irradiation enhances the CN emission. Walsh et al. (2015),

Antonellini (2016), Agúndez et al. (2018) used thermo-

chemical models to investigate the difference in chemi-

cal composition between disks of various spectral types.

Using the same generic disk structure and exchanging

the central star, Agúndez et al. (2018) do not find strik-

ing differences in the outer disk molecular reservoir be-

tween T Tauri and Herbig disks. Walsh et al. (2015) use

the same approach and focus on the inner 10 au. They

do not find significant differences between Herbig and

T Tauri disks in key molecules such as HCN and C2H2;

if at all, the Herbig disks have higher column densities.

It is important to note that these works assumed high

abundances of relatively small grains in the disk sur-

face (up to 1 µm size). This causes the H/H2 transition

to reside very high in the disk at warm temperatures

(several 100 K), thus promoting a very efficient neutral

chemistry (Walsh et al., 2015). This is not the case in

disk models that assume a wider grain size distribution

(up to mm-size) and dust settling; the small grains are

then indeed left in the disk surface, but their fractional

mass is much smaller, preventing high abundances of

H2O and C2H2 above τ∼1 in the disk surface (Woitke

et al., 2019b, Greenwood et al., 2019).

Water in Herbig disks: The lowest excitation water lines

from the outer disk have been detected with Herschel/HIFI

in one out of four Herbig stars (HD 100546 detection

versus HD 163296, MWC 758, MWC 480 non detections

van Dishoeck et al., 2021). Also, water ice has been

unambigiously detected in the Herbig disks HD 142527

(Min et al., 2016b) and HD 100546 (Honda et al., 2016),

see Sect. 4.7.

Moving slowly to warmer disk regions closer to the

star, warm water (∼200− 300 K) has been detected in

the far-IR with Herschel in HD 163296 (Meeus et al.,

2012), and through line stacking also in HD 104237 and

HD 142527 (Fedele et al., 2013). Contrary to the funda-

mental water lines, HD 100546 is not detected in warm

water with PACS; the original claim by Sturm et al.

(2010) has been retracted (Meeus et al., 2012). Also

warm OH (∼100 − 500 K) has been detected in disks,

both in GI and GII (Meeus et al., 2012, Fedele et al.,

2012, 2013). Higher OH/H2O abundance ratios are found

in Herbig disks compared to T Tauri disks based on slab

models that assume the same spatial origin for both

molecules. However, thermo-chemical models of T Tauri

disks show that these lines originate from very differ-

ent radial and vertical disk layers (Woitke et al., 2019b,

Greenwood et al., 2019).

At NIR wavelengths, ground based studies have been

used to search for hot water (few 1000 K) and OH in

the inner disks around Herbig stars (Fedele et al., 2011,

Brittain et al., 2016, Adams et al., 2019). The NIR

detections of OH are more common among GI disks

(Brittain et al., 2016) in contrast to the far-IR OH de-

tections. This could relate to the inner disk architec-

ture where dust cavities/gaps (more common among

GI disks) create better excitation conditions, e.g. at the

inner edge of the outer disk. Brittain et al. (2016) find

that the high J CO and OH P4.5 doublet line ratio is

roughly constant (∼10) in Herbig disks; T Tauri disks

show a lower ratio between the CO P10 line and the
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OH doublet at 2.9µm (Banzatti et al., 2017a). Subse-

quently, Adams et al. (2019) found that the H2O to

OH line ratio in Herbig disks (based on HD 101412 and

upper limits from Fedele et al., 2011) is systematically

lower than for T Tauri disks (Banzatti et al., 2017a).

The C/O ratio in Herbig disks: A key controversy at

this stage is the global C/O ratio in disks, because it re-

lates very closely to the composition of gas giant planets

and planetary atmospheres forming within these disks.

Bruderer et al. (2012), Kama et al. (2016a,b) use a

combination of atomic fine structure lines ([O i)], [C i],

[C ii]) and CO sub-mm lines to investigate the carbon

depletion in the upper layers of the outer disk; the [C i]

data originates from APEX surveys. They find that the

volatile carbon abundance could be a factor 5−20 lower

than the solar one (2.7×10−4 relative to hydrogen, As-

plund et al., 2009); however to derive robust conclu-

sions, [C i] detections are essential, thus warranting the

sensitivity of ALMA. The recent MAPS project found

no difference in the amount of CO depletion in three

T Tauri and two Herbig disks (Zhang et al., 2021). Sub-

sequent 2D thermo-chemical disk modeling of the five

disks (Bosman et al., 2021) shows that the C/O ratio

varies strongly within each disk, irrespective of spectral

type.

Summary : Surveys of Herbig disks have shown less chem-

ical richness compared to their lower mass counterparts,

the T Tauri disks. The to-date richest Herbig disks are

the two GI/GII disks HD 163296 and MWC 480; how-

ever, this could be a selection bias since few comprehen-

sive Herbig line surveys have been done with ALMA.

Despite thermo-chemical modeling, it remains unclear
the extent to which this is due to differences in disk

structure or chemistry. A systematic survey of OH, wa-

ter and CO would again be key (see also Sect. 5.3) in

disentangling the excitation and abundance question

for these molecules and understanding the differences

between T Tauri and Herbig disks. If elemental carbon

depletion is invoked to explain the weak CO lines in the

submm, factors of up to several 10 (relative to solar) are

found in Herbig disks; the C/O ratio could be as high

as 2.

5.7 Differences between Herbig Ae and Be disks

Most of the discussion above pertains to disks around

Herbig Ae stars. Their B-type counterparts have much

higher luminosities and they often reside in more dis-

tant star forming regions (see also Sect. 4.1). The larger

distance and their embedded nature makes them diffi-

cult targets for directly resolving their disks. However,

they have been studied spectroscopically from optical

to far-IR wavelengths.

Bik and Thi (2004) detected the CO bandhead emis-

sion in a young B-type star (IRAS08576-4334, M∗ =

6 M�) and showed that it is fully consistent with orig-

inating from a small (few au sized) disk in Keplerian ro-

tation. Subsequent X-shooter and SINFONI data (Eller-

broek et al., 2011) suggest that the system also features

a jet and would thus be still accreting with rates of the

order of 10−5 − 10−6 M�/yr. Ramı́rez-Tannus et al.

(2017) classified and investigated young stellar objects

in M17 (d=1.98 kpc) and found five of them having a

spectral type B (B243, B268, B275, B331, B337) and at

least two of the attributes: NIR excess, CO bandhead

emission, double-peaked emission lines of hydrogen, the

Ca triplet, [O i] 6300Å; B275 had been previously con-

firmed to be a young pre-main sequence B-type star

by Ochsendorf et al. (2011). A detailed analysis of the

line profiles shows that the gaseous disks are again very

small (0.5-5 au scale) and that the hydrogen emission

originates from further out compared to [O i] and the

Ca triplet. Ilee et al. (2013, 2014) detected the CO over-

tone emission at 2.3 µm with CRIRES and X-shooter in

a sample of 6 out of 91 Herbig disks (4 Be disks and 2 Ae

disks); the detection rate is higher among the Be disks.

Fitting the CO overtone line profile again suggests an

origin within a small gaseous disk (< few au). For the

B-type stars, the CO emitting region is well inside the

estimated dust sublimation radius, but well beyond the

corotation radius. So, the picture that emerges is that

these Be-type stars have a NIR excess and host small

gaseous disks, likely inside the dust sublimation radius.

At far-IR wavelength, Jiménez-Donaire et al. (2017)

compared the Herschel far-IR spectra of two Herbig

Be stars (R Mon with spectral type B8, 0.8 kpc, and

PDS 27 with spectral type B2, 1.25 kpc). While the

spectrum of the B8 type star is rich in emission lines

of [O i], H2O, OH and CO up to J = 34 − 33, the B2

star barely shows any emission lines, besides CO up to

J = 11 − 10. However, due to the limited spatial and

spectral resolution, the disk and outflow (shock) con-

tribution to these lines cannot be disentangled. Further

observations at far-IR and sub-mm wavelengths (either

with high spatial or spectral resolution), are required to

find out whether the more massive HBe stars possess

outer gaseous disks similar to the Herbig Ae stars or

not.

Summary: Over the past 25 years it has become clear

that Herbig stars possess rotationally supported gas

disks. Spectroscopic capabilities across the electromag-

netic spectrum have revealed the presence of many molecules

in these disks. Thermo-chemical models of disks can re-
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produce the main trends. The mass of disks remains

highly uncertain and model dependent. There is a dis-

crepancy between the masses of disks inferred from var-

ious indirect tracers and the stellar accretion rate that

points to either missing physics in our interpretation

of stellar accretion rates and/or the interpretations of

tracers used to infer the mass of disks. While there is

evidence that Herbig Be stars possess disks, these are

much smaller and less chemically rich than their Herbig

Ae counterparts.

5.8 The relative radial distribution of gas and dust in

disks around Herbig stars

At large spatial scales (few 10’s of au), the substruc-

tures frequently seen in the dust do not always have a

corresponding gas structure and vice versa. For exam-

ple, the clear dust gaps in HD 163296 have a correspon-

dence in the gas (Isella et al., 2016), but this can be a

pure temperature and/or opacity effect (van der Marel

et al., 2018, Rab et al., 2020). The pre-transitional disk

around HD 142527 shows a clear dust trap in 1.3 mm

emission, but the CO emission is smoother and extends

much further inwards (Boehler et al., 2017). HCN and

CS emission in this source is offset from the dust trap

by almost 180◦ (van der Plas et al., 2014); again, the

explanation could be either a temperature or an opac-

ity effect. AB Aur shows two prominent 12CO gas spiral

arms inside the mm dust cavity (Tang et al., 2017).

A radial dependence on the vertical dust settling has

been measured in the disk around HD 163296. At the

inner dust ring (∼70 au), dust and gas remain vertically

well mixed. At the outer dust ring (∼100 au), the scale

height of the dust is roughly ten times smaller than the

scale height of the gas (Doi and Kataoka, 2021). This

is consistent with only the inner ring being detected in

scattered light (Muro-Arena et al., 2018).

At the spatial scales of the inner disk, interferomet-

ric studies of the dust and optical and near-IR spec-

troscopy of the [OI] and CO ro-vibrational lines can

reveal whether or not gas and dust are co-spatial. van

der Plas et al. (2009) inferred that CO is absent in the

dust gaps (<10 au) of HD 97048 and HD 100546; how-

ever, [OI] 6300 Å emission extends well inside the dust

gaps, thus showing the presence of gas. van der Plas

et al. (2015) then compared the inner radius derived

from CO emission with that of the dust and other inner

disk gas tracers ([OI], PAHs) for a larger sample of Her-

big stars. The GI disks show systematically larger CO

inner radii than GII disks; in both cases, the [OI] emis-

sion extends further inward than the CO. Banzatti and

Pontoppidan (2015), Banzatti et al. (2017b) compared

the CO and water emission lines to measurements of

the dust inner holes. They confirm that inner dust gaps

are indeed depleted in molecular line emission (water

and CO). Hein Bertelsen et al. (2016) added to the CO

diagnostic by introducing the line FWHM as function

of upper level quantum number J as a new diagnostic:

(1) a constant FWHM versus J can be used to infer the

presence of a dust gap, (2) the presence of line wings

can indicate the presence of gas inside a dust gap, and

(3) a strongly decreasing line flux versus J behaviour

can indicate a gas depleted region (Hein Bertelsen 2015,

PhD thesis). Carmona et al. (2014, 2017) studied two

pre-transitional disks (HD 135344B, HD 139614) with

very deep CRIRES observations and find that for these

two disks, the dust gaps (30 and 6 au respectively) are

partially filled with molecular gas emission. This agrees

with the findings from ALMA CO submm observations

by van der Marel et al. (2016).

Summary : The structures observed in gas lines and in

the continuum do not necessarily correspond. This may

be due to either temperature or opacity effects. The

vertical mixing of the gas and dust has been shown to

vary for at least one source which may explain differ-

ences in what is observed in the mm continuum and

in scattered light. In the inner disk, the inward extent

of the molecular gas tends to follow the inward extent

of the dust, though there are exceptions. Atomic gas

(as traced by [OI] for example) generally extends in-

ward of the molecular gas. Thermo-chemical disk mod-

eling work (Bruderer, 2013, Bosman et al., 2019, van

der Marel et al., 2018, Hein Bertelsen 2015, PhD the-

sis) has revealed the complex interplay between gas and

dust in the inner disk. The local gas-to-dust ratio, dust

opacities, disk scale height, presence of dust traps and

gas excitation mechanism all play a role in interpreting

the observations.

6 PLANET FORMATION AROUND

HERBIG STARS

6.1 Planet occurrence rates among intermediate mass

stars

The occurrence rate of super-Earths within ∼1 au of

their host star peaks at 0.5M� (Mulders et al. 2021, see

also Howard et al. 2012, Mulders et al. 2015). On the

other hand, the occurrence rate of supra-Jovian mass

planets with periods ≤4 years increases with stellar

mass reaching a maximum at ∼2 M�and then rapidly

declines (Reffert et al. 2015, see also Luhn et al. 2019,

Johnson et al. 2010). The most massive star around

which a planet has been detected thus far is a binary

with a system mass of 6-10M�(Janson et al., 2021).
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The planet was detected by direct imaging and has a

semi-major axis of 560 au. Thus it is clear that planets

can form even around fairly massive Herbig stars.

Transit searches for planets find systematically lower

occurrence rates for planets than radial velocity searches

that is largely driven by selection effects of the sur-

veys (Moe and Kratter, 2021). These authors note that

this driven by the fact that binaries with intermedi-

ate separations (a=0.5 – 200 au) suppress planet for-

mation and that radial velocity searches systematically

exclude binaries while transit searches do not. Moe and

Kratter (2021) argue that half of the dependence of the

superEarth occurrence rate on stellar mass can be ac-

counted for by the effect of binaries. The occurrence

rate of supra-Jovian mass planets within 1 au around

single AF stars is 8.6 ± 2.3% (Moe and Kratter, 2021)

- consistent with the estimate by Reffert et al. (2015)

for solar metalicity stars with masses ranging from 1.8-

2.6M�. It is not clear how the occurrence rate of supra-

Jovian mass planets scales with orbital separation.

Indeed, direct images of planets around intermedi-

ate mass stars are rare. Bowler (2016) find that high

mass planets (5–13MJ) are detected at 30–300 au or-

bital separation in only a small fraction of young A-

stars (2.8%). Similarly, the Gemini Planet Imager Ex-

oplanet Survey (GPIES) reports a modestly higher oc-

currence rate for the same mass range of supra-Jovian

planets (9+5
−4%) from 10–100 au (Figure 28; Nielsen et al.

2019). Assuming that this reflects the actual occurrence

rate of massive companions orbiting intermediate mass

stars (i.e., the planets haven’t migrated inward of ∼10-

30 au), one might conclude that only a few percent of

Herbig stars should reveal signatures of ongoing supra-

Jovian gas giant planet formation at distances & 10 au.

However, that does not appear to be the case. Here we

summarize the evidence for ongoing planet formation

in Herbig disks and discuss the challenges to detecting

forming planets in these systems.

6.2 Sign-posts of planets in disks

There are several indirect signatures of the presence of

planets in disks: the λ Boö phenomenon, falling evapo-

rative bodies, gaps/rings in disks, kinematic signatures

in the orbital motion of the gas in the vicinity of the

orbit of a gas giant planet, and spiral arms. Here we

describe what each of these signposts tell us about the

presence of planets in disks around Herbig stars.

6.2.1 The λ Boötis phenomenon

The identification of the λ Boötis phenomenon among

Herbig stars has been interpreted as a signpost of a gap-

Fig. 28 Depth of search for the intermediate mass stars in
the GPIES sample (Nielsen et al., 2019). Of the 123 interme-
diate mass stars observed thus far, four reveal planets: β Pic,
51 Eri, HD 95806, and HR 8799. Three of the six imaged
companions orbit HR 8799.

opening planet in the disk (e.g., Acke and Waelkens,

2004, Folsom et al., 2012, Kama et al., 2015, Jermyn

and Kama, 2018). The λ Boötis phenomenon was first

identified by Morgan et al. (1943) who noted a depletion

of Mg and Ca in the photosphere of λ Boötis. The def-

inition of the class of λ Boö stars has been refined and

is now understood to comprise late-B through early-F

stars (10,500 K ≤ Teff ≤ 6,500 K) that possess a deple-

tion of refractory elements and near solar abundance

of volatile species (Paunzen et al., 2002). Such stars

comprise about 2% of main-sequence field stars in this

spectral type range.

There are two related leading hypotheses to account

for this anomalous abundance pattern. Waters et al.

(1992) propose that λ Boö stars continue to accrete

residual material from the circumstellar environment.

The refractory elements are disproportionately found

in dust that is blown away more efficiently than gas re-

sulting in this abundance pattern. Kamp et al. (2002)

note that there is no correlation between the λ Boö phe-

nomenon with stellar age spanning several billion years

leading them to suggest that the anomalous abundance

pattern arises from the passage of these stars through

the diffuse ISM. In this scenario gas is accreted selec-

tively relative to the dust as the dust is blown away by

the radiation pressure of the star.

The λ Boö abundance pattern observed among main

sequence B-F stars has also been observed among Her-

big stars (Acke and Waelkens, 2004, Bruderer et al.,

2012, Folsom et al., 2012). In contrast to ∼2% of field

stars that show this abundance pattern, Folsom et al.
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(2012) found that at least 33% of Herbig stars show

this effect. Building on this work, Kama et al. (2015)

examined the relationship between the abundance of GI

Herbig stars and GII Herbig stars (see also Kama et al.

2016a,b, Jermyn and Kama 2018, Kama et al. 2019,

Castelli et al. 2020). Kama et al. (2015) find that while

the abundance of volatiles among GI and GII Herbig

stars are equivalent, GI Herbig stars are depleted in re-

fractory elements by ∼0.5 dex. These authors note that

all known disks with cavities among Herbig stars are

GI sources. They note that pressure bumps in the disk

at the boundary of gaps (perhaps due to planet-disk

tidal interactions) trap and hold back grains (cf. Sect.

4.9.1), leading to accretion onto the star from an inner

gas rich disk depleted in refractory elements. Based on

their analysis they conclude that ∼1/3 of Herbig stars

could possess a planet with sufficient mass to open a

gap that results in a dust filtration.

6.2.2 Falling Evaporative Bodies

As mentioned in Sec. 2.3.2, the narrow, intermittent

components of metallic absorption lines in the spectra

of Herbig stars have been interpreted as due to infalling,

evaporating material such as exo-comets.

In fact, the presence of these infalling comets is an-

other indirect signpost of planets in disks around Her-

big stars. These were first observed towards the young

debris disk β Pic by Ferlet et al. (1987). Beust et al.

(1991) suggest that the presence of these infalling solid

bodies result from stirring by a planetary mass body.

Grady et al. (1996) observed similar behaviour towards

a large sample of Herbig stars and suggest that this phe-

nomenon is evidence that planets have already formed

in the disk and thus perturb planetesimals onto eccen-

tric orbits that bring them close to the star. However,

the gas in the inner disk of Herbig stars should damp

the eccentricity of these orbits. Further study of the

association between the occurrence rate of red shifted

absorption features and clearing of the inner disk (or

perhaps the accretion rate) may clarify whether this

mechanism is plausible.

In the largest survey of this phenomenon to date,

Rebollido et al. (2020) studied a sample of 117 main

sequence stars with spectral types spanning G8 - B8.

Their sample was selected on the basis of having either

1) previous evidence of β Pic like phenomena, 2) an

edge-on debris disk, 3) a debris disk with cold gas, 4)

an infrared excess, 5) membership in a young associa-

tion, 6) shell stars, or 6) a λ Boö abundance pattern.

Among this sample, 16 of the stars showed variable red

or blue shifted features that could be attributed to in-

falling evaporative bodies (i.e., exocomets) all of which

were earlier than A9. They note that this could be due

to the difficulty of detecting these signatures against

the structure in the cooler photospheres. An unbiased

survey of young A and B stars may shed additional

light on the presence of planets around these stars nec-

essary for stirring exocomets and thus the occurrence

of planets in disks around Herbig stars.

6.2.3 Rings and gaps in disks

The presence of a planet in a disk also has other ef-

fects on its structure, as we saw in section 4.9.1. To

summarize, the radial drift that would naturally occur

in disks can only be halted by strong enough pressure

bumps, that in turn are caused by objects of certain

mass. Pressure bumps due to massive planets will lead

to disk structures like cavities or rings, while the ab-

sence of strong pressure bumps will not be able to halt

radial drift of the dust grains efficiently, making the

disk more compact over time. In these disks, less mas-

sive planets such as super-earths could still form. There-

fore, for a 1.5 M� star, disks with large cavities have

massive planets (> 200 M⊕, while ring-like disks host

somewhat lighter planets (M ∼ 70-200 M⊕), and lastly

compact disks have planets with a mass < 10 M⊕ (van

der Marel and Mulders, 2021).

From a comparison of exoplanet statistics with a

large ALMA disk survey, not only including Herbig

stars but also lower-mass T Tauri stars, van der Marel

and Mulders (2021) show that the occurrence rate of

exoplanets inferred from radial velocity and transit sur-

veys among stars in different mass bins is in agreement

with occurrence rate of disk structures (cavity, rings).
The authors also conclude that the mass of a planet

present in the disk is crucial in determining the disk

structure and size.

6.2.4 Kinematic Planetary Signatures

When planets in a disk open a gap (cf. Sect. 4.9.1), the

resulting pressure gradient will affect the orbital veloc-

ity of the gas (Perez et al., 2015, Pérez et al., 2018, Pinte

et al., 2019, Disk Dynamics Collaboration et al., 2020).

The gas exterior to the gap will experience a boost and

the gas interior to the orbit of the planet will be slowed

(see for example Armitage, 2007). In the spiral struc-

tures emanating from the planet, the deviation from

a Keplerian orbit reaches a maximum. This results in

a ‘Doppler flip’ (for a review of this phenomenon see

Disk Dynamics Collaboration et al., 2020, and refer-

ences therein). These authors propose a set of criteria

for confirming that such kinematic signatures of planets
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(KSPs) are not artefacts due to processing and discuss

other effects that can mimic this phenomenon.

With the unparalleled sensitivity, spatial resolution,

and spectral resolution of ALMA, several authors have

presented evidence of KSPs in disks around Herbig stars:

AB Aur (Tang et al., 2017), HD 163296 (Pinte et al.,

2018b, Teague et al., 2018, 2021), HD 100546 (Walsh

et al., 2017, Casassus and Perez, 2019, Pérez et al.,

2020), HD 97048 (Pinte et al., 2019), and MWC 480

(Teague et al., 2021). While these observations are too

expensive to have conducted an unbiased survey of nearby

Herbig stars, the results are suggestive. Application of

this technique to more sources will elucidate the fre-

quency of gas giant planet formation in disks.

6.2.5 Spiral arms in disks

High-resolution, high-contrast observations of Herbig

disks with 8m class telescopes have produced exquisite

images. Indeed, Dong et al. (2018a) noted that of the

10 Herbig stars within 200 pc that had been imaged

and lack a stellar companion from 0.3′′-5′′ that could

drive spiral arms in the outer disk, five show spiral

structure (Fig. 29). Since then additional sources have

been imaged such as HD 139614 (Muro-Arena et al.,

2020) which shows multiple rings and significant shad-

owing indicative of warped disk. There are at least two

mechanisms that can give rise to spiral structure: grav-

itational instabilities or planet-disk interactions with a

supra-Jovian mass planet. A gravitationally unstable

disk will form spiral structures (e.g., Hall et al. 2019).

While disk masses of order MD ∼ 0.5M? are necessary

to drive two-armed spirals and only last for thousands

of years, multi-armed spirals can form with disk masses

as low as 0.1M? and persist for Myrs. Are such masses

representative of disks around Herbig stars?

Typical dust masses in GI Herbig stars are around

1−3×10−4 M�(Garufi et al., 2018), so assuming d/g =

0.01, disk masses would be typically 1− 3× 10−2 M�.

However, measuring disk mass is fraught with uncer-

tainty. Estimates of disk mass from CO isotopologues,

mm-continuum, and disk accretion rates span roughly

two orders of magnitude (Sect. 5.1). As disk mass es-

timates from stellar accretion rates are often consis-

tent with Mdisk ∼ 0.1M?, multi-armed spirals observed

around Herbig stars could be the consequence of moder-

ately gravitationally unstable disks. On the other hand,

models of the upper limits on flux of HD suggest that

most Herbig stars’ disks may not be gravitationally un-

stable (Kama et al., 2020). Whatever the case, two-

armed spirals require much higher disk masses and sur-

vive in that state for very short periods of time, so

it is unlikely that gravitational instability accounts for

these.

Alternatively, a massive planet can account for the

spiral structure observed in these disks (e.g., Fung et al.,

2015, Dong and Fung, 2017, Dong et al., 2018a). Thus it

appears that the population of supra-Jovian mass plan-

ets in the outer disk (& 30 au) of young intermediate

mass stars could be ∼20-50% which is consistent with

the occurrence rate inferred from Kama et al. (2015)

from the abundance patterns of Herbig stars. However,

at this time there has only been one confirmed detec-

tion of a gas giant planet orbiting a Herbig star (AB Aur

b; Currie et al. 2022; see also Zhou et al. 2022). While

the direct detection of young massive companions orbit-

ing intermediate mass stars remains quite low (Bowler,

2016, Nielsen et al., 2019), indirect signposts of forming

massive companions are quite common. The disparity

between the detection rate of supra-Jovian mass planets

beyond ∼30 au and the frequency of indirect signatures

of planet formation in this range is a puzzle.

Summary : There are a number of indirect pieces of

evidence that point to the ubiquity of planet forma-

tion in the disks of Herbig stars including the λ Boö

phenomenon, the presence of falling evaporative bod-

ies, rings and gaps in disks, KPSs, and spiral structure.

While the exoplanet statistics and occurrence rate of

gaps/rings in disks are fairly consistent (van der Marel

et al., 2021), there is tension between the detection

rate of supra-Jovian mass planets from 30-300au and

the occurrence rate of spiral structures pointing to the

presence of supraJovian gas giant planets in this region

(Dong et al., 2018a). Validation of these indirect sig-

natures by connecting them to detections of planets is
crucial.

6.3 Detecting forming planets in disks

The detectability of gas giant planets depends on their

formation pathway. The two limits are the hot start

and cold start births (e.g., Marley et al., 2007, Fortney

et al., 2008, Spiegel and Burrows, 2012). In the case

of the hot start, the accreting material goes into heat-

ing the planet making it more luminous. In the case of

the cold start, the accreting material radiates its en-

ergy away resulting in a colder, less luminous young

planet. For the first 100 Myr of the planet’s life, this

makes a significant difference in the luminosity of the

planet. In the case of the young MS stars HR 8799 and

β Pic, it appears that the orbiting companions began

their life as hot start planets (Brandt et al., 2021a,b).

If this is the typical formation pathway for Jovian mass

planets, then it sharpens the discrepancy between the
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Fig. 29 10 single Herbig stars within 200pc that have been imaged with high contrast imagery (based on figures from Ginski
et al., 2016, Kusakabe et al., 2012, Pohl et al., 2017, van der Marel et al., 2021, Muro-Arena et al., 2018, Benisty et al., 2015,
Garufi et al., 2013, Hashimoto et al., 2011, Avenhaus et al., 2017, Follette et al., 2017). Of these 10 Herbig stars, five show
spiral structure indicative of the presence of a supra-Jovian mass planet (Dong et al., 2018b).

evident signposts of forming massive companions and

the direct detection of such companions orbiting young

intermediate mass stars.

One possibility is that the initial conditions of form-

ing planets span the whole cold start – hot start contin-

uum (Spiegel and Burrows, 2012). If there is a signifi-

cant number of planets that begin their life as cold start

objects, then the escaping accretion energy from the cir-

cumplanetary disk should be readily detectable (Brit-

tain et al., 2020). Several complementary techniques

have been employed to detect the presence of form-

ing planets in disks such as sparse aperture masking

(e.g., Huélamo et al. 2011), angular differential imag-

ing (ADI; e.g., Marois et al. 2006), Hα imaging (e.g.,

Close et al. 2014), and deep searches with ALMA (e.g.,

Andrews et al., 2021). There have been several intrigu-

ing hints of planets imaged in disks around Herbig stars

(e.g., HD 100546-Quanz et al. 2013a, Currie et al. 2014,

Quanz et al. 2015, Currie et al. 2015, Follette et al.

2017, Rameau et al. 2017, Currie et al. 2017, MWC

758-Reggiani et al. 2018, Wagner et al. 2019, Boccaletti

et al. 2021, HD 169142-Reggiani et al. 2014, Ligi et al.

2018, Gratton et al. 2019, and AB Aur Currie et al.

2022); however, AB Aur is the only Herbig star with a

confirmed planet detected in the disk thus far. This low

detection rate is similar to that of T Tauri stars where

PDS 70 is the only one for which forming planets have

been imaged (Keppler et al., 2018, Müller et al., 2018,

Haffert et al., 2019, Isella et al., 2019, Zurlo et al., 2020,

Benisty et al., 2021).

It could be that planets in disks accrete episodically,

and our sample is too small to have detected a forming

planet in its accretion outburst phase (Brittain et al.,

2020). Another possibility is that emission from circum-

planetary disks peaks in the MIR and current NIR sur-

veys for forming planets lack the requisite sensitivity

to detect a forming planet (e.g., Szulágyi et al. 2019).

An alternative approach to direct imaging of a forming

planet is spectroscopic monitoring of warm gas emission

lines arising from the circumplanetary disk.

Rab and Kamp (2019) used the thermochemical code,

ProDiMo (Woitke et al., 2009), to calculate the gas and

dust temperature of a circumplanetary disk. They find

that the gas is much hotter than the dust. In their ref-

erence model, gas at a temperature of &1500 K extends
to 0.3 au before dropping to 500 K at 0.5 au and 150 K

at 1 au. The temperature depends on the interstellar

background radiation, the accretion luminosity of the

planet, and shock heating as gas enters the circumplan-

etary disk. They showed that it is plausible to detect

rotational lines of CO from a circumplanetary disk with

ALMA. The spatial and spectral resolution of ALMA

will provide useful insight to the circumplanetary struc-

ture of material accreting onto forming planets.

While the circumplanetary disk is not resolvable

with 8m class telescopes, high-resolution spectroscopy

serves as a surrogate for spatial resolution. This tech-

nique was pioneered in the study of classical T Tauri

stars and has been applied extensively to the study of

warm CO and OH emission in disks around Herbig stars

5. Such observations may also provide the means to de-

tect circumplanetary disks (Brittain et al., 2019).

Circumplanetary envelopes have complex structures

that likely include a rotationally supported circumplan-
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etary disk whose outer extent may range from one-third

to the full extent of the Hill sphere (e.g., Quillen et al.,

2004, Ayliffe and Bate, 2009b,a, Martin and Lubow,

2011, Tanigawa et al., 2012, Ayliffe and Bate, 2012,

Gressel et al., 2013, Szulágyi et al., 2014, 2016, 2017).

Models indicate that the temperature in the circum-

planetary disk is & 1000 K in steady state (Szulágyi,

2017) and perhaps much higher during an outburst

(Zhu, 2015). At these sizes and temperatures, ro-vibrational

emission of CO in the NIR is also detectable (e.g., Na-

jita et al., 2003).

The ro-vibrational CO emission from the Herbig

star with a pre-transition disk, HD 100546, may arise

from such a scenario. The presence of an inner compan-

ion has been inferred from a component of the v = 1−0

ro-vibrational CO emission that varies relative to the

stable hot band (i.e., v′ ≥ 2) emission (Brittain et al.

2019). The profile of the v = 1 − 0 ro-vibrational line

varied relative to the lines with v′ ≥ 2 (i.e., the hot

band lines). In 2003 the line profile of the v = 1 − 0

lines matched the profile of the hot band lines. In 2006

the red side of the v = 1 − 0 line brightened. In 2010,

the v = 1 − 0 line remained elevated relative to 2003,

but the Doppler shift of the emission was -1 km s−1. In

2013, the blue side of the v = 1 − 0 line was brighter

than in 2003. By 2017, the line profile returned to the

profile of the gas in 2003 (Brittain et al., 2019). The

Doppler shift and time between observations is consis-

tent with a source of warm gas orbiting at 11.6 – 12.3

au. In the case of HD 100546, the CO flux is consis-

tent with emission from gas in a circumplanetary disk

with a radius of ∼ 0.3 au (Brittain et al., 2013). Py-

erin et al. (2021) model the 0.9mm ALMA images of

this HD 100546 and find that an 8MJup planet best re-

produces the ring structure that is observed. The Hill

sphere of an object with this mass 12au from HD 100546

is ∼1au, so a circumplanetary disk that fills one-third

of the Hill sphere is comparable to the size of the emit-

ting region inferred from the CO emission. Oberg et al.

(2022) applied thermochemical modeling of such a cir-

cumplanetary disk and found that the luminosity of the

emission of the CO rovibrational emission inferred from

their modeling is consistent with the observed luminos-

ity.

The source of the CO emission is now behind the

near side of the disk. When it emerges in 2031, the

source of emission can be studied with 30 m class tele-

scopes. In the meantime, ongoing monitoring of CO

emission from similar transition disks around Herbig

stars may provide additional candidate sources (Ban-

zatti et al., 2022). Expansion of this sample will open

the door to more detailed studies of this important en-

vironment.

Summary : There has only been one robust detection

of a planet in a disk around a Herbig star at the time

of this writing (Currie et al., 2022). Improvements in

instrumentation and the commissioning of 30m class

telescopes will likely enable further detections. A com-

plimentary approach to detecting the presence of the

planet is to observe gas lines from the circumplanetary

disk. Rab and Kamp (2019) show that rotational lines

of CO from circumstellar disks should be observable for

wide-orbit systems. Brittain et al. (2019) provide evi-

dence of ro-vibrational CO emission arising from a cir-

cumplanetary disk that is consistent with expectations

from models (Oberg et al., 2022).

7 FUTURE PROSPECTS

Immense progress has been made since the last ded-

icated review of Herbig stars (Waters and Waelkens,

1998b), and there are several exciting lines of inquiry

available to astronomers that promise to advance our

understanding of these important objects even more

over the next 25 years. Here we summarize a few of

the key areas of investigation that we believe will be

particularly fruitful.

Since George Herbig first proposed a class of in-

termediate mass pre-main sequence stars, identifying

objects of this class has been a challenge. Over the

years, catalogs of Herbig stars have included contro-

versial candidates. As the number of objects in these

catalogs has been limited, the study of intermediate

mass pre-main sequence stars has necessarily been lim-

ited. Furthermore, once pre-main sequence intermedi-

ate mass stars shed their disk, they are difficult to iden-

tify due to a lack of activity signatures (the so-called

“Naked Herbigs” that are analogs to weak lined T Tauri

stars). Large scale surveys such as from telescopes such

as Spitzer, WISE, and Gaia have improved this situa-

tion. For example, Mooley et al. (2013) used Spitzer and

Wise data to identify young A stars in Taurus. Using

the Gaia database, Vioque et al. (2020) used Machine

Learning to increase the number of Herbig-candidates

by an order of magnitude. Upcoming large scale surveys

enabled by instrumentation such as WEAVE and facil-

ities such as Pan-STARRS and the Vera Rubin Obser-

vatory promise to enable further such advances in our

identification of Herbig stars.

The source of the X-ray emission observed from Her-

big stars is still not well understood. Roughly 70% of

Herbig stars are binaries (Sec. 2.1) and roughly 70% of

Herbig stars are detected in X-rays (Sec. 2.2). However,

there is little overlap among these samples. A dedicated

study of multiplicity among Herbig stars for which X-

ray observations exist will clarify the extent to which
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lower mass companions can account for the X-ray prop-

erties of Herbigs.

Related to this is the structure of the stellar mag-

netic field. There is compelling evidence that Herbig

stars with masses .4 M� accrete magnetospherically,

but the geometry of these fields has not been estab-

lished. The more massive Herbig stars appear to be

accreting by some other process, with boundary layer

accretion being the leading contender. Modeling this for

Herbig stars will clarify the situation and perhaps pro-

vide a more accurate means of converting accretion lu-

minosity to accretion rate. There is some evidence that

the accretion rate of 2-2.5M� Herbig stars declines as

t−2
age from ∼3-10Myr. However, this may underestimate

the rate of decline as non-accreting A stars in this age

bin are not included in this sample. Combining data

from the evolutionary precursors to Herbig stars (inter-

mediate mass T Tauri stars) and non-accreting A-stars

in this age bin will shed light on how the accretion rate

of intermediate mass stars evolves.

As the UV excess that veils the Balmer discontinu-

ity is difficult to measure for accretion rates less than

10−8M� yr−1, we must rely on proxies such as Hi emis-

sion lines. However, the underlying physics that drives

this correlation is not known. Optical and NIR inter-

ferometry at longer baselines is necessary to determine

the origin of these lines - particularly for very low ac-

creting sources. As it stands, the accretion rates in-

ferred for Herbig stars imply much higher disk masses

than typically observed by other indirect tracers such as

(sub)mm CO lines (and their isotopologues), (sub)mm

dust emission, and HD emission.

Excellent progress has been made on understanding
the distribution of dust in disks and the resultant SED.

The evolutionary pathways that lead to GI and GII

disks and the metamorphosis of pre-transitional disks

to transition disks to debris disks remains an open ques-

tion. New instrumentation such as MATISSE on the

VLT will provide unparalleled interferometric imaging

in the thermal IR (L′−,M−, and N−) bands. This will

clarify the radial structure of the inner disks around GI

and GII Herbig stars. The James Webb Space Tele-

scope, with its dramatic increase in sensitivity, will en-

able the study of solid state features for a much larger

sample of Herbig stars allowing better characterization

of the role of environment on the dust properties of

these stars, and to detect weak emission from gas in

the inner disk. Such studies will also enable studies of

the role stellar multiplicity plays in the development of

GI and GII disks. ALMA has revolutionized our under-

standing of mm grains in disks, and now the Square

Kilometer Array (SKA) promises to do the same for

cm-sized grains (Ilee et al., 2020). Looking even fur-

ther ahead the Next Generation Very Long Array will

provide unprecedented resolution and sensitivity at fre-

quencies bridging SKA and ALMA.

Our knowledge of the gas content of Herbig disks

has increased remarkably over the past 25yrs. Thermo-

chemical modeling of disks is able to reproduce many

of the trends observed among various gas emission lines

spanning the NIR to the mm. JWST, with its enhanced

resolution and sensitivity, promises to open new win-

dows into the gas content of disks albeit many known

Herbig stars being too bright to be studied. Under-

standing how the gas content and excitation varies among

stars with different effective temperatures, degrees of

flaring, and dust properties will improve the charac-

terization of the initial chemical conditions of forming

planets; especially in the inner disk (<10 au) the syn-

ergy between continuum and emission line studies can

provide unique insights. We note that ALMA observa-

tions have only scratched the surface of understanding

the chemistry in disks (MWC 480 and HD 163296 the

only two disks being studied in detail) and more efforts

are required to push beyond the commonly used tracer

CO. Perhaps the most direct tracer of disk mass is HD,

but the conversion of line flux from this molecule into

disk masses requires careful characterization of the disk

temperature which in turn depends sensitively on the

dust properties of the disk. The mass of disks around

Herbig stars remains an ongoing puzzle.

Finally, the detection of planets around Herbig stars

remains a challenge. The advent of 30m class telescopes

in the coming decade will enhance our sensitivity to the

presence of forming planets and move the inner working

angle closer to the star. The detection of a significant

sample of forming planets will provide the means to

probe the early evolution of forming planets and clar-

ify the range of initial conditions (bounded by the cold

start and hot start scenarios) are reflected in the pop-

ulation of planets and thus clarify the status of direct

imaging surveys of gas giant planets around young main

sequence stars in the solar neighborhood.

8 A NEW DEFINITION OF HERBIG STARS

While the empirical classification criteria that defined

the classes of Herbig and T Tauri stars have been, and

still are, very useful for many studies of star- and planet

formation, we already noted in Sect. 1.1 that a full view

on the evolution of intermediate mass stars should ide-

ally be based on the mass of the star (more difficult

to derive directly from observations) and not directly

on its temperature (evident from spectral type). This

thought motivates the definition of a new, stellar mass-

based definition of the group of Herbig stars, i.e. leaving
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out the spectral type limitation of the Herbig star or T

Tauri star definitions. As a lower mass boundary we

propose to use the criterion that the atmosphere has

to be radiative at the ZAMS. We propose to define the

Herbig stars as the class of intermediate mass young

stars that are evolving towards the main sequence, with

mass &1.5 M�, that are surrounded by a remnant accre-

tion disk, as evidenced by the detection of circumstellar

gas at optical and/or longer wavelengths, and an IR ex-

cess caused by circumstellar dust. Herbig stars can be

subdivided into warmer Herbig Ae/Be stars and cooler

IMTT stars. The upper mass boundary is more diffi-

cult establish. The stars with masses & 8-10M� likely

reach the main sequence prior to the dissipation of the

surrounding envelope and are all but impossible to de-

tect on a pre-main sequence track. However there are

well established pre-main sequence B stars that exceed

this mass (e.g., MWC 297). This definition carves out a

general area in the HR diagram whose boundaries are

set by the birth line, the ZAMS line, and evolutionary

tracks of stars with mass &1.5M�.
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